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Faceblocked? 
University moves to police troublesome Facebook groups 

by 
Virginia Newman and 

Charlotte Griffiths 

The boundaries between Facebook use and 
the rules of the university have caused 
controversy after groups have been shut 
clown following action taken by the 
I ;nivel-sat ro protect students and lecturers 
from perceived hull ving. 

In one ease, a Facebook group has shut 
down after a complaint was made to the 
university. A meeting took place between the 
groeip's creator and .1 Pro Vice Chancellor, 
one of the must senior professors at Leeds, 
where the creator was advised tai think about 
the consequences of his creation of the 
group. The group's creator, said: "They said 1 
could potentially bring the Untversit) into 
disrepute, given the all access' nature of 
baccht Kok. and said that it was not fair?' 

He iustified the group by explaining that it 
was inspired 	the idea of someone else and 
had only been set up as a result of a Shared 
joke saying: "My intention was nothing more 
than to make fun.-  

Ln regards ro the comments posted to his 
group, the creator said: "1 said that I had 
taken no action whatsoever since setting up 
the group_ People are free to act of their own 
free will. My opinion is if they arc smart 
enough to get into university, then they are 
smart enough to predict the consequences of 
comments made. 1 said that I don't control 
people and 1 didn't feel responsible for 
somebody else's potential actions.-  

A University lecturer has also been subject 
to bullying through a Facebook group and 
'wall to wall' posts. The group. which is still  

on l'aeekook, criticises the lectuter's teaching 
;tile and the mu Rink: rauehr. The wall 
comments were made by a student who felt 
that they had been tinfairlv -marked by the 
lecturer, 

The lecturer has asked f..,ed.t Straw; to keep 
her sehot ti and name .an inymous. She stud: 

do respect the student's right to criticise 
my module,.but I would rather that it is dime 
through the formal process." She added: 
"Personal comments about my appearance or 
comments about na) research. ychich 
endanger me personally due to the sensitive 
nature if the research, are not acceptable." 
The lecturer was distressed and raised the 
issue. with both the Universal and l'acebook. 
_As a. result of her complaint the University 
asked Facebook and the students to rake 
down die offensive material Irian the site, 
which thee did, although most of the 
Comments were raken down befon: she had 
the chance to use them as evidence, The 
lecturer said that she had felt confident that 
the Universin would be successful in taking 
action against: such material. 

I line! 1lassan, a student made prominent by 
her position as an officer in the Exec. has 
also become the subject of a Facebook 
group, entitled: "Hind Hassan is a baby 
eating es agent tit Saddam 1 lussein-. But she 
has taken the group in jest and has even 
joined it herself. She said: "ln my case, the 

- group did not have :env rout in reality. On 
harm could have come of it on a real level 
around campus.1'he majority of these groups 
tend to be light hearted, a bit of a joke, but 
there is a line that can be crossed." 
She. continued: "The university does have a 

role to play in ensuring that people can get 

Story continued on page 2. 
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Reader of the week 

signitig and posting sornethiag  on the 
i roc In notice  board. The University %Int, to  
ensure that students understand thar  
responsibilities and liabilities as well as citric  
freedorrts. 	The agreed process is one of 
gir."Ing guidance and not instructing students 
,ua w hat they can and cannot say, 
-1:Itimarely we can reserve the right to 

the I lniv•rsity disciplinary pmeesics, 
however this would be seen as a failure ,I1 
the above process and nit as a natural 
oinsequence.-  

aceb(H 1k spokesperson has-saki -WhL 
we believe users should be able to cspres 
themselves and their point of view, etatull 
kinds of speech simply do not bdong in a 
o mitnunitv like Facel),,iik, ynu may not pits, 
or share .content that makes threats of  ant 
kind sir that intimidates, harasses, or - hullio 
any, tae or is derogatory, demeaning. 
inalicitius, defamatory, abusive, offensive ,71t 
liateful." additional reporting by 

Chris Stevenson. 
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(Continued from front page) 
on with university lit• u ithout 	hieing 

harassed. I think the .i.,roup about me is 
hilarious. Sometimes_ then: is a problem 
about being too rigid, pc,,ple should lighten 

tip and have a laugh. I think it can actually be 
quite flattering". 

The  prt,Vict,  Chancaut 	Students and 
Staff, Stephen Scott laid our the I nu.ersity's 
official position saving, "The Univtrsaiv's 

OM on Ihe use of social nett .,rking 
sites hke Facebocik has been de, eloped 
alongsic le. IA 	In line with this the 
University tS Tibt monitoring Facebe ink or 
any other similar site: However, if an issue is 
mised with us, we have a duo- of care to both 
our Nraffgoad students and the ti  crap 
reputation of the I nivel-say to consider and 
respond to the issue raised, "We arc- not in 
:Inc way wanting to limit individuals' Freedom 
of expression and their entitlement Ii, 
criticise as these :ire vet) muds a part of the 
University values. lb owever, individuals 
arc reminded that 
mutual respect 
is also a ke)  
ctemerit Of the 
Univrtity 
values." 

He continued: 
"We are as 
concerned with 
pnaecting 
students who are 
the math/ its of 
such sites AS well 
AS those who axe 
featured in them. 
People 	tviit ■ 	are 
producing any such 
.gyoups., need to he 
aware that these are 
c ffr•etivcly 	public 
documents 	and 
subiect to all the 
basic legal limits, In 
effect it is lust 
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Or dr. ,st wil have:WE heen Nying 
imillatteniu 	 11-11S.W1.1 your 

oppin-tuniol to hive N,,ur twice- 
ready -.as 	bat The ['Ilion 
should be doing. " -Whoosh!" 

rhar's the ,ound of dubious• eft-et-rive 
progress passing 5.4 	1)1. 1 it case  1iiU tee 

curious, bored or masochistic cuough  tai 

want tnore information on the referenda, 
the Union's lurid. 'shrooni trip of a w•bsite 
is suggested a,  die logical place ro sum. 

''that might be an ill-oinsidered move 
on their part is opening their "what is 
referendum?" section with A quote from 
Wikipedia - seeing as every single srtitit•l  in 
chic university ILLS 1,een told, from day one, 
that this is a horriblv unreliable source. If a 
lafy, drunk and quite possibly drugged-up  

first year is perceptive en, tugh to realise 
this is a cult nut +VC, 3a, ll'd have thougOt that 
this would have been acknowledged After 
all. the Union's own wikipedia entry  hi 

been the victim of repeated c• vandalism, 
with the insistent and repeated Insertion of 
fictitious l'.xectitie Pt isunan, DayeN' Paso 

Se, 

into the otherwise serious entry. 
The fact • OW, as of going RI press, several 

conflicting key dates for the referendum 
have been }oven across- the w•lisrte sinT• 
makes clear the huge lengths that the 
websitc's creators have p.inc to to ensure 
accuracy. Perhaps the violent colours and 
bright lights have simpby distracted whoever 
was paid to write the content, leaving them 
too dazed to actually check that what theY've 
written made sense. Who knows?  

lie 'lair to them, this year's wehtitti, 
lot more  p...Ative than,lasi ycle., Q,20  

tutRu  ccorc"13r ighl  Nrill'aFt:clecliii3"kutk. ./.5iec'csitiviciliecy. 
be-laws aver 'hie SI , Mitlet. The public's 
r slonse  r4clet 1rsttetcrendz, rticti.triv„animm,1(ycriticlsns4 

 is 11,14;  rules on electronic eampaigungd,,th 
” make sense were answer-La by an implicit 

n7otit of chi: rules make Scnsc, toil nai 
tit Liw, an animal sacntiee and n lot of lurk 
isn't neces..s.',31art,:ct,c:eactituisacl.tatekleisp.a.inanvtiiing, 

it's I tt a taht eit'si  far easier to invent a crinbistezt  
fiction, than 

II lu.s-tration: Mark Maeigly 

IL , rcuil in a consistent fact. 
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Speaking out breaks the 
Guiness World Record 

by Laura Gardiner 

On Wednesday October 17 a group of 
students helped to break a Guiness World 
Record by taking part in the 'STAND UP 
SPEAK OUT' campaign. 

At 1.15pm on the International Day for 
the F.radication of Pi vertv, 33 students  

wearing red and white formed a giant 'mouth' 
outside the Union. The stunt Was organised 
by I.UU's Potpie and Planet grrtup and aimed 
to represent the growing rflo■ CMerit (31 
pcopic will Arc Tl USlittii t i SUN silent in the 
lace of povertv. 

Frorn c)pni GMT on ()althea-  16, C wet 387 
indlion people in 110 countries took parr in- 

similar events, and succeeded in breaking the 
Guinness World -Record for the largest 
number of people lei 'STAND UP 
AGAINST PO‘T.RTV in 24 hours. This 
attempt broke last year's record of 23_5 
million and WAS tottitly organised In the 
United Nations Millennium Campaign 
WNW) and the Global Call to Action 

against. Poverty 	;tking with a wide 
rangel)f other partners. 

The 's-TAN I.) 	P 	PI.. A I: 	L 
campaign is a gliThal call to g,vernement, tar 

take action against pe p, cr pk• 

towards the Millenium Des cIopmeni Goals. 
In 2000, leaders of 189 countries signed up ICI 
the Millennium Development a global 
plan to halve poverrs by 2015_ The Goals 
commit rich and poor countries 	working 
together ro eradicate extreme pin ert• and 
hunger: ensure all bt .iy s and girls complete 
primal% school and promote. gender equality. 
'Filey also aim to improve the health of 
mothers and children; reverse the spread al-
/11Y/ AIDS-, protect the ens ironmenr and 
creme a global partnership for devele ipment 
by ensuring rich countries give more and 
better aid, debt relief and trade opportunities 
to poorer countries, 

Eveline 1 lerfkens, the UN Millennium 
Campaign's Fisecutit c Cc■.,rdlnator, said: 
"Tugctlicr we have broken the incredible 
record t-or die largess number of people. 
standing up to demand action on poverty. 
But die record we really want u1 break is the 
world's record of breaktng promises and 
totwing the poc tr. We don 'r want to reotitd 
numbers of ricillk v1/4 c.'ry 
year, -Mis is the treat isSue of our times, let 
us iccorne great Iry dealing with it elect si lt ." 

A home grown Nobel 
Prize winner 

by Jack Jordan 

An academic at the University of Leeds 
was one of the scientists that received 
the 2007 Nobel Peace prize for helping 
understand climate change. 

211t1- Nobel Peace prize was awarded 
Iriintly ro the I nter14■R- crarnvntal Panel on 
Climate Change (lPCL) and the former VS 
vice-president, AI Gore, Dr Piers H Irster, of 
the University's School of Fardi and the 
Environment, is a leading figure in the 
IPCC. ldc played a major role in writing the 
body's latest report, released in February rd.  
this year, whose purpose was to assess 
climate changuic science. F.xplaining his 
research Arld the work of the IPC(. Dr 
Forster said. ",1k research really, looks at the 
underlying phi sics of climate change. it tries 

understand and quantify all thr different 
factors that have contributed to climate 
change and then understand_ how the global 
climate responds to these influences, 

-The IPCC is an or nisatit .n set up to 
report the facts shout climate change to the 
world governments. importantly it never 
advocates policy, Iir,uceet, governments 
make pellicles such as thc 1<1oto protocol on 
the basis r,f the I PC -C reports findings_ It's 
job is to sort through the hype to distil the 
facts and communicate. these ro policy 
makers. 

The scientific effort is huge never has 

such a rigorous and haw:distillation of 
science been undertaken in ant Field. The 
reports take about five years to write and 
they go through three stages of peer review, 
In the most recent report we had tens of 
thousands <if comments that we had to write 
written responses to. I was one of the main 
coordinating ,tulhors of this report,• 

Amongst the conclusions of the report 
was the predictitm that hi the year 2101 
temperatures would increase ht between 
two and four degrees Celsius, while sea 
levels w'rmid rise by between 28 and 43cm_ 

Dr Forster avided: 	Came Clp with the 
funding that humans have very likely caused 
most of the global warming since the mid 
twentieth century. This may sound rather 
tame after five years of work, however, it 
was really the solidity and rigour behind this 
statement that had a huge effect on. 
particularly the LIS government, and made 
them take notice.-  

Commenting on winning the prize Dr 
Forster said: "I was really surprised and 
honestly gob smacked that the I PCC won 
the Nobel Peace. prize - e s pecially as 
winning it pots one in sonic slightly odd 
company. Many scientists have worked on 
the IPCt: reports over the lost two decades 
and its great to give them some credit. 
think science is the real winner and we have. 
hopefully given the world the evidence 
needed 1SP take the action .now that will 
prevent the worst consequenees from ever 
happening,-  
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Executive 'Open Surgery' 
fails to interest students 
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News in Brid 
Breast 
Aware 

by Laura Mackenzie 
A recently launched 'open surgery' 
scheme, the brainchild of Neil Macken-
zie, Communications Officer, has 
sparked little interest among students as 
illustrated by a series allow turnouts. 

Previous Executives have had a open 
kl(Nir pi diet' but this is the first year that the 
six members have gone directly to the stu-
dents themselves and held a weekly meeting 
at the 1.11U info point in which people can 
conic and air their views about the Mile of 
the exec and lJ 	in general. 

The idea stemmed from Neil Macken-
zie's election manifesto and aims to make 
the Executive more accessible to students. 
At present the majority of students are not 
aware of w ho the Executive are or what 
their role in the Union and University is;. 
even most of thoce who do would not 
recognise them by face or know how to 
approach them with their problems. 

Lucy Graham. a second year Law stu-
dent said: "I voted in the Exec elections last 
year but I don't think the results were well 
publicised enough. I'm still not suet of who 
all the members are and what the roles arc 
of the different Officers," 

When asked about how successful she 
thought the surgery scheme would be. she 
said: "1 think the open surgeries are a good 
way fir students to communicate with the 
Execute% e, but I don't think the zichernt -  'e 111 

by Claire Freeston 

Leeds University lecturers and school 
teachers are swapping roles in an attempt 
to make the transition from sixth form to 
undergraduate teaching smoother. 

latiN• new students 	university find 
they arc being asked u., learn !wore indcpend. 
entry and the teaching and guidance they 
receive is •ery different from study at salon!. 
l'h,refote, leads, along with other universi- 

nrs 	the crlontry, Including Sheffield, 
otting•am and Warwick, arc hoping to 

lessen tilt gap between the two different 
types of teaching by becoming part of the 
Teacher and kcademic Fellowship scheme. 

I be head of fThemistr% at Ring Edward 
VIl sch,•o1 tit Sheffield , Will Davey, has 
become .1 teaching lellartv at the university 
,inct /w•t the ni:Nr veal.  hopes 	disci'iver how 
the rtRi,re strut-I:mud reaching „f science sub-
ject.: in schools can he adapted to more :teem-
rancIv rL•ilect lindcrg•aduatc experience. 

111VIII/While will 
'114:11cl Will. V.,),1114 	schools no observe 
tt aching ..tylcs and ptao7 rises; training insight 
int" 	tliO! 	1' taught at a less 
advanLed level. Mr Davey said: "I hope to 
also bring-  hack to the school improved 
knowledge of what university admission 
tutors look for." All of the other Universities 
witl then follow this example. Commenting 

work properly unless enough student actu-
ally know it exists, I wasn't even aware that 
the first sureery had already taken place 

1_11J Communications and Internal 
Affairs t )fileer, said: "We've gilt 32,000 stu-
dents at Leeds University and I would say 
that upwards of two-thirds of these don't 
even know where the Exec's door is. 1 lnpe-
fully this will he more successful than an 
open drool- policy. 

Neil added that the surgeries are also 
useful in reminding the Officers of their 
main role. He said: "The scheme reminds 
the Executive that our main job is to to be 
representatives for the students, not aim to 

on the other WA\'•; Thai I. c, 	he 	, Itt,11.'1, 

to ter adfust err l nocur-tielift, .1 Spd‘CS1.711:1N1111 

said: "The UniverSits of Leeds is very aware 
ot the need to bridge the gap 1,1.. t \‘' cell the 
learning styles of school anil minis ersity. Our 
programmes of stud% help students move 
from the mute directed learning associated 
with school to becoming more independent 
learners. We seek to clarify students' expo.: 
tations dining-11 the' kinds of activities and 
assessments which we set throughout their 
programme. We Alm) put particular emphasis 
on supporting students during their first 
months at university. Following a major 'lei/  
ell two years ago, we provide a e„-ordinatc-d 
Induction programme which addresses their 
particular needs as they begin to engage with 
a different learning style. 

At the same time, the University engages 
prumnively with local schools to develop 
greater understanding of developments 
across ehr MO sectors. Academic staff are 
involved in working in local secondary 
schools. Last year, for example, the Univer-
sity held 12 events for school teachers and a 
further 147  local teachers took part in Uni-
versity seminars and workshops. In January 
one of the keynote speakers at the annual 
Learning and Teaching C.:onference, to he 
attended by over 300 University staff, will he 
the Head teacher from a local secondary 
school who willbe speaking about changes in  

sit in our tiffiee. Although students haven't 

come to talk to us so far. there has already 

been a cultural change within the I.•.sectitive 
and we have used the two hours to approach 
students ourselves and advertise new cam-
paigns. "For the first few surgeries all sis 
members will be present, and the surgeries 
will run throughout the year, regardless of 
the turning or how popular they prove to 
he. They run every Thursday from one to 
three pm at the Infnrmation Point in the 

Union Building.-  
Find out more about the Student Exec- 

utive Of 	and how to contact them at 

www u on n 	et/in/awes:re 

MAC. ON CAMPUS: 
Neil Mackenzie 

teaching methods in schools. 
This project may remedy the fact that in 

recent years universities such as I..eeds have 
experienced a downward trend in interest, for 
all three sciences, with Chemistry and I .risei 
veering taking the hardest blow. This state 
merit is echoed by Rob Knowles, a second 
year History student, who said "If universi 
ties had made more of an effort in promoting 
sciences in schools, then I may have chosen 
to continue science at degree level.” 

Speaking about how Leeds tackles the 
problem, a University Spiakespersi in said: 
"The University offers a number of was s in 
which science subjects arc promoted in 
schools. The include running cscuts on 
and off campus fin National Setenei. & I Jen- 
'leering Week, the Biological 	 (ith 

Residential Conference, after schoill 
ciunpuung clubs in local schools, and C hem-

Nlatlis and Physics revision classes f. 
school students about rn sit A lerels. In addi 
dim to this, the University offers Mentor-mg 
to students studyingC,CS1:  and A levels at 
school or college, students are paired with 
1 niversity of Leeds students studying corn-
plementar.. subjects at cic.gri:C level." Sae th 
Lreestute a Year 13 student, hoping to study 11,11,•stuliig:i. aft university, said -Getting chil-
dren into science earlier is a good idea 
because it inspires ibent as well AS stretching 
them academically•" 

LLTU's Women's Assembly are baildnea 
Breast Cancer Awareness and Fundrai„ 
iRnigley sDanyirintnh Hali  Tuesday Oct ober 30 int the 

The thy will involve  a wide range of 
events including literature and nietchandi,4  
stalls, video screenings, refreshments saris  
and a raffle. 

There will also be presentations from 
student nurses at 11 am and 3pm and Brost 
Cancer Care Staff volunteers will be coming 
in between 9.30 am and 3.30 pm to charm 
students and answer questions. The dm will 
end with a Give-It-A-Go Indian Head MYS 
sage session from 
4 to 6 pm. 

A spokesperson for the event said: 
"The day is a great way to get to know your 
bodies and raise money for a good all5t. 
Bring a friend, a housemate, a relative, a col-
league, a partner or anybody you can 
find!" 

Raffle tickets cost £1; the Give-It-A-
C in session  costs 44. All proceeds from the 
Jay will go to Breast Cancer Care. 

Action 
Auction 

The Action volunteering society will be 
running an auction on November I at 
8.30pin in the LUU Terrace Bar in order 
to raise funds and awareness of the 
group's activities. 

Items up for auction include: 1 ira 

mend necklace worth j:3(i0, Paint-11;11h: 
tickets; Tickets to U niversity gigs and recne 
Meals at top restaurants; VIP tickets:. 
Jeremy Kyle; Summer Ball tickets; An 
amber necklace and Cinema rickets. 

Also at the event there will be a psycho-

lotneal illusionist, a dint:titan-  firentain and 

free cal e. 

Halls Go 
Green 

Students in halls are being given 111(  

chance to help make their residences 
more environmentally friendly place. 

The Union is working in partaershir 

with the University tto reduce the erwmao
.  

mental impact of students living in halls b+ 
recruittng volunteers to he Envitionron  

Hall Reps, to promote and assist a vane) .1 
environmental campaigns throughout th; 
year. 

The key campaigns will focus on w3s11  

management and recycling, energy congr  

carton, ant' transport. There will he an tilt" 

meeting or reps in the IX U Conferene 
Hall at 5.t Al pm on Thursday 8th Noveroko 

If you are Interested in getting involved 

please contact Rosie 'frolic, Ethical& 
Environmenral Assemble Chair an by Frals 

2nd November, with name, contact denal 

and which hall you're living in- 

Back to school for out 
of touch lecturers 
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Vote turnout low but winners smiling 
by Laura Mackenzie 

The results of the Union Coun-
cil by-elections were announced on 
Friday October 19, with all six posi-
tions filled. 

Polling closed at 7 pm on Thursda‘ 
October 18 and the total turn out was 
63-1 votes cast. Although this was a 
very small percentage of the 32,1m-
slrong student population , it was actu-
ally a significant increase on last years 
turn out. A spokesman for the LUU 
Campaigns and Democract Suppnrt 
Office, said: 	It is sadly true that 
Union Council by •elections do only 
ever get small turn nuts, The good 
news is that this is acivallv a 31 per 
cent increase on last year's :urn out 
which in itself was a -in per cent 
increase on the previous year,-  

Neil Mackenzie, 	t:ommunica- 
Lions and Internal Affairs Officer, said: 
"There's always more that the Ilnitlll, 
the candidates themselves and the 
media can he doing In advertise Union 
Council elections and encourage more 
students to vote. 

"Although general student apathy 
is a massive problem in terms of turn 
out, the trend for voting is going in the 
right direction and turn out is increas- 

ing every year.-  
The position of Mature and Part-

Time Assembly Convener was von by 
juin' candidates, Biancn Juan-Carlos 
and Laurainne Vhann, and the position 
of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Trans-
gender Assembly Convener was won 
by Sophia James. Both positions were 
uncontested_ 

There were two candidates com-
peting fnr linth General Student Rep-
resentative and Post Graduate Assem-
bly Chair, Jak Lodd was elcCtcd as the 
new General Student Rep. and Mina 
Said as the Post Graduate Assembly 
Chair. 

I he two positions of First Year 
Representatives had a combined total 
of seven candidates standing with Alia 
NIandi and Zippi Gershon winning the 
votes, 

Neil Mackenzie added: "We were 
delighted that most of the p•)sittons 
were contested, and were particularly 
pleased that seven first vcar students 
were standing; this is a good sign for 
the future of democraey in the 
Union," 

All Council positions will he open 
for full election once again at coaster, 
with the exception of First Year Rep-
resentatives whose term of office fol • 
liAVS the academic year. 

Steve Halpin, Returning Officer: 
"I think we were all really pleased with both the 
moll Pat and the number if keen and able cartels 
dates, especially considaing this was a by-election 
so there's not the same buzz around campus as 
with the spring elections. I lowever, elections 
aren't the only way to input into deckirimmaliing 
amundour Latina, rhea's the assemblies and a MT-
trend= corning up tars. All the c!,T.lie-s who think 
democracy is rubbish in our union arc Frank[,, 
behind the timc!" 

Jak Cock!, elected General Student Represen-
tative; 
"t hl the campaign !rail n was evident that the 
large majority ofsnideras are simpl+, nor ; ie 
in the democratic structures 4)1 the L•nitIn. It is .1 
shame, because a lot of gni xl work is done by nut 
only the Fixecutive, but also Lnion Councilln  
and other active Union members. I think the 
Intriont. of students feel disillusioned with us in 
prilinei.,,md feel that it IF,IttSi a place for careerists 
whit want to prom, ay their particular agenda. It is 
Inapt in ant that LI 	icuscs titre on the issues 
that really affect students, because I believe that is 
the only war in which to attract more per iple tote, 
the decision making process 

Sophia James, elected Lesbian, Gay, Bisexu-
al. and Transgender Assembly Chair. 
"I km: being  a representative for the poi vie, too 
many individuals involved in politics forget that 
thus arc accountable to the public plus I'm tater-
esreel in the formation of la and mansphobia on 
tit ,p of1 Ion li ,phobia. Umi in t :ouneil is an :amazing 
way 1'01-students to be cmpi 'veered. The council 
can pr 'vide support and funding io aid the most 
atnzang and t pinion alterating, campaigns. error 
students that utilise die- council, 'a is an immense 
outlet to exercise thew pi ylitieal  views . 

Students gain insight into construction work 
by Laura Mackenzie 

A building sift on campus has provided Civil 
Engi neering  students with 3 first-hand expe-
rience of the kind 017  LWMini-neat they will 
he working in after rhea have graduated, 

Work. 'in the 	million project began 
on die site in .1pril of last year and is in 
track ro he Corn plcrcd by Max' 200K. The 
building will house the University's student 
services and ofticialh he called the Marjorie 
and Arnold lift Building after its benefac-
tors and in tneinorT of A rni 'Id Ziff_ 

It is rare that _stnclents1.!:ea 	opportunt- 
o oin their own campus to visit a live con-
struction site, and experience health and 
safety issues, and building methods first 
hand 130 First year Civil knginecning stu-
dents visited the site to talk with the con-
struction team, and health and safety was 
high on the agenda with suitable hoots being 

preremuisi re tit 	nut, the sue. 
The visa was It L.1 	Ciraham Coi Lam, 

the  sit:c., Prnicer NI:in:Igor and preceelcd by a 
lecture on fill septet-1,11er, with Steve I lay • 
rnan. Shepherd's NI anaging Planner, which 
introduced the .students to the construction 
process_ The lecture provided some back  

ground informanon relating 	the .\ 	qie 
and Arnold Ziff building prt&ct and high-
lighted various areas if in crest 

Rosemary t_reasey_ senior 	at the 
School 	t it'll •.ngineering said: -This has 
been a unique opporninw, for scull nts 
learn about teanr,vork, health and safety and 
11, discuas potential cancer ..ipportunitie s 
first-hand with the :!diefil tetirs 1, am." 

Tomas Bilbe, a first year t.tyi1 Erigincer- 
Mg Student said: As 11 ‘A;is ins hi: 	rime lin 
a construction site I was ovc rex huhTled. IT 
Was definitely an inspiration io have the 
eippmautute- ft, sec  it wittitin',", C. ,11stte.elM1'1 
site this carly t,n iti 1111 clt31 ntlincennig 
career," 

The building  will be 	es high and 
form a purpose-built staid,. id .!,lininisi_ratiini 
centre at the heart 4.1.  OW I 	tit, ersio, 
campus. It will 	It 	1 
the 	cdong Ise;iti 	• ; 
Centre, International 

•.L. 
the Universii- 	■!., 
and the :selumni arise 13i'VCIIIIITIR".11  1~ loll 

The building will also house a t 	3!..1 
(Atoned Chamber. 

It is hoped that there will lie (mailer stu 
dent visits in the New Year. 
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SINGING HER WAY TO 
SUCFSS: Laura won £1,000 in 
radio contest 
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Mark Robinson 

 

Mark Robinson, 
President of RAG 

LS: I lello Mark, Standard piestlitn..,c,iuld 
you tell us a hit about ItA(Tt Intl what it 

MR: Ti 	stands for `Ratse And k•ixe' and 
Is a really large organisation with branches 
in nearly every LiniversItt,  In the UK. 14'e 
hasiciilt orga risk loads of clifferen events 
which are supposed to he all about having 
fun and rusine money for lots of different 
dtaritic,;. 

LS: So boa did you manage ro ge l the op 

MR: 1,X ...II I •rrzantsed R. 1C• Ificrk last \ car 
and risen gor totid in al out At ;NI! 

LS: And what events is RAC organising 3r 
the tntancnt;• 
.MR: We've got loads of events coming up 
includine the Paris, Morocco, Alusterdarn 
and Barcelona flit.Lhes. the Paperclip 
(.:ballenge and Firev.eille 

LS: Frmtn, can s ou explain what 'the 
Paperclip Challengt. ' is? 

MR: Basically we give participaws 
paperclip and they have to try and swop it 
for soern thing better. Thcv then have to 
swop that for something beam, and so on 
Spit eone once did it for a year and ended 
up with a house, but we're just sticking to 
Cour weeks. 

LS: '1nd Tirewalk'... 
ME.: This event is taking place in early 
, • • • • • • November and is raising money 

     

  

Since Circus 
School I've 

wanted to try 
new, crazy 
things. 

  

• 

   

    

    

for 1.6,--1,1s 	Ictara, RAG members have to 
walk across hot coals. 

LS: What? With their bare Feet? 
MR.: Yeah! I really want to take part 
because ever since I went to Circus School 
I've wanted to try new, crazy things. Also. 
those taking part arc only given two hours 
training and 1 want in see if I could be 

rotis•a4 e•I to lid, 	Itl such .1 short 
space of tintt 

LS: So have you ever embarassc d 
yourself for a charitable cause; 
MR: I don't want to admit it Inn 
actually ha\ un't... 

LS: But :El aild you? 
MR: I would definitely =harass myself for 
charity! I nearly took part in the -speed-- 
dating Event the .other day but we had too 
many people! 

LS: Did you manage to matchmake 
any' me:. 
MR: Yeah we actually did! It was a hit 
awkward at first but it was really successful, 
At the end everyone had to write down the 
name of anyone they liked, and when two 
people had put each other we gave them 
their email addresses. RAG bus also 
orgunsied an event called 'Five Cu Dating' 
where five boys and five girls go on a group 
date. 

LS: Sr. how can students become involved 
in RAG? 
MR.: Students can toin our Facrbook group 
or visit our website leedsrag.org.uk  for 
more details, If you want to take part in 

events or become a member then you WI 
just visit our office which is in the ARC. 
we also have loads 	s trials includinf: 
pub yam even o week'• And meats at 
Barakats, 

LS: And, quickly, anything else to entice 
new member-6? 
MR: RAG'S a big network of f un.  
enthusiastic students. and its a great 
environment to work in and meet new 
people! 

• - • • • 
• • • a n ****** • • 

I would 
	

• 

definitely 
embarass myself 
for charity! 	, 

• 

• 

inging star LS break time.. 
Welcome to LS's weekly procrastination station. We know that as the term 
progresses work builds up, therefore we know you need something to take • 
your mind off the endless lectures, essay deadlines, library sessions and 
additional seminars. Check out our new crossword feature below. Fifty lucky • 
winners will receive VIP discount tickets for Seven Spices restaurant. Just •• 
send your completed crossword to the Leeds Student office, upstairs in the • 
Union building. Good luck! 	 • • 

Concise Crossword #2 by Phaedrus 
Across 
I Shakespeare plal (6,6) 

Plea_sed with oneself (4;  • • • IMIM 	MENEM= 
9 Shakespeare play (7) 
In Core - smallest constellation 
I 1 Small dagfer wilt thin tapering 
blade • shoe (8) 

\ •Ibl• symbol rept:strafing 

IMME
• 	• I M • abstract idea (8) 

1 7  Hallucinogenic drug (coat 9.) (4) MEM MEI 13 Sailor's in upon raising anchor 
(S-2) • 	III 	• 	19 4 Down r 'r example (4) 

Obvit,nsit: correct 7,$) 

1..1 11111111 IMMEMMEM MEM 
1111  • • • • ME= MIME V • 	• 

by Laura Mackenzie 

A Leeds University Student has won first 
prize in Radio Aire's Leeds Talent 
competition. 

Laura Telibutt, a third year Music student, 
came first with an acapella rendition of Mariali 
(.arey's 'Hunt'. She won figs I prize money as 
well as a night for two in an Ibis Hotel, and a 
bottle • If champagne. 

The competition was run by local radio 
station. Radio Aire, who visited several Leeds 
liorsr 4s, including I lvde Park and Bahia Beach 
Club in the search for new talent. Contestants; 
were asked to perform their talent for one minute 
in front of a camera and the videos were then 
posted Oil Radio Aire's website for listeners to 
VI ft 

Laura's entry was filmed at the St. John's 
Centre where she sang 'I -ever' in fount of allot 
the mid-day shoppers. 

The top ten entrants:were invited I() a lice 
final which nxik place on Friday Oember 1') at 
The L. alive. They then had to perform that 
talent for up to tire minutes in front Of an 
audience and panel of four judws. 

These ten were whittled down to a final 
three. Sam Flarrisorka third year 	linwersq 
Linglish student and 1 aunt's friend. *amide the 
thtve with his halt come-Ely sketch. haksaneub" Ìt, 
his love life. [aura said: "We orilignally 0N tc"-  Y 	'" 
part. for a bit of banter so i can't believe we ma& 
the final three." 

Latin had to give back the prize nit tney afros 
the jtadges gave all .1111 V, her in cash: was!: Ige. 
straight to bruits so I asked for it tt. I lie sent al nu 
as a cheque; I didn't want to spend it all on Applc 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
tie  

Down 
2 hirs, \V, aid Cup winners (-71 
.1 Seeks • cut new talent (6) 
4 Greek ritholtwcal warrior (8) 

Divide,lureak 1r part len•thy:1m,  

6 Plower, shrub (121 
7  Having fetichatelt s 4i ..n insatlf 
Intl violent nature (12) 
12 Shakespeare play (4.4) 
13 Siukr_Nprare play (7) 
14 Storehouse for weapons • t • 
10 Depart (5) 

• 
• 
• 
• 
a 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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News in brief 

Gadgets galore 
A recent survey has found that parents 
are spending up to £4.6 billion on 
gadgets for children at university, an 
average of £1,860 per student. 

A pull of WOO students by dot mobile 
about their technology revealed that the 
most is spent on students in the suuth. 
Students from the Greater London area 
have: the most spent on them when setting 
oft for university, having an average of 
L2,250 worth of gadgetry. Students in the 
South East came second with an average of 
12,2110 being spent on them; while students 
in the South West came third w ith f2,1175. 
Those in the North West and the Nntah 

East have the least spent on them - 	.- =n 
and j,;1,7011 spent respectively. This is more 
than is spent on fiaid for the whole of the 
first vear, which works nut at an average tit.  
only 1,1,476. 

The survey also, revealed the top ten 
pieces of techno'log'y present in students' 
rooms. At the top was a mobile phone, with 
94 per cent r if students admitting they could 
not go to university without one. Also 
present was Internet access and a laptop, 
present in second. and forth place 
respectively. 

In terms of using gadgets to help with 
wink ar university, the statistics sin Or that 
students are more likely to spend time 
surfing the inset-net or speaking to friends 
rather than studying. W' per cent of students 
questionned admit to using their technology 
to sneialise rather than study, with 76 
percent stating that they spend more time 
on sites such as Facebook. In terms of 
hours, this equates to spending 20. 3 hours a 
week communicating with their friends 
using gadgets on average. This is in contrast 
to just an average of 9.2 hours spent 
studying with the help of technology. 

Global 
gathering 

On Wednesday October 31 at 6 pm in Are 
R00111 5, a `Glohal Health for Dummies' 
session  will take place, with the topic, 'HIV 
and TRIPS', where the subject of Anti Rctro 
Viral drugs (medical treatment for HIV 
sufferers) and the patents imposed by 
pharmaceutical companies to restrict their 
generic production will be discussed. 

The sessii in will revolve around die premise 
that- pharmaceutical ciumpartics place a huge price 
on the ARVs they produce, because they have 
patented the drug, which means that they cannot, 
under the Worid Trade Organisation's statute. be 
reproduced cheaply, 

Governments and Charities all around the 
world arc trying to break these international 
trade law harriers to provide AM's to the 
countries and the people whose lives are being 
ravaged by the effects if I I /V. Me session will 
be led by I larry Burns. List Years President of the 
StopAIDS chatty,. in Leeds 'Global Health fur 
Dummies' has been set tip by Medsin Leeds in 
pro writ ire education abnut global health issues. 
where tieople are encouraged ro conic to the 
aimed sessions to contribute and learn about 
current day gJobal health topics. 

Mcdsin is a student network, with branches 

amd projects running across the U.K. The projects 
and campaigns run by Medsin aim to educate 

about and act upon health inequalities in our 

local and global communities. 
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CALAMITOUS CAN Ale Remember 
to be careful. 
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An 84-year old man who was deliberately 
pushed into the Leeds Canal is anxious to 
find his rescuer, who is thought to work at 
the University of Leeds. 

The incident occurred at an lurid 230 pm 
on Saturday October Iii. NIT. William Warner 
was-sitting in a chair beside the canal when he 
was pushed head-first into the water by rwo 
bovs. Due to balance problems he was unable 
to climb out and soon began to lose 
temperature, 

I le was found in distress some time later 
by a Canadian man, along with a lady and her 
daughter. The man, who is thought to he a 
University of Leeds empItiyee, pulled Mr 
Warner out of the Water and lent him a jumper 
to wear, 

Mr Warner regrettably lost the man's 
business card when he was taken to the A and 

but is very keen to thank him and to return 
his jumper. If you are the Canadian rescuer 
taineerned, or you know who' this person is, 
please phone Mr Warner on 01 I 3 216 -1518, ur 
phi ate his daughter Ann on 0113 27 3-11. 

by Adam Richardson 

Researchers at Leeds University, in 
conducting a survey into police dispersal 
powers, have found that rather than 
solving the problem of anti-social 
behaviour they just move it. 

The results nil the survey 
highlighted that whilst inte area achieves a 
down-turn in anti-,social behaviour, its 
neighbouring area sees a substanei.tl rise. 
Professor Adam Crawford and Stuart Lister 
of the Centre For Criminal justice Studies 
found that crime in regions designated 

by Jeremy Webb 

Women of South Asian origin are attending 
university in greater numbers than ever 
before, but there remain a number of 
obstacles to their success in education, 
reveals a new report from researchers at the 
!niversity of Leeds. 

.car llogy lecturers Dr Paul Bamiley and Dr 
'.amen I lussain based their research on 
interviews with 114 young women from Indian, 
Bangladeshi and Pakistani backgrounds, the 
majority of whom live in Leeds. South Asian 
women in Britain have attended university at 
inuch . tbster growth rates than white women. The 
retain suggests that such growth is due to high 
career aspirations and goad parental support; 
Successful graduates from ethnic communities, or 
-pioneer women", were also cited as an important 
influence. 

The reseal-  eh tumid that the decision ti .1 attend, 
Iti well as the choice of university and course, is  

dispersal areas had fallen In 	over six 
months in one area. !lima:yen in mother 
neighbouring area, crime nisi: N t-l3"41 over 
the same period.This is Line to a 
displacement effect, as one area's problems 
are shifted to neighbouring area, and it has 
been united that after the duration of the 
dispersal tinier, the 111•)1)k:ins return to the-
original area. 

Dispersal orders were first introduced in 
2004, and ewer I ,ttiiii areas have been 
designated dispersal zones In kfigland and 
Wales. The orders also have implications for 
the police, as a more visible presence is 
requited in dispersal areas. For the public in 
2.eneral. the orders look like a permanent 

more cornplicarral for these women than C, .r their 
white oitunerparts_ Most interviewees said their 
choice of degree hinged on the advice of parents 
and relatives, who favoured subjects such as law, 
medicine, dentistry and business. Since their real 
talents maclie elsewhere, Dr Ilatwuley points our 
in the .report that this intleisilate approach greatly 
increases :t Stuck:ITS risk if failure, 

l)r I lussain added: "1 ligher education is 
particularly complex tin Nhishin women, as the• 
may be obliged TO attend a local university near 
their home eta ease moral concerns and preserve 
the familv's honour_ rot most 13ani4adeshi and 
Pakistani wr alien, marriage ncgt itiations with their 
parents are central to Ant' clia•$itAIS about going 
ro university." 

Man% t it the women said the!, were itnracted to 
univrrsiucs With a "critical mass" of 	Asian 
students. The twi $ lecturers state in the report that 
the "predominantly White enviraannLiir"at I. zeds 

lniversity had an impact i in many cif the wooer}}. 
The research shows that du sse wi:re the only 
students from their backgrounds on their course 
telt particularly isi-olatetl, 

For .S1.1111„-, the issue of ethnicity Was raised by  

police presence will appear, but due to the 
shior•tenn nature (if the orders, expeetatinns 
are falsely raised. Once the dispersal .order 
has finished, much of the crime returns Iii 
the area, and the pulite presence returns In 
how it once was. Professor Crawford calls 
the dispersal orders a "sticking plaster-  over 
local prohlems, and believes that they "Fail to 
address the wider causes of perceived anti-
social behaviour," 

The survey was fimultal lay the Jocsph 
Rownttec Foundation, as the Home Office 
has explicitly preferred not to designate 
funding to evaluate the new anti-social 
be hayil 	p, }wets, but collects limited data 
via p, 'lieu quarterly returns. 

the reactions of white people they encountered at 
universlay. A common complaint octopi indents 
WAS incorrect "liberal stereotypes". which see the 
South Asian woman as oppressed or 
domesticated. What the research describes as 
"white liberal myths" surrounding attitudes 
tow argils .1■-luslirns created feelliw of tension tin-
some interviewees. 

Dipyandana Shah. Leeds environmental 
science graduate and current. president of the 
National Hindu Forum said: "I believe that Leeds 
is doing enough to challenge unacceptable 
behaviour fri am students_ 

Dr Baggulev outlines what irripiovementi can 
be made: "There 1,!, .critic that South Asian 
women have been a kyr:dunked and mar1-rinalised 
in higher education. Their success depends on 
universities forging closer links with ethnic 
communities, and this might mean translating 
information into other languages for parents. 
Universities shnuld make it a priority in u nsure 
local access to relevant ciiar.,es, have effective 
equality and diversity Pa 'licks in place, and try to 
recruit more South Asian sniff as careers 
advisers;" 

Mystery canal saviour 
by Laura Mackenzie 

Dispersal order disparaged 

South Asian students examined 



Last Week's Debate: `Facebook freedom or farce?' 

Latest result from online polls: 
For freedom: 75% 	 For regulation : 25% 

Top Comments from the website: 
"The web should be free for all, free from regulation. The web is a release for all. Of 
course public things need to be watched, but with anything you need a measure of 
what to expect, depending on the nature of the website you are purveying. Porn is a 
good example, you cant moan about facebook, which you have to login to, until the 
rest of the rubbish is gone. Freedom for all, one day the hackers will return and the 
web will he free again." - WebLord 

"As soon as free speech on the in ternet is monitored and censored by the government 
we cross into dangerous territory." - Christopher Lovell 

Join the debate, visit the website: www.leedsstudent.org.uk  

Leeds Student' www.lecdsstudent.org.111, ' Friday, October 26, 2007 

the  Bring back shisha. smoking ? 
Since the ist July virtually all enclosed public places and 

; workplaces in England have been smokefree. 
This week's debate asks: yL Lk,,lid smoking Shisha be 
included in the ban?" 

- 	t  • 
Peter Beckett email: peteracbeckett@hotmaiLcom 

	
Ilincl I lassrut 	lt.ltassan@lumleeds.acatic 

'MS ,t114 )41, Hull I'M nig that keen on the 
ban— especiallt now Pm being thrust into t  
the cold celery time I want .t nicotine hit. 
I'm also the proud owner of a large blue 

- 	shisha, It's at trit house in LOncit,n. Me 
mum hates IL 

But now we have a ban, it's important. to 
remember why. 'Ilse law now exists to protect 
people from the risks of passive smoking—so to 
argue that certain types of smoking should be 
exempt I in health grounds is a joke. 

I 'aielpipt fmakk is ricrotiated with marry of /hr 
raw fisb etf 4ai;aitite imaking, raid may, iatart, inrohr 
sem MVO& A-41.11),  rirk.S. 9 shank' be mbIrri /o all the 
saw rrstridivas as nob,- tobaaw. 

I didn't say that. The World Health 
Organisation did. -Yes, shisha smoke dues smell 
nice. But that doesn't mean it can't-  be deadly too. 

And yes, there arc a few crackpot scientists 
who argue that the water absorbs most of the 
nasri stuff— but they're in the minorite. The vast 
majority or research indicates that smoking 
shisha is just as deadly. And were it true, and we 
were to take that .agurnent Iii its logical 
wriCIUStort, bong sin, iking Yet iuld be made legal 
because the wafer al's, iths all rite ti ,sins in lout 
weed. 

Those who think sl iisha should be exempt, 
like the nus,.imided folk who p 'steel a petition to 
that effect . In the PM's website, tell us that even. 
shisha cafe in the country will be forced to dose 
— devastating areas like Edgware Road in 
I i ?nil in. 

But I was in Edgware Road last wed.: and it 
hasn't lost am of its I artz., the spice markets and 
testaimmts were in full swing. Similarly the two 
shisha cafes I freeluent in lied~ seem to 	di brig 
alright — in fact I had a really good night .ii 
I lukaz in I Iyde Park recentlY. The:. . 	: • • 
doing nice ii:xid and putting quite a co..' li,iii,i 
on. 

The same campaigners argue that the i .: 
reason tow to a shisha cafe is ri, smt ike, and ,, 
nonsmokers simply won't go in. That's nu ir•Inic, 
tin fsr double up as reStaurants. But if it was, the 
same campaigners should also argue ft ir cigar 
clubs so be exempt. 

But their real argument is the unique position 
of waterpipe smoking in ..1 rabic and Middle 
Eastern culture. 

Surely if we are to say that shisha sMoktrig is 
t 4., because it's important I, i certain sections of 
the Arabic community, then il rollo%'. s logically 
that Cigarette and cigar smoking should be 
exempt because of their importance to certain 
sectors of the British community. NA') were 
invented at the beginning of the seventeenth 
century— si, it's not like shisha sun iking has been 
around any longer, 

And while we're on the subject, why should 
the Amble and Middle Eastern ciirntrunnv have 
a special exemption when it conies to shisha 
socileing? It's legal for men to have multiple 
wives in many Arahic and Middle Eastern 
countries, 	li law doesn't offer an 
excmption 

The Nino g an Inconveniences a iiiit of 
tit its motives arc , If 

„htn rus bencllt 1,1•v•ry( 	111. 
smoking arc not reduced It it L pr, 11, 	\u I I, 
smoking a shisha rather than a clearclt: . inch 
would be the only real IV.1!, :J1-.11•3 
cat-es. When a law is mit, 	 to 
everyone. No e xceprif 

13
,„.„.,,,,,. of nil name, the greater 
than Average melanin in ms skin 
and die'diverse' friends with 
interesting accents I !Math,: myself 
in. I :art  automatically exposed 10 

skepticism and critique of nit choice of 

	 47.04, 4, 40 

politics, religion and all round opinion. Fine; 
it's no problem, I can handle it — after all, we 
do reside- in a democratic nation built on a sea 
of freedom, bring it on 1 SIM But oh no, the 
dissection of my culture cannot he left to 
theoretical debate but is ripped out from its 
heart by those who claim to act 'for our 
benefit'. like an adult spanking a child it is no 
more than an abuse of power and ultimate 
contnil, 

I dr, not drink nr do drugs and I'm not a 
promiscuous girl; smoking flavoured tobacco 
in the sanctity of the designated cafes', 
absolved he their dim lit starrounclings and the 
North African hears in the background, was 
my only vice. I long for the days Were my 
friends and I could debate every topic under 
the spectrum whilst inhaling such sweet fumes. 
Alas, all I am left with is a columiginvinireci i  a student ent 
paper to protest at an injustice 
masses. 

Not Only arc there significant social factors 
but cc' mornic ones that should have been 
taken Intl, serious consideration. The majority 
ulShisba Cafes are owned by-people tit Middle 
1-.ast•rn du-4;in and the blanker ban on smoking 

subsequenth resulted in the loss of many 
families main source of livelihood, especially 
those with a limited menu that had marketed 
their business solely on the sale of shisha. 
From kdgcwarc Road to 1-lyde Park the 
sudden cull in this area ofIntSkrieS has affected 
main lives and incomes. 

Such is the desire fur a custom etched in 
mane people's heritage we have Witnessed 
many cafes attempts to pirouette around the 
legislation; Many have either created outdoor 
venues, balconies ur tents requiring heaters 
which research has shown to have a significant 
damaging effect on the environment. 

1.-Xhat frustrates me the most is the lame, 
mundane and inaccurate argument: presented 
by those I would LICticObc to lie the antithesis 
of freedom and liberty advocates. The title 
kl'IlSha cafe, especially for those of us at 
academic institutes such as our blessed Leeds 
l'niyersity, should be easy to decipher. Let me 
break it down for you: it's a cafe for shisha, 

ould you go 10 a Swimming pool and 
complain that all that water was making you 
Met? No so where's the harm? 

Its had for you 1 hear you all cry! Then why 
is it voll an" still ill141Wed to go for a pin; but I 
can't gc t for a smoke? Why is even-thing in thus 
society catered to aid the dangerous and 
Incessant drinking culture we spend so much 
of our time analysing? Because we are a nation 
of Market lead hept icrites and our government 
Fins more it lose economically than it has tri 

gain in our well being ftinn banning such a 

drug as alcohol. 
Alcohol and shisha smoking both have 

&ohm:Foal effects on your health but the 
fundamental difference is that I don't ever 
recall reading that consumption of the latter 
had directly resulted in anti-social and violent 
behaviour. Hitler present consistent policies 
or don't at: all, otherwise you run the ask of 
isolating large go nips of people. 

debate: 
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LS Extra 

LUU talks 

More lectures anyone? 
Paul Raymond, Alex Smith 
and Paul Haydon report on 
all those academic add-ons 
you've been missing. 

Comment: 

Rejecting religion, the sin of 
sobriety and latest vogue in 
flirting - "smirting". Philip 
Dickinson, Tim Ingham and 
Pandora Sykes reveal all. 
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All about apathy 
id 	•+.11.1 V tilt' ill ;ht' I. tli..iti Ili, 

Deli:CtiM1S last Ni.,Celifr; Nu? -Did 1...ou 
.icruallc know. that there was. a 
by-election goinv on in the 
Union last week? Not sure:- 

Perhaps, likc !TIC, 4'011 S411W the VI:1141W billliit 
box on your wit into the Terrace, but were 
unsure exactly what was going i)n, and who 
or what you could vote fir. and ignored it in 
the rush to get your coffee or pint-, 

I 'nforumatelv, it seems that I am mit the 
,•1111 onc, A quick look ot the UT website 
relic me thai a grand twat Cif 1631 ciudvms 

viitc'd in the b4'-eieciu +n last week. That ts iusi 
611 .stuileors (rom a Unii in inernberShip of 

)11, liMn, viitch IS apprommatcly-2%. Nil 
..Fieslions tvl-  the ■i,tett: were ,IT..1..ed, but bow 
111211• ill I 114.PiC 101 do ytii, think knew one of 
the candidatcs'r Rather a high percentage I 
would imagine. I.I.:1: statistics do tell me, 
however, that this is a. 31% increase nn last.  

year's turnout. which WAS a 41•., incrase  
the year hi:fore. 

This highlights a stark realin. Student:.: are 
not voting. 

The Vnion Counctl is `the highest 
decision-Making  hod, in ihe I [lion' hut how 
many (if us ari• aCUNTIV has' ing t 'Ur S;ty, 1v orillp, 

in elecrinns And if we art.. wit, NOP. 1110? 

Despite 'being a finalist, And, in 	yam. 

hAving artuall... voted in some l'niion 
elections. I was to hr hone44. Frew, vat.,,ur 
allou.t what we actually elverci.1 people to Lit), 
In fact., I wasn't entirely sure who 4. id WI rat rn 
the Union, what the elections well for, and 
what could bt achieved b‘ those who were 
actually elecwd. And I'm a Politics_ student: 
surely I should be aware of these things, 
interested m student politict. A quiek survi_t 
trF mv housemates assured me that l was [lilt 
alone. I turned ro the Urntin wchsite... 

I,U1t online informed me Thilf -1:111,M 

Are students a lost cause in 
:Leeds University Union; 
politics? Are we as apathetic: 
as the stereotypes suggest?: 
Juliette Gerstein  explores: 
student participation. 
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LEEDS UNIVERSITY UNION REFERENDUM_ 

PROPAGANDA?: Un 
wehsite promotes vote; 	 2511ht Seple-tuber 

MIL 
	 IsdNetillarwe 

. 	• 	• 	• 	-- 
We are all a to 
more willing to 

vote for Big Brother or 
the X Factor than we 
are for our national 
government, or for 
those who run our 
student union. 

APATHETIC?: The graph to the left illustrates year-on-year voting 
figures for Leeds students in by-elections. The Y axis represents 
number of student voters, out of a potential 30,000 (approx). All 
figures are based on LLTU.pre&s releases, 

2006 
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(ItMk ti i 1111i1tits 	 I cleCtCd St-Oat-DI 
tk.- 1,F - t,CMASiVCS, all with Teel rti: areas of 
eon( ern. qf tied is made up of the 
Student 1:.seentive Committee, Incorporated 
hotly Lo-otelmanirs, General Student Reps 
„rid 	 An, clearer? No, I'm 
nor sure that I am either. The website 
continues. -'11-o. ['mon Council 
resprinsible ft it.  dealing with the Union's 
representational and campaigning Atli.. ity. 
[het debate and agree Union policy and 
re ,.1kkv,' the •ctivirt Rif the Student Executive 
(..omnintee.-  ( ;lad A,VE''Ve it that ...Utz warted 
thuri.  

Its III i 	•.lie I .mill iS 
run rtul l■ it in „tit, just 
fin-  students.; they tell its 
so, constants'. Much 
l erusal of the I-ilI  
•,,,,bstte has At least 
convinced me Than Chose 
,V iii,  arc running our 
1 `morn are aware that not 
enough of our huge 
student body are 
iityok,d„ 	or 	feel 
represented. This is 
clearly something that 
they arc trying, to address. 
According to the minutes 
of the first Union 
( ouneif meeting this 
year, theN FIAVC A 
'Representation and 
I ngagement Working 
(troop'  to let ti) address 
the taer that many 
students do not entirely 
understand how the 
inion Council works, 

I hey Are also 
1.11 mg to make everything 
emire vKibIC In the 

[lion. 	to 	try 	to 
entourage the rest (A 04, 

Ur). 	beCt■Mc 	mote 

interested and informed. 
Is this working? Do we 
know enough about 
what's going tin? Is there 
enough publicity 
lughlighting the changes? 
( leark there must be a 

b Ranee between the provision of this 
information, and the desire to find out. 

This year, there is also a big focus on the 
15 Assemblies, each at  which deals with A 
NreCtlic 411'CA. but IS open to anyone to get 
involved M. The one I've heard the most 
about ipartieularly on facebook, mind You), 
is the \\ omen's Assembly, but there are 

hers including 1.(.;BT Assembly, Disabled 
Students. Assembh. Education Assembly. 
which seeks to adilress issues about learning, 
including librart, opening hours, and the 
societies assembly. Each assembly is chaired 
by a tlniun Council member, and anyi me can 
turn up and raise issues, which can then be 
taken back rn Union Council meetings, 

I lowever, we surely can't entirely rely on 
the Esee and the 	( .11LMCII u1 infimn us 
,tad persuade us to he interested. I Mean, 
thCV.VL eleark made the choice to get 
involved, and have managed to gel 
themselves elected. Presumably they know 
how the union works, To a certain extent, it 
is up to Us, as students and Union members_ 
to ensure that we know what's going on, bow 
things work, and bow decisions are taken. 
There's lank so much that elected steulents 
can do, .m1%.  so many ways that they can try 
to inform us, bebire we need to make an 
active decision ro get involved, and find out 
noire. And if they go over hoard 
(hornbarding us with flyers on the I •nion 
steps, ftrr example), we arc much more likely 
to switch oft. But, how much can any one of 
us complain about how the l mon works, or 
changes that are made, if we don't even rake 
the time to understand who and what wt.  
vote for, or dim-t bother to vi.qc at all? FOr 

11-11' 1■( US Carl CIIM1Se to attend 
U 	( -ouncll niccurtt s, but hull maw of us 
do? On the other hand, him many people 
acruallt know whets the meetings Arc. or what 
lemon Council diseussesT-  Perhaps this if■ an 
area that needs a lode more promotion. it's 
all ver well putting this information on the 
website, but this assumes that people make 
an active decisti iii I,. spend their rime reading 
the website, and lin dong fcu-  the informanon. 

In a WO', 	ht in the Union is simply a 
reflection of the national political situation. 
Electoral C‘immission statistics show a 
lolling turnout. for t'ls: general elections: UK 
voting peaked in the I')50 , but remained  

aver 7°°';  aU die  way through rhe 1960s, 'Os 

and Kt is, Rut by 200I, turrniut had fallen to 
below 61)".4), although it rose by a few 
percentage points at the 21105 General 
Election, In other contests, such as local 
elections or elections for MEPs (Members of 
the European Parliament), turnout as a whole 
is lower. And our age group is sine of the 
worst culprits. Far from being excited to 
finally get the right to vote at 18, or being 
st•re.nvpical stink:tits desperate fur their 
chance to make a change and get our voices 
heard, the IS 24 group are the least likely to 
Vote in elections, and the 25-34 age bracket 
aren't much better. Pensioners put us rt, 
shame: in 2005, 75"'” of over (,5s voted in the 
general election, but only 37% of 18-24s 
bothered. According to the Electoral 
Commission, we are also the age group who 
arc least likely to see voting as a civic duty, 
with only 5(414,  tit-  I8-24s feeling that it is, 
whereas-  a massive 92% of the over (iSs feel 
that voting is a duty. 

Nationally, tuff failure to vote seems to be 
down to a wide variety of factors, from being 
busy on the day of an election, to a lack of 
interest in politics, and feeling that all 
political parties Are the sante. Some young 
people feel that the do not know which 
party-  to vine for, or that politicians are not 
listening to their views, regardless of whir is 

elected. This could equally apply r' elections 
in the Union: some students do not 
understand what they are voting for, some do 
not understand the ISSUCti [-hat are being 
discussed, and some feel that it doesn't 
matter who gets elected, nothing really 
changes any-was. lit America there have been 
specific campaigns to target vi iong voters, 
such as Rock rhe Vote, which involves well 
known celebrities, and seeks to boost 
turnout. :\ Rock the Vote campaign started 
in the CI: this \ ear. 

Even Csp cc-in-IC:MS With L.-voting and 
voting by text message didn't seem to make a 
significant difference in general electitnts, 
although postal voting seems to have done, 
although it has caused a number of incidents 
of fraud. Apparently, We are all a lot more 
willing to vote for Big 'Bri■ther or the 
Factor than we are for our national 
government, or for those who run our 
student mum. 

The Union has recentk introduced an c-
voting system, (something that I have now 
registered for) which appears to have two, 
potentially positive functinns. The system, 
obviously, allows students to VOtC 

rather titan at the ballot box. This was 
developed after the 2t ►o4.05 membership 
review, in response to a demand for more 
options when it comes to voting. The review 
highlighted a clear and pressing demand for 
e -voting, and therefore it has been 
introduced. When I registered for the e-
voting system, it also offered me a selccnotr  

of newsletters that i could stiliseribe to, 
offering a variety of information about the 
Union, including-  club nights, coffers in the 
Union shops, and, crucially, information 
about elections and Union dennicract,. 
me, this appears to have huge potential, 
arc the Internet generation' and most of us 
spend a great deal of our time online. or 
working on our computers. Email is a good. 
way no convey information, and is more likely 
to get through to people than posters in the 
Terrace arc, Cleat) Those who are invoked 
in the Ifnion are keen to get us more 

Election Winners 

 

Bianco Juan Carlo's 
& Laurainne Yhann 
Mature & Part Time Assembly 
&Meet] CIS. 

Soptila Jinxes 
I .GIIT Assembly Convener. 

2(Ai votes, 40 for R( 

.Jakk.Codd _ 
General Student Rep. 

+7' votes-, 21)3 for Nadia lqbal, iii  for 
Rt 

Post Graduate Assembly Chair. 

)1)8 voles. I  Ix votes for  I.:flub,- 
Nw.e.ota, 25 ft or R( 

1\ fr:11,.;; R. '1,i 

1st Year Representative (2 Positions) 

140 for Alia 	1) 3 for Zippi 
Gershon, 55 For Joseph 1-inlayson, • . 
Ivor Lauren lianey -Wilens, 41 for 
Christopher Leslie, .3-1 for Is:miesha 
Lowe, t for Ross Markaham, 25 for 
Steven Sharp.. and 12 for RON. 

- • • 	• 

my„  dyed. and Art: seeking to use the toiernct 
do this. There are, of course, facebonk 

groups for each assembly, and clearly the 
Union is trying to use facebook to raise ICS 
profile, which makes perfect sense, after all, 
most students I know spend plenty of time 
tin facebook, and it is an effective publicity 
and tu-gantsittion 

On the ill websitte I had a flick through 
some of the profiles of the Boron Council, 
and of the Exec. This tells me useful things, 
like what the exec have been up to, which 
obviously includes enjoying intro week, but 
also mentions some key campaigns, such as 
getting fret prescrtpnims for students; and 
also what st rot t,triAtfinan they stood on, and 
what else the, have been it-1%1114;4:d in. It 
immediately strikes me that a large 
percentage of kith the Exec and Union 
Council h:Isc been in Yt 'bred in People and 

Planet, but also, that many have 

30,000 

24,000 

18.000 

12.000 

6,000 

1.•;ifi 
P. ,-  

 

"19 voit's 33 for 
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VOTE.  

TE 
elections were this colourful. 

PICK A WINNER: If only LW 

VOTE  

...... 

Some students 
don't understand 

what they are voting 
for, some do not 
understand the issues 
that are being 
discussed, and some 
feel that it doesn't 
matter who gets 
elected, nothing really 
changes anyway. 

BOXED IN: Top secret 
ballots are stored here. 
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t hat could In. described as alternative 
millet.% for standing. And by that, I mean 
that some of our representatives appear trt he 
trying to do things other than simply improve 

of Leeds t Jnrvrnity studtrits voted in 1)v-elections. 

the University and Union for those of us who 
use both. I'm not in anyway suggesting that 
the Union should reduce its environmental 
campaigning, I'm simply questioning the 
me }Lives of 	who arc involved, 

(Inc concern that many people have about 
Union ( :( tuned, eh:en( ens, and its members, is 
their reasons for standing, and the agenda 
that they wish to promote. Certain societies 
actively promote certain candidates who arc 
standing in elections, for reasons other than 
to change the 'nion. It raises the question of 
what Union politics is for. Should the Union 
Council be elected according to their stance 
on the Iraq War or the Israel-Palestine issue? 

)r should it be on the basis of how they wish 
to change the Union? Does this put per pie 
of getting involved m the Umon? There t.e :t 
risk that, by bringing wider, international 
issues into Union Council elections, people 
will feel that a lack of knowledge about these 
issues means that they can't participate. 

Something else that I notice is that most 
of those whu hold elected pi esitions in the 
UM( en have had some. often quite a lot or 
involvement in the Union previously. N Al; 

I'm not suggesting that this is wrong. in Itet.  
suppose it makes sense that many students 
would work upwards dining"' the l nit 
that previous involvement would pussihb 
inspire some members to try to make 
changes. It dors, however, strike 111e, that 
students may tints it harder to ger Invoked 
later on in their university careers t I' they miss 
the chance earlier on. Of course, only a 
certain percentage of the student population 
can he interested in student politics. or have 
the determination (and time!) to stand for 
election, as well as the knowledge and 
interest in the issues that are involved.. The 
Union Council clearly arc trying to encourage 
students with no previous involvement to get 
involved. Iiut  (1111•1011SIV, you need to be 
interested, and to want to do something, or  

make a change, and that is a self-selecting 
group. 

If a large percentage of the students who 
stand for Union Council come from similar 
Union societies and axe seeking the make the 
same changes, is it any wonder that people: 
don't VOTC. If you don't feel that you have 
much ern rice m candidates, why would you 
elect to use that choice? 

However, this assumes that all the 
students arc choosing not to vote because 
they feel that all the candidates arc the same. 
Arc students choosing not to vote? Or arc 
they failing to vote because they are unaware, 
uninterested ter uninformed? 

As Simi! Bhopal. Union Council Speaker 
points out, students. for the most pan, arc 
not disinterested. When it comes to certain 
key issues, we arc quick It] rake a stand, and 
we want to make a change. We have stood up 
and shouted about a variety of issues: about 
the Iraq War, about Frank Ellis, 
climate change and recycling, about lop tip 
fee.. We want to make our views•kriresyn. 

Is there enough information about 
electi( ens and by elections? For example, is 
there ern 'ugh coverage in the Leeds Student? 
Should the nk- wspaper publish Al the 
manifestos? Or is it a case of students nun 
making enough effort In find the information 
about electinn candidates? Int-nem:Mon exists 
len the Llell website, and it was extretnelY 
easy TO access a list of candidates and their 
manifestos. The Union building, including 
the bars, had pre }Mon, inal posters clearly on 
show, There is atilt see 11-11_101 that we can die 
to ciao ouragy per irk to -ewe, Inn ultimately, 
students must inform themselves about those 
who are standing, and take the decision to 

veete. It dues seem, however. that there is 
often a lack of publicity about key events, 
such as meetings, or es en Its elections. 
Students cannot get involved with things that 
they don't know are happening. Assembly 
meetings. Uni, 	Council meetings. all ol 
these aspects of Union lite m u sr bt 
promoted. In an obvious. Inf,■rillattvc:st ay 
that appeals to students, because it we don't 
know it's there, wk: can't go' 

I have discovered a plethora of 
information on LUI' online., even if some of 
it Is a little confusing, plus, :here is a 
dedicared Democracy Seipport Office 
upstairs en the I r 11 it) 11, 'US; 	 to the 

•xec Office. I did ask the Democracy 
Support )flikc it they were ei meet tied .,bout 

student apathy, but they told me rhat as 
members of stat1, they 	k re unable to 
comment. However, rile( 	nut} tilt 
continuing increase in in -klectior turn, art. 

It does concern tree, hurt 1,1 Cr that 'Ti tilt 
tw-eleettiln, sIS I rI0 	wino) members 
were elected 	approximately 	of the 
electorate. Generally, the. would (lei he 
ei.nsidkreil a legitimate re. stile 	those 
who rail unopposed didn't receive list% of 
the votes. they lost out 	 JAL • t tp•n  

Nominal 	. \nd with the support of less 
than 2 	f the I:nit tit membership, can they 
really klaiin to represent us:-  Or does their 
mandate di rive simply from the fact that no 
one chose to challenge them. (Of course, it 
should hi: noted that this is just voting in the 
by.eltetion, voting for Union Council and 
Exec elections receive a much higher 

turnout.. and therefore a clearer 

mandate). 
Suml Bhopal comments -The problem is 

that we ,.s students, or as members of the 
public al large, aren't used to haying so much 
power to change things. \X e don't feed into 
national or local grevernmem stuff, and when 
we do we feel ignored. So we're nen used to 

being able to change things." But in the 
as Sunil. pOilltf• out, we can change 

things. Our sores do make a diffsrence. 
L nit 	Council elections area Co triplet,: 
contrast to, say. a gem nil elution. You .arc 
out just one. vote in one konstimency our 
over roar you are not swing m t sate scat 
where there is little ehanct of parry majority 
benit.t ovonerned. Particularly 111 l nion 
dome ens. the 1111011 ,111 r St11311. and ille1,.1",  ITT 

C1'cry tote really counts. 
\s Small points out, all of us like some 

things in the Union. and dislike others. but 

we Deed to be proacritT ;111,1 seek (1. Ch.ingc 

diem. If we don't like the decisions that .err 
lacing taken, or rife W:11 that things ark-  Trim, it 
is up 0,  each of us as individuals ram try• to 
(mike a change. \\ e can  go to Assemblies, arid 
make our feelings known about the facilities 
for student parents. the need leer anonymous 
marking, or issues that w e  have  V% ills 

landlords and student housing. WY can, and 
should. r...ad matte-I- Jos. makt active ehnices, 
and win, tit t nine t.olimal elections and he. 
demons. And ultinenk lt, It is up to us to put 
ourselves up for electinn, and tie suck to make 
hocnnc eleinges if we doll'; iikc t1,e w:tv that 
things at 1.11. An ten 	\ itkt all, we can 
Heidi( such  complaining about elnn(er ii 
irth,re r yen 	 0' LII,101, 
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Al-Sandatiri 
ligyptian.Autlior /' Activist 
Perinisrp:in.the Arab World 
Author:Paul Raytnnrit d 
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Talking points 
Given the number and variety of guest lectures taking place on campus, 
you'd be missing out if you didn't get along to a couple while you're at 
Leeds. Paul Raymond, Alex Soli t n and Paul Haydon took a sample. 

Cr reputation may precede her. 

H but first irnpressi■ ins lit Egyptian 
ni sychm Nawal .1.1.-Saadawi make 
you think you've walked into the 
yvrong lecture theatre. This 

firebrand of feminist activism. a vocal 
campaigner for women's rights who has been 
imprisoned Mid had death threats in her own 
country.  and has been stirring up violent. 
controversy across the Arab world for the past 
half a century, seems on first glance as quiet. 
denture and agreeable as art f'.nglish country 
grandmother. Yet behind her sweet smile and 
darting eves bide a determined, unbending 
pet-sonalit y. 

Rapidly approaching her 7-th year, Dr Al. 

Saadaw•i who has several divisive ill +Vela and 
many years of tireless campaigning to her 
name. Is charming. bubbly and seemingly 
unstoppable. I let age has not forced her to cut 
back ! in her campaigning activities. Indeed, she 
seems to be :speeding up. Currently MI a bum  

tour around kurope 	pn inr to reprints of 
sonic 3tI ni 	she IS st inn to return to her 
home country to face charges of "insulting 
religion." If clot-witted, she may face a prison 
sentence, 

The charges relate n t Saetalawi's latest play, 
"God resigns at the surnum meeting." The 
work. which depicts Gott! and the gathered 
prophets of Islam, Christianity and Judaism 
having an argument about the interpretation of 
religions texts, has infuriated many in Egypt's 
deeply conservative society. Like many of her 
novels, it has faced vituperative verbal attacks 
from religious scholars at Cairo's Al-A/Tor, the 
ftirenv -ist institution of Islamic scholarship. 

Saadawi is unrepentant. She has been 
lit conflict with the religious authorities and the 
kgyptian government for years, resulting iii 
luith prison and exile_ In 1954 site graduated 
from medical college as a chest and heart 
specialise, but was soon plunged into the world 
of politic,  yvhen her husband, Marsisr activist 
shatif latim, was imprisoned by then 
Egyptian president ;amid Abdul Nasser. 

'soon, Saadawi's own wntings started 1:1■ 

get her into trouble not just with the 

government, but with radical Islamist groups 
whit placed her name on a list of targets ∎  
assasstnation. Her-novel "The- Fall of the 
Imam; which parodied the corrupt regime 
self-styled "religious" President Anwa 
Sadat (governed 19'1"1-1981). put her once 
again in conflict with the authorities. 

She is untaLmpromising when it es imes to 
provoking conflict "Yc to need to stir, to make 
people think, because people ;ire hypnotised by 
continual oppression," she sacs. She bemoans 
the education system in the Arab world, which 
she says indoctrinates children Irian young age 
and destroys their creativity. 

e arc all horn creative." .Ile says, -but 
our creativity is diminished by religious 
(able:int in.-  

Saadawi directs further criticism at  

education systems which "fragment-
knowledge. Western medicine is her example: 
study of the boil\ is divided into individual 
areas and speendisations, without taking into 
account the corn-lieu:Lines:: of all the bushy. 
systems. This fragmentation, she says., 
extinguishes creativity.. which conies form] 
connecting all field' cif knowledge together: 
politics. medicine. sex and science. 

Saadawi specialises in approaching red 
lines, eotivincing you that she is going at turn 
around, then plunging straight across. "Sex is 
politics," she says. "What goes on in the 
bedroom is psditical. Who goes on nip? Thi, is 
politics!" 

Nor has she shied away from discussing 
sensitive theological issues. "The books s if all 3 
monotheistic religions are very. similar," she 
says. "They are all racist, misogynistic. and 
injected.inro us as children." 

I ler outspoken criticisms continue ru 

infuriate the kgyptian establishment and 
alienate Saadawi from large portions of her 
Mal society. Yet she remains popular 3nli 
(calm ist. and anti imperialist activists: her 

Richard Bell 
1.1S17..tufiassv, I neck in 

Darfur,  and African C! event:ince 
• 11;11 MAT. .:111GA 	i 1111 
• 
• 

books continue to sell m thou milhoite And 
have been translated into 311 lan,c;u.I < 
including Swedish, Korean and Indonesian. 
She may he at war with A wilt ile society. 1 .ut II 
seems that Saadawi will have the last laugh. 

T
he latest lecture from the 
International Affairs Forum was 
given by Richard Bell, the First 
Secretary of the political section of 
the I'S Embassy in Lomb in. Topics 

covered included Darfur and African 
gitvemanee, the UN and inevitably, VS foreign 
policy, which Bell encouraged the theatre to ask  

questnins on. 
The lecture p toy Idea art. articulate 

perspective from a major western power, 
something perhaps not considered unusual in 
an t).te of mass-media slogans lind political 
sound-bites. Bell certainly has a rich CV of 
ft ireign &ph )matie work, including work at US 
embassies in Kirkuk, Kuwait and Tel Aviv. 
I however, his friendly and at times informal 
presentation of 115 hireign policy led into a  
thorough grilling hr a well prepared and critical 
audience. 

This lecture comes at a time when relative 
calm in the Darfur region of Western Sudan 
has once again been disrupted by violence. Bell 
opened his talk with an interesting, account of 
recent developments in Darfur that have often 
been river simplified and presented as the result 
of a dispute between Arabs and Africans. He 
commented that the recent resurgence has 
been caused as much by "splintering" rebel 
groups "trying to show their military strength" 
as the "typical upsurge in violence that we see 
ar Me end i if the rainy season very yeat.-  lir. 
also noted that violence has broken out 
between \rah tribes over land, and that th 
many displaced are unwilling to return to th: 
pre ious ht nncs. 

to t 	o extol the virtues of 
111VCSU1ICTIT in Sudan. "I think it's fair to say 
no c ale has alone more than the United Suites 
Darfur and the larger simatii in in Sudan." 

He stated that the US had spent $4bnr 
peacekeeping And reconstruction for th 
pet pie t if the Sudan and I .itsterti Chad in 200 
07, and displayed a overwhelming willingn • 
to improve hi-lateral relations with Sud 

Avevcr, be stressed the need for a solution 
the Darfur issue before any real progress ca 
be made. Bell also said that the US pallet-mien 
"applauds" the UN and AU (African tin' 
for making the inclusion of displaced an 
marginalised peoples a priority issue in talks 
between the Sudanese government and Darfur 

autumn 
!genda 

30 oct 
Can the United States 
correct itself ? Illinois 
Professor Jan Nederveen 
Picterse discusses the 
future of American 
pt aliucs. Flosted by PC )L1S. 

8 Nov 
Geoff Hoon, MP, 
former 	Defence 
Secreutry and chief whip 
cm UK defence policy. 
Includes Q&A session. 
Hosted by Internatitmal 
1ffairs Forum. 

17 Nov 
The. Hidden Debt: Islam's 
contribution to the world. 
Tariq Ramadan presents 
this one-day conference, 
hosted by the Arabic and 
Middle Eastern 
Department. 

27 Nov 
Ali Alawi, author and 
former Iraqi Minister of 
Defence discusses the 
future of Iraq and the 
region. Hosted by 
International Affairs 
Forum. 

I 	 
Tuesday 	Thursday 	Saturday 	Tuesday 



There was such a 
	 large turnout that 
the talk had to be 
moved to a larger 
lecture theatre. 
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rebel~ scheduled for ( )(lobe'. '7' in Libya. 
Bell also gave a personal account it his 

views On (lit- inter\ ennonalist concept of 
Responsibility to Protect (R2P). This was a 

e 'particularly challenging section of the  
lecture which raised questions of 
humanitarian intervention and the ethics of 
insurgency and occupation. While 
acknowledging the scope for abuse, he 
believes that "it has the potential to change 
the norms of behaviour internationally." 

.1-he focus then shifted from Darfur to 
the more general question of African 
governance aa a whole. While 
acknowledging  the  problems of Africa's 
growing extreme-poor populace, he argued 
that tr  is "ma all bad news," with CO morme 
growth averaging (IN in each of the last 
three years and a downward trend in terms 
of civil conflicts. Citing factors such as a 
dramatic reduction in malaria cases, a 
planned doubling of G8 aid by 2010 
increased tratisparencY and democracy, 
programmes such as the New Partnership 
lor Africa's Development (joined by 27 of 
the 52 African states), and the formation of 
the African Union from the 0A11, Bell feels 
that there are in fact grounds for optimism. 

When he moved on to discuss US 
gOVcril mem actions in relation to African 
giivernanee, however Bell took a noire 
defensive air, seeming eager to highlight the 
positive C'S firrogn contribu tions in the face 
of a mare general scepticism from his 
audience. 

Apparently seeing Africa as both about 
"promise and optimism" and "disease and 
war," the I IS government's ph< irides arc: "to 
combat !IR./AIDS, advance political and 
economic freedom and to promote peace 
and regional stability ." Bell also explains the 
oft-maligned 	Intone" as a response to the 
African complaint that US foreign 
command centres were over-regionalising 
on the continent, and describes the 
Millennium Challenge Cooperation as 
ea trn mitt ed to governing iris ty and  

accountably." The 8 African countries 
receo mg S.1.1bn under rats scheme he 
claims 	would gain approy al of a 
''!,c !It:W(1S-  LS population who want to 
"help the less fortunate." He expresses 
bewilderment at the notion that the Bush 
administration only deals in hard power, 
countering jCIitiltn in'  misgivings about US 
foreigit stating that, under Bush, 
aid has doubled worldwide and "lust al-Riot" 
quadrupled in Africa. 

While the lecture was an informative 
insight into the machinations of US 
government, the Q&A section which 
followed was arguably the more engaging. 
There were few easy questions. Bell was 
immediately asked why countries lured into 
loans by governments such as the US and 
corporations such as the IMF and World 
Bank incur debt payments that far outweigh 
the aid the country is receiving. Admitting 
he was not an expert on debt matters, he 
argued that "sovereign governments are the 
parties who ask for the loans." 

Bell was also quizzed on the US 

rejection of UN resolution 52, the 
justification of committing of war crimes in 
the name of humanitarian intervention and 
the need to separate ethics and economics in 
foreign interventions (highlighting the 
motive of oil in the Iraq war, a point which 
received much applause). tie replied by 
stating the need for all western diplomatic 
politics to run through the "independent 
judiciary" (0 prevent war crimes being 
committed in foreign endeavours. A 
murmur of amusement greeted Bell's claim 
that "the Iraq war wasn't about oil," and that 
the LPS's only intention was to make oil, 

• 	 II 	  

;— — - . 

Liff.*14410-boOragcba9Truc* 
C.hintandtlatrxxuamition 
Atithttra Paul Haydon 

111113 is seam to cavern:Le Germans' as 

Cthe world's third largest economy,  
and is becoming increasingly 
influential on the world stage. One 
of the key questions facing China 

today is how the government will chooae 
between democracy and authoritarian rule. 
Leeds University Centre for Democransatio; 
studies welcomed speaker Lin Chian to discuss 
nations of democracy in miniern China. Lin 
Chun is a lecturer at the laind4m Sell< it of 
Economics and is the author of the highly 
successful book: "The transformation of 
Chinese Socialism." tier prestige was 
fee< ii,,aii_sed by such a large turnout that the talk 
had toile: moved to a larger lecture theatre, and 
the wide -variety of students present reflected 
the interest shown in this topic. 

Core to Chun's :treatment was the Fact 
That democenic tradition hits existed in China 
since the turn of the century, hallowing the 
'overthrow of the Imperial system by Sun Vat-
:Sen. Ilis pi ilitteal philosophy was known as the 
'Hires: Pei, plc's Principles, essentially modelled 
"1-1  I he democratic system. This refutes the 
claim by modern commentators that 
democracy is new and alien concept to China. 
She also .argued that the communist revolution 
of the 19.10s had democratic elements; it 
started in the countryside with massive popular 
support and was in essence a movement of 
aelf-liberation. Finally the communist regime 
that took power encouraged citizens to be  
politically active through grassroots 
movements and labour unions. ilowever, this 
eventually led to the violence and atrocities of 
the Cultural Revolution of the 1970s, when 
political activism was encouraged in the form 
of youth militia- groups such as the Red Guards. 
Protective measures were not in place to  

prevent perst cuttiin of certain groups, 
particularly those better gill who were seen as 
middle class, and this lead to widespread 
outbreaks of 	'There were t.lso negative 
impacts on democracy in the last fifty years, the 
loss of civil liberties and the rise tl Mao as an 
authoritarian ruler. LinChun's emphasises that 
there were hush negative and positive impacts 
on democracy during this period, a fact 
overlooked by many Val-stem analysts. 

In China today there are frail-  main 
stances towards the development cif 
democracy in China. These arc as follows: 

I)fficiul Position: The pubis of the 
Chinese giivernment is If I continue the p lineal 

rehirrn stf the last hit years, mcww;ing 

personal freedom and implementing liberal 
economic policies while maintaining a Inc 
parry system, effectively guaranteeing that they 
remain in power. Their justification for this is 
that public aneno vision Irian the grassroots 
upwards eliminates the :lewd for Cl impetinve 
electit 

Semi-official Position: This is 
endorsed by the government but not 
broadcasted in its propaganda. Based on 
Confucian principles of people power, it 
basically states that the rulers If a state canna 
remain in power without being popular with 
the public, and therefore will act in the public 
interest. 

Liberal opposition: This faction 
believes only in liberal democracy based on the  

1X es t ern model, with property rights, 
competitive elections and a multi party 
"Western" system. Sonic accuse this group of 
being illdid-wrC111 As they support the 
government's economic reforms, which are 
largely authoritarian in nature, whilst criticising 
t hesystem of one-party rule. 

Socialist opp1SIT ion: 'rids group 
largely < gip tat's tl,t g(IVenaltleneh liberalisation 
of the econi 'my-  and the social problems this 
has caused, such as displacement of people, 
pollution anti the lowered status of the 
common worker in the modern economy. 
They are f<rf a more dem<ieratic system with 
more involvement by the public in political 
decisions, but want a return ti) more socialist 
rc< mnnuc system. 

There are already some democratic 
instit tall ins m China that could 11d bulk upon to 
create a real democracy. The most to imp. a-tant of 
these is National People's ( Song% ss Ca: 	the 
highest urpil of state rn•ur. !krt.'. serious 
debates take place about how to run the 
et tunny, but the majority of the representative 
are members of the Communist Parry, wirh 
only limited involvement from the 8  asmitig. 

parties. Here the emphasis is tin "consultative 
democracy," involving a more collaborative 
relationship between political parties, as 
opposed to the Western, competitive system 
Another recent development has been the 
introduction of local elections in rural areas of 
China. However the-se have been condemned 
as simply a tool of %Ippression, appeasing the 
rural masses while giving them no real say in 
national plinks. 

The official line taken by the Chinese 
werlitnent is that :IL transition to democracy 

will k-ad I() instability, and that what is needed 
right now- is a strong wivernment to lead the 
country through this period of tumultuous 
change. I litweveo Lin Chun argues that what is 
really needed is the open dialogue provided by 
democratisatii in, which will ultimately lead 1.<, 
stronger and more stable government. 
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A Catholic 
refused to 

acquire a Nazi 
uniform and was 
executed. 

The Heart of the Matter 
How the death of self-reflection has caused our 
society to deteriorate. 

Jeremy Rowland 
leedsstudentconunent@gmaiLami 

here .ipp•ars to have been in recent 
times a movement towards anti-
intellectualism. Intelligent people 
seem to have lost the will to think 
deeply, and as a result they use their 

intelligence to tied ever more creative answers 
Fri The V.1 .),-Id'..,. pi  Aden's. Vet in di ring sai. they 
are still no cliiiier to finding the truth of Our 
situation. Perhaps they are scared of 

tmu.sinno ;I 	111.011. which 111.1■, as a FCSUIt 
bitoo.• their perception of out contemporary 
society-  AC advanced out of the water, 

The truth is, that as a society. we are doing 
this on many levels. Our children are deeply 
unhappy, which is being expressed through 
obesity. teenage pregnancy and liver disease. 
Neer the current debates surrounding these 
issues. seem t4; completely avoid the question, 
'it we arc so advanced, why are our children so 
unhappy?' 

Another group of 'intellectuals' seem to 
think that all the worlds' problems stem from 
religion, This is futile in its effort to find an 
easy way to understand the world by nor 
thinking in depth, and therefore arrives at a 
simple explanation which doesn't even scratch 

the surface of what humanity's real problems 
arc. The reality is that the internal state of most 
humans is imperfect and therefore the actions 
which follow arc imperfect. Are the arms 
manufacturers making weapons because they 
want peace, or profit? Arc massiie 
corporations exploiting and devastating the 
Poor fur motives other than human desire? 

The fact is that no leader can gain power 
withou t support of some kind, and religion 
and ideology arc RIst ways in which corrupt  

people try to gather support. It is the loye of 
wealth and. power, and the feeling of 
superiority. based upon association which Are 
the real driving forces behind most of the 
worlds miustices. Even when people arc 
violently trying to establish their religion or 
ideology' above another, it is still the desire for 

power which is trails at stork. BLit 

Are arms 
manufacturers 

making weapons 
because they want 
peace, or profit? 

..... . 	 . 
few are .aldressing the question 'how can we 
prevent people et irrupting themsdy es?' 

It is my belief that u is actually a type of 
arrogance which is driving us to destruction. 
( hit society is falling apart at its seams but we 
appear to think that somehow we are 
indestructible. hit schools arc failing our 
children, the family is deemed unnecessary by 
large sections of our society, and we are  

surprised when our children pick up a gun 
take a life. So the question becomes, how is oil 
'progress' helping us progress? 

The saddest aspect of all this is that the 
world has proven humanity wrong, yet in our 
advancement we have not even stopped to 
notice. Have you not taken time to think that 
climate change is the result of the very 
'progress' which we celebrate? l am not 
however blaming the world's problems on 
technology or change. It is our inabilits to 
mature with the responsibilities all this brings. 
We have progressed externally but we got 
carried away with what that actually means. 
Internally we have not changed, or worse we 
have deteriorated. 

Change can only manifest. within the masses 
if individuals first change themselves: But this 
involves a process of serious and sincere self-- 
criticism. f low often do people really' take the 
rime ro assess what they have done, and whi 
they have done it? But it is hardly surprising 
that people fail to think deeply these days, as 
there arc so many distractions around !mi. I ) as 
TV, computers, music and mobiles. We arc 
suffocating ourselves and not allow tog our 
Intellects In breathe_ 

From our species' childhood 
Why the anti-theists think they've got it right. 

Phillip Dickinson 
English 

I
nt...),Ind superstition can he entirely 
charming in rite young, but not so 
much in those w here the cortex has 
fully developed. Those who wish for 
an unending supet-vision of everything 

thee di i and think still exist, and continue to 
prtetch and tiften attack on the impossible 
and self-contradictory axiom which is the 
following - they not only know that God 
exists, but they know his mind too, And tin 
this basis, they can tell their flock what they  

can cat, 	Ihink and do; what could be 
twice stnistu and totalitarian than this? Fur 
those who would hesitate to concede their 
lives to this system, they are allowed the 
following consolation - all it requires is 
belief. and eternity in a paradise is assured. 
If you were tin read this without the 
knowledge of religion as a concept, you 
would be utterly reasonable to suggest that 
the above sounds similar to a common 
marketing scheme. A business. 

If I was to ask the for the last 
occasion where a religious leader spoke 
anything of intelligence or Integrity, I 
be lieve  von would be clutching at straws 
with whatever answer you presented me. t hi 

the corollary, I only need to recall in not 
mentor, of events where religious higfPitv 

pre'. ailed o , net' more. Irt Denniark, we found 
that a cartoonist could not expect to 
perform his Rob without the threat of 
"Islamist-  murder and violence. In America, 
we find that children may he slulttfied with 
psettdii-science explaining that a design may 
be behind the universe, Scientists in secular 
America too, are informed that they may not 
be allowed to conduct stem cell research due 
to those who childishly believe that the soul 
exists in those mammal cells. We have the  

elderly ligrot known as the Props  who 
informs us that we really need to start telling 
our children that hell is waiting to enclose 
them should they refuse Catholicism. Sunni 
and Shi'ite Muslims are destroying mosques 
and humans tIVef their ancient conflict in 
Iraq. We have nutters all around the world 

explaining why we need to aid the 

apocali pi I I Is.-!•, 	; 1•, \\rst  Km], No  
jetillS can finally return. 

Ah, yoll reply, no what about 
Stalin :Ind I lilies? A fair question, lint not 
when you fully consider the circumstances. 
First, is the Cathtilic Church's complicity, or 
more politely lack of condemnantin, in both 
regimes. As a Catholic, you would have to 
believe that God truly desired this. Franz 

AgCrStAtti.1", a Catholic, refused ro acquire 
Nazi uniform and was executed. But, hew 
vastly outnumbered by his priests wit 
urged him to don the hateful uniform 
Hitler's religiosity can be reasonahl 
disputed, whilst the Catholic Church also 
aided in the battle to destroy Spain at tit 
hands of General Franco. In addition, to 
take an explicit example, North Korea, 
totalitarian regimes acquire a theistic 
character: stalin's Cult of Personality, Mkt 
as rite l•uhret, the Eternal leader and the. 
Dear leader of N. Korea ( one short or a 
trinity). These so called atheist dictators did 
not commit their acts because of their lack 
of faith. Atheism is a necessary condition. 
and not a sufficient one. An atheist can he a 
nihilist or a sadist, but n states nothing 
concerning atheism itself. To be religtouF. 
necessitates adherence to religious 
doctrines, which warrant slavery.' 
homophobia, racism, chauvinism, sextet! 
and a submissii if tine's skeptical faculuc,  

Religion is innately hostile to free inquiry 
and reason, and it must be fiercely opposed 
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"Smirting.), 
Is the smoking ban our new love connection? 

O 

Pandora Sykes 
English 

I
t cannot be denied that life got a lot 
less nimannc when the smoking ban 
came into play. Against :I cornucopia 
of health reasons, the cigarette 
represents a certain sort of sexy 

charm, It Inng held its position in the 
pursuit of leisure and it Arno 4st seemed sad 
when such a social little stick was ..t last 
relegated rti the anu-social outdoors. or so  

we thought. 	 Smirting 
flirting whilst smoking - is a phenomena 
that has burst into our lives  since  th e  
smoking ban. ft is an .-MthrDpil,,gical fact 
that flirting is in 
human interaction. The hest form of 
flirtation is subtle, which is .win smelling is 
definitely the right yyav ltr flirt. 

Normal British insider is suspended 
when you're bonding together over your 
shared vice, in little hoards iiiitSidc the 
pub/club/eaterie, Forgot your lighter?.  
Never mind, coyly lean in and lei a hot 
stranger light it for you. Where you could 
feel lilts is bit of a twat goin.g up to 
stranger in a club, there's nothing elice,.k 
about offering someone a cigarette or 
lighter. .\nd smcrong doesn't just create 
frisson between strangers. it consolidates 
already existing affaires. Smoking couples 
can escape outside for a cosy fag a deux. 

There's no exclusivity with snorting 
either; smirting makes flirting more fun fur 
non-smokers too, as they can engage to 
some light-hearted banter with a smoker 
without their eliuhes stinking of smoke like 
they would if they were huddled over a pub 
table desperareh trying 1.4, sustain flirtation. 
Apparently, even the stoners love smirting  

as They're no longer the only ones going 
outside for a smoke. 

AS rt14*t students dr-camp Leeds for the 
course of the summer. it has only been since 
the recent start of this semester that wc 

have been able to assert which of 

The days when 
smoking was 

cool are meant to 
be long gone. But 
smerting has re-
lit the smoking 
fire. 

our local habitats ate satin- friendly. Outside 
the Student Linton is a popular day-time 
smerting spot. For evening sinirting, the 
eager smarter should be warned that The 
Wire insists that you eilleUe For a 2iip wrist 
hand - allowing you to go in ,ind out of die 
club - which makes the whole 1Nrocess a bit 

4-41 a hassle. But if you wanr 1- 0 observe 
stmrting in full Force, go to The Mint or 
Warehouse, Both dubs have large seated 
outside areas. As we- all know, the clubs in 
Leeds are crammed to the rooftops, with 
angsty bouncers presiding over the masses. 
So, the gem:musk wed smoking -Irt-as 
t hese dohs makes .1 MCI: contrast, where n 
only can you cool down outside with a 
cigarette - without accident:ill% stubbing it 
ourself or indeed someone else - but also 
cni40, a part of sour L'Vt2/11flg when your 
personal space is not bring invaded by 
unwieldy elbows and other flailing lirnbs 
y44111- re-114)N• clullbcr%, 

The days when smoking was cool arc 
meant to he long gone, But sinirting has. re-
lit the smoking fire. Going in and our of the 
club, giving Felliiw smokers a knowing! smile 
as you pass them ern the smirtmg threshold, 
means that %on inevitably meet more people. 
Smirting is not without fault; one negative 
fachir has been the inevitable rise in social 
smoking. Various friends of mine have 
admitted Me% have increased their smoking 
since die onset of the ban, because of the 
social benefits. N4 inetheless., smirting is her: 
t. stay, Si4 spark lip, give a wink, and go 11)  It 
some,  .t-te's fire. 

Balls to the binge! 
How sobriety may stifle creativity. 

Tien Ingham 
Colour Chemistry 

I
'm sure many of you will have read 
the commendably small article in this 
very paper some two weeks ago 
entitled 'Balls to Binge Drinking'. 
Apart from the witty headline, two 

things amuse me about this piece. Firstly, 
alai it is next to an article about Leeds 
being the cheapest place to live, which 
reading between the lines and looking at 
the picture basically amounts to "Leeds has 
the cheapest beer!" Secondly that anyone  

would listen Mr Edward Balls asking 
students, of all people, to tone down the 
drinking_ Because here's the thing our 
beloved Mr Balls doesn't realise - Students 
have always drunk a lot , smoked a lot, 
eaten dubious fond and remained in bed 
until seven at. night. Oscar Wilde did it , 
Stephen fry did it, I do it and I'm prepared 
to bet most of you .do too. JItSt last 'Neck 
there were 48 cans of Foster's and three 
Bottles of vodka in nut fridge, all of which 
have now been drunk, and considering we 
never sec four of the people here and I 
don't drink either of the ahoye beverages. 
this indicates a curtain luvel of excess. 
Now, I refuse 'in principle to drink any 
drink I can see through, restraining rm self 

-to brown beer, whiskey, and gin and touie 
packed with ice and lemon. I also 1-4.%-41-+: 
go into a nightclub for reasons which. it 
you saw my attire, would become 
abundantly clear. T am told. from reliable 
sources, that corduroy and tweed ate not 
welcome in such establishments 	can 
tell you from personal experience that you 
cannot dance in enlicr material. 

Rather than having an% aciii,11 
cimcern fur the student populace, what l 
suspect is happening is that Balls is trytrig  

(as is so often the case with "new-  Labour) 
to curry favour with the all powerful 
middle Vngland, who, as we kn4.4w, ,tre 
opposed to drinking, clubbing. students. 
and young people h aving  a good time 
anywhere. In the afo•cmcntinned article 
concerning Ed Balls there arc several 

..... 	statistics quoted, 	:he effect- 
.'  

Most of the 
great music 

of the 20th 
century was 
composed 
drunk. 

that more people are bvoiL: tchnitted ter 

hospital with "alcohol related-  problem'. 
and that there arc more violent incident, 
"tailed-  to alcohol. These statistics arc all 
very noble, and probali4 •correet, bus I do 
suspect that they ignore several important 
Facts. there are more people ihan 
there uses( to be, and secondly. how many 

of those hospital admisstons and Niolent 
incidents involve snider-as; 

Rat her than ths e44ntinued dangers 
of student drinking, a far morc terni%ing 
situation would occur if they stopped. )4 lost 
of the great music of the twentieth ectours 
was ciimposed drunk, as was a lot of the 
best writing. t )sc.arWilde, from the am.4unt 
of brilliance he came up with, must have 
pretty much been consistently inebriated, If 
1i-indents had not have drunk, a.nti been 
drunk, there would have been no Monty 
Python, no 1.ry and Laurie, no Blackackler, 
the lists goes on and on, 

To Mr Balls, I would sui.tgest, chat 
unless you want Our green and pleasant 
land to be devoid of decent TV. film, 
theatre and satire, you kindly elo w•hai your 
hest at running the countri, very hadly. 
Students have been students for a while 
nco,•, 	 at It and we know 
What were doing. If you must interfere., it 
would lie butter tsar  die nation if we were 
p4$sirit clv encouraged to get nurse-lye•% 
quickly and th4irnughly plastered then 
handed a pen and paper.. There are thirty 
three thousand students ar I.ieds: 
1'0 a budding coirtecly partnership 
144 miewhere. 



• 

 

• 

At 1. hit. ( lark, third year Polities student 
••••• •  • • • •  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••.. 
Your txts this week: 

... what does epochal mean? my net wont work so cant check. sue. 

... Hey cant make it to 3 lecture really sorry it b in at 5 tho x. VD 

... I urinated in her ears. .K.7. 
tht facebook gag girl is hot! Bazzo. 

... matt is the king of Is 4eva i luv him. John 'The Tongue" Tango 

• 
• 

• 
• 
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the Leeds talk. talk@leedsstudentorg.uk  

write to us. PO Box 157, Leeds LS1 1UH visit us. www.leedsstudent.org.uk  text "LSi" followed by 
your text to 60300 

wesay... 
Facebook, Freebook 

you say... 

Facebook is an important method of 
communication for both lecturers and students 
across campus. It has now become so integral 
that the University has worked with LUU to 
create a policy based around the usage of the 
social networking site. 

lowevcr, this policy may have its work cm out 
of the recent cases of the University having to 
intervene continue. 

Facelvim ik is righdy seen as a place where you arc 
free to write obscene messages to your friends, as 
well a place to keep of those precious drunken 
pictures of yourself in one, well organised. and 
completely visible place. But, a line can be crossed, 
when innocent banter between friends becomes 
bullying. 

'C'here is always one Facebook group that 
appears to take the traditional and well trodden 
school playground route of shouting "gay", and 
other similarly immature comments at teal, other. 

\Mix the creator,  of such groups usually mean  

nii ill harm, and are generally puking gentle fun at 
our Politically Correct-crazy society, when groups 
are specifically aimed at students, lecturers and other 
University staff, lighthearted fun can seem 
iffensive. 

Many in authoratitive positions at Leeds 
University would probably see the closure, or at 
least the increased censorship of Facebook, as the 
solution to this problem. It should be remembered 
however, that we live in a e unity of free speech 
and that University students are adults, not priman 
school children. 

it would seem then that it is down to students 
themselves to recognise when they arc crossing a 
line, and when they do, to recognise that they need 
to take responsibility for their actions. At the smile 
time, those obsessed with political correctness in 
our society perhaps need to step back and look at 
the ht er "serum people have a lot to learn from 
students in terms of having fun and not 
themselves too seriously. 

.eeds Student, 
just thought rd write in to express my extreme displeasure on seeing Puddephates 
photo accompanying Daniel Bridge's article last week. While the writing was 
interesting, the badly photoshopped apples sickened me to the very core. Would 
you take a photo of a student, photoshop 'twat' on their forehead and write about 

N.) - sloppy work, Mr Puddephatt, sloppy work. 

1 11c rs Montebank 

Dear Leeds Student, 
Glad to see a crossword in your paper at last, and especially happy RI find that -
obviously judging the clues as being too easy - you decided to set the reader the task of 
tilling in the questions missing from the bottom of the page. 
I (cross): Excrement, expression of displeasure (4) SULT 

Yours, crossly, 

C:andice Jacobs, 4yr English 

31,369 students can't be 
wrong 

I'm nuit sure what dope Mark Beardmore was on when he \\Tote  "The Green Pill" but 
it was terrible. Not in the 'terror inspiring' sense, but in the 	Shatner does 
spoken word" way. Such patronising psetido-science is an immediate turnoff for 
anyone who isn't a die-hard enyimnmentalist. If anything, the style and tone of 
Beardmore's piece is the reason people care so little about their environment in the firs'  
place. Start treating us like adults, who are capable of digesting information that isn't 
sugar-coated in metafiction 'keep our interests', and we'll treat you like a person 

wilt I's opinion matters. 
Angrily, Matthew Blacken 

Union Coucil by-elections rook place last 
week and were further proof that 
democracy in the LUU is alive and 
swinging. 

Well, this is %.r. hat the Exec and the 
Democracy Support Office would have us 
believe anrwat In reality .i 631 turn ow is 
hardlysomething; to shout about While this 
is partly the fault of the stude nts themselves, 

r should shoulder much of the blame. 

The biggest triumph among LUU's 
societies this week must surely be People 
and Planet's participation in the breaking 
of a Guiness World Record, 

It should he noted however, that record-
breaking is not the only achievement of the 
'Stand Up, Speak Out' campaign. This 
demonstration of students exercising their 
right,  io free speech and expression of 
political belief may have gone unnoticed by 
the majority of students who walked past the 
Croon. but among the British public as a 
whole it was Qomething of a phenomenon. 

In recent limes of economic stability and 
general voter apathy in the t 	the majority 
(denizens sevrn content to sit back and ignore 
the problems going on in the world. This 
attuude is even evident :amongst the Leeds 
student community, despite the fact students 

1Vilerc was the advertising for the 
elections7.  ;surely a generic email sent to every 
student does not amount to sufficient 
prOMottOrl for an election. 

Where was the incitement V. vote? 
We're rent suggesting the 1.1110 hand out 
free  sweets or 0011 to even' student who 
votes, bur the knowledge that our vote 
would make silrne difference it) the way in 
which 01111 neon is run, would be nice_ 

are often characterised to be 'campaigning, 
free-lov tug hippies' . 

.tin example Of this student apath can be 
witnessed on any day outside the 	a 
handful of students from RemIntion. Amnesty 
International, People and Now t. and the like, 
attempt to persuade students to join them in 
the tight for their cause, tempting them with 
leaflets, singing, stunts, and even cake. The 
average student on the other hand, will walk 
blind's past the stalls, ignore the leaflets 
thrust at them, and not give the campaigning a 
second thought, 

Perhaps more students should rake tu 
of groups like People and Planer. In a world 
where the maiority of students do nor even 
have a Union to t:311111:11g11 auntie Of, fret: 
speech is something that all students should 
consider embracing. 

Students, 'Stand Up'! 

• 

 

 

Letter of the week... 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

r is Jamie Saddler Irving to fool? For a moment I thought his article 
on homophobic bulking would be a interesting reminder of the problems 

some people face in the difficult process of 'coming oat'. I was of course 
wrong. The whole first half only served as a pre-cursor to the  actual reason for 
his writing; he softened us up with hard luck personal stories befi ire hitting us 

...ill) the hard political pleading. 
I hs initial investigauon into the problem built up to the question, "So what to do 

als rut it?" And then the propaganda spiel came; "The Liberal Democrats have launched a 
-Homophobia is Gay" campaign...". I switched off. You could almost hear him booming 
out the writing as a speech at some party conference. Proposals were declared (ma power 
of three of course) and the classically political words "We hellev e" were used. We also 
found oats where the title of the piece had actually come from; lifted from the i abDem's 
questionable. literature. The strident newspaper should not scrye as a means for a particular 
parry to be supported in such an obvious way. The guise of a 'comment piece' was as 
transparent as 'Casper the Friendly Ghost'. The rum the piece tor ikwas a shame as an 
individual answer to how to solve the problem would have been inure beneficial. The 
opportunity was lost. The aim of the comment was commendable; but the angle it came 
from WAS all sktWed. 

I 
I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• Holly tries shunning technology • 
• 
• LS2's punching bag, Holly, • 
• tries to go 48-hours 

without using modern • 
• 
• technology. 
• 
• 

• 
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• 
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• Landscapes, sunsets, 
cultural harm: LS2 

• explores the dangerous 
• effect of backpacking. 
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Karim talks to vintage jazz, 
hip-hop maestro, 011ie Teeda 

p. 32 
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The LOW 
DOWN 

with Martha and Karim 

Brit should definitely be allowed her kids back 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • tJ 
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get 	Fri **in Tz on i n it fi:et 11 ay, ant 
l.1,<1141 iistill H.1.1 ey, 	Nt. ell 	our 
4..`-orl I .4 pa-tn, 1k nii■ to entitnit-...00tt, anti I.1. 1st 

M1111111k- Guc.t 1:74 	its for 	of 
llK bysz night,. in r.101:6111. jla,a 11471-eigct trot 

	

nit rated it I ilk_ 	 oil,  yoitill find 
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IWO J1, the 11' I 	 in. Bask iu die 
it leml 	 .nil 1111111,11v! 

B•IttiARI) 	rrtit-kx 
so %, 	loin•. his mils:L-1 drummers And 

wder-thin ham taste like 1) 	 ariihr•,io 
offered only to du (ectit Cioxf.., but lie % 

actti,d1} a type of Mitt( hrlut t11:41 ',XVII,. hailer, 
hen• by dm nsJllion. And f AA-LA.1.10-n with thy 

karo:_ahnt..-1 14 their C/Vail 

A'I't . ItES : 
Ni,, 1 toweret /wen 	 . Son rtt:ty 
dikagree Iola in my fipititori, Disney vi,v111 
tip when it rat out +/ proper fairy talcs and 

*tailed girl. ine it sit Of like L.- in, a 1!t', 
;ilk% 	izray once have had to 

c. 1(artair,11,11( Sorry reviews! 

Nt:-GKALT.: 
tc., a big fuck-off to the fluor, fashion 

Inoustni%ity dial V.:14 Nti-R-.4ce.„ Lut v. 
bitch hi.i4 been labition'ii bill back since, like, 

t, an onslaught of black just makes you 
fool—, hit scary said idl. And Isle  you hang 

tilialojde 	 FActimitirft. 

•ords/ ka rim khan, inurIli a ling 
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his week. I am pissed off with so-called 'celebrities'. 
- t„ What really grinds my gears is the self-invloved 

bubble they-  happily splash around in. Well, that or 
the unbelievable amount of importance they 

• attribute to their own miserly histories and the 
profundity marched to 'bow they made it'. Now for a dash of 
reason. Ok, I can understand how a sheltered life, more money 
than cares in the world etc. can significaraly blind a person to 
the 'real world' but can this excuse an attitude of super-ego and 
shameful disregard for morality? I'm not talking about Lindsay 
Lohan. l''.ven musicians suck. If they're not lulling you into a 
dreamless sleep with their tales of what amounts to `rock fi roll 
international playboytsm', then they arc trying to coerce you 
into acts of degrading sex. With their girlfriends/boyfriends. 
True story. 

As much as I'd love to reveal the identity of Karim's thinly 
veiled allusions to his night of passion with an unnamed eeleb, 
I fear he may call Inc a `douchebag" and that cuts deep. So lets 
skip past the fact that he slept with Meatloaf and form an 
argument /or our froth' friend Mie Celebrity'. Can anyone tell 
me honestly that they read the serious story on the front page 
of the Mctrn before they read the picture caption under the 
celebrity pant-flash du lour? I'd choose Britney over Brown 
anyday. Hc's never even smoked weed for God's sake. Ler 
alone flashed his nether regions and had same-sex romps in 
swimming pools, Celebrates provide us with hours of base 
entertainment, admittedly at their own expense. If you think 
about it your average student is the polar opposite of your 
average celeb: they've got no money, no hired-help aryl no 
access to rehab after one too many sherbert dib-dabs. We 
should count ourselves lucky that the only publicity our 
drunken mistakes get arc via that irritating facelic ink friend who 
tags your Britnt_Y•esque commando faux pas right on the hot 

spot. Ouch. 

They are trying to 
coerce you into acts of 
degrading sex. 

I've found that the lesser the celebrity, the more satisfying the 
personality. And why is this? Because they haven't been arse-
kissed unto oblivion yet. They're actually funnyl They have a 
good time! I think what I'm trying to say is that big business 
ruins everything. Martha? Yes, I'd have to agree with you on 
this one. Let's rake Leeds' own Adele Silva, who was known 
until recently only as 'that tart off Enunerdale with the non-
existent eyebrows.' Fast forward a few weeks and she's nearly 
won Hells Kitchen, And for a fleeting nit iment gains credibility 
with the bored housewives who watch that programme. 
Immediate scum-factor. Luckily the next day she goes back to 
screwing around the farm and our loveable slag from the 
stables is returned, getting pissed and snogging students at 
fown hi tiost2, And then we're all 'Go gall' Man, we're fickle. 

And in other Martha and 
Karim news.... 
SiSo hands up whn's pissed off At the collective English effort? Well 
I am, Martha's a bit bemused. Let's check the stars, shall we? Lewis 
Ilainilton: Flop. Phil Vickery: Flop, Eleven more overpaid 
dotiehebagladies whit havent got any pride in wearing the Three 
Lions anymore: Hop. What a load of talent, eh? Let's cull them all 
like the vermin they MC. OK, so that's a little harsh. Happily, sport 
brings out that ruthless aggressive side of man that causes football 
hooligans to hit each other with bottles. Rem. Still, let's not settle 
things the Colombian way and A( TLAIJN kill them (remember 
Andreas Escobar in the 94 Wold Cup? No? Ok.) A death for a 
death leaves the world an orphan, and we've already got loads of 
diem. Plus, England doesn't really have its own top drugs cartel, 
unless you count that geeirer on I lyde Park Road that sorts you out 
with weed. 

Yes, sport is a grit id example of things that men like that also make 
them angry• much like wianen. Although unlike football. 9(1,4 IOU 
men can't appreciate her at the same rime. Unless she was the 50-

foot woman. On a not-s..-
effeminate note, this week 
we're look forward to hanging 
with fazyte 13 at The 
Wardrobe, and getting our 
breaks-faces out with 
Chromen and Annie Mac at 
Stylus. ('it even going to The 
GroVe pub. which I've heard 
has a type of music 
called_ folk? 

ATTACK 
OFTME5un 

WOMAN 

(I‘ 

t.  The 50-toot woman. 
Mom fits for your money. 

Overheard this week. "She's got thighs like a seal" //"I only started knowing about Partition when I 
watched Ghandi" //"Badgers are sick! But they carry TB" // "We put the pro in produce" // "Does anyone 

read books?" // "You're comparing The Simpsons to the Mona Lisa."// "I don't get silent discos, what if your 
neighbour is listening to CSS and you're listening to James Blunt. What then?" 
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FORECASTED - ICY SHOWERS: I lolly 
braves a refreshing morning rinse. 

I 

BACK TO BASICS: 
iPod abandoned, !lolly gets 

the guitar out. 
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Holly tries... 
giving up technology. 

Leeds Student regular,  11-1r.r/311'"- 	, tries to survive for 48 hours in 
today's technology ridden world without resorting to new-fangled electronic 
wizardry. Discover how she manages without her phone, laptop etc etc etc. 
How would you cope? 

his week I have been cold and londy. 

TShit, what a bleak start to an article! But 
there is an explanation For my current 
miserable stare — I'll go hack a link and 
explain. 

There is a point in all good scary B-
novies ior had scary li-rot ivies, depending on your 
iptnion) when it becomes oltyit tus who's going to 
iecome the next victim of the axe-murderer/alien 
evader/psycho-cheerleader. Yes, I did learn 
trticthing from the 'Scream' trilogy — 1 knew all 

la ise si epilvers would come it i st malting! This 
ivotal point of the movie usually appears when  

.....inebody utters the immortal line 	be right 
I sick'', or rariatit ins on that theme (for example, 
"I ley, wit, t turned out the lights?" or "Chad, is that 

Far). This kind of complex plot line even 
makes an appearance in most Scooby Duo 
adventures and no, Shaggy, it is never a gi nd idea 

to "split up"). So, with all this in mind yin.' would 
think that I would pause before uttering some 
fated cliche. Rut ytfu would be wrong. Thankfully, 
I have ant been gutted by an oblitdng meat cleaver, 
but 1 dick fall straight into an chooses trap. I was a 
hit 5111(± when ponds-ring what to try this week, and 
so I sought the help of my ever-wise editor, die 
lovely Paul (wait for ir, the big moment's coming 
CI 11 m!). In answer to my plea for ideas, he suggested 
that I to living without teelmolcp. fcr 48 hours, to 
which I replied (here it is!)... "No tLichnolo*? Sure! 
After all, how hard can it be?" I lahaha! Little did I 
knciw what I was letting myself in for, 

As a self-confessed technn-phohe I was 
certain that the task for k; t...s week would be a 
doddle. True, I knew n wouldn't be as fun as my-
other ads entures have been, but I enioy a 
challenge_ Well, according to nay ( 	1 enjoy a 
challenge, I .dso apparently like 'working as part of 
a team' and I posses A-level (errnxi. just goes ri 
show that you shouldn't believe everything -yiiu 
read! Anyway, I digress. 

At 8am tin Sunday nit wiling I woke up 
and switched tiff my phone before drifting tiff to 
sleep again with a smug feeling that this no-
reelmnIt igy malarkey was going tt F be a walk in the 
park (a gt-ntle-pleasant-sunshiney walk in the park 
that is. Not an avoid-the-erayy-dogs-and-mad-
cyclists walk in the park!). My smug feeling lasted 
for approximately 5 sleep -filled hours, before 
ending abruptly when I jerked awake and realised 
that I had half an hour to get showered and dressed 

before meeting my friend I !e'en fur lunch. lint 
dilemnarc no phi me means tit t Aim chick, which 
means running late and stress. I made a mental 
note to think up something ingenic it's to wake rue 
up the IleNt day. 

lira! I don't know if it's a myth that 
those in the armed forces take cold showers, but if 
it's true then I have a It it mg in. respect kit them 
now. The shower was t t t. l vi n iugh to cot it off art 
overly-excited teenage ht A . 	it izreat malt. 	:4311 
the day, p3rrIcill.irk when 1111 technology- 1,1n 

prevented me learn having a restorative cuppal 
One of the biggest things I suffered from (yes, 
suffered :1 was the lack F ifentenainment. Not haying 
a T\' tin my first two years of cm', I thought I'd he 
able to go for two days. It was then that I tvalised 
that Channel 5 was having  a 'Dirty Dancing' 
evening! Gutted! I had to suffer the torture of 
trying to read my book in the kitchen while the 

tantalising strains of 'The 'rime of NI y Life' echoed 
through from the sitting torim. Clearly some 
pet Tile can put this baby in the corner! 
In a fit of mast ichism, fin my big task of the 48 
hours I decided to throw a dinner parry fi.ir illy 
ht itisemates. `Dinner parry' gives a fairly grown-up 
sot :MI tr I the evening — it's Iv :wally just meet II ;king. 
dinner (or cveryhody. I think the 'party' bit in 
'dinner party' mainly lust refers to me being anal 
about Lvervone turning up on time and getting 
■mernie else to set the table. But never mind the 

iris and outs, the main point of the evening was that 
such endeavour was my hardest task so far, t Inc 
that wt az id push my domestic gixkless skills tc i their 
limit. 1 low to cook a dinner for seven people 
without the use of cooker, microwave or lights?! 
was tempted to order everything in,. although  

thought that might defeat the pant. My second 
cunning plan was then to get in loads of ready-made 
stuff, but 1 then ten discovered that Morrison's &Geste 
a most inconvenient time on a Sunday. I don't cart 
how fresh their blot sly fish is, or that they bake their 
own bread - it's not much use to me when I'm kit 
hammering on their doors an hour before dinned 
But I chel manage to pull tt t ill in a ehallengc-
Anneka style fit of creativity (what do you main. 
you don't remember 'Challetve-Anne&? What 
were you in the early nineties?). I decided to go for 
a Mediterranean style tapas/rnew style dinner, with 
the help of some tasty bits and bobs from Salts, in 
amazing deli I've discovered in town. Salts is a 
Spanish style delicatessen not far from the men 
station, where I bought some chcirizo p.W and 
taleggin cheese (best cheese in the world. Fact). I 



LOST AND ALONE: 
Techno-phobia takes its toll. 
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• ascii them for myself, but in a spirit of 
selflessness I added the goodies to the cheese 
hoard. Also on the table was a selection of breads, 
dips, raw vegetables, marinated olives, a Caesar 
salad, a Greek salad, some tuna and Spanish meats 
and some (already-roasted) peppers stuffed with 
garlic and cream cheese (which went down very 
well!). The whole thing was pretty easy to do, 
altht nigh the amount of garlic we ate probably 
meant we weren't very popular the most morning. 
Atter dinner, as it was a lazy Sunday evening, we'd 
usually put a movie on and i.-eg out_ Bin nor this 
Sunday! Oh no, if I was to suffer the lack of 
televisual entertainment then my mates were going 
to suffer right along with me! I decided ro play 
sonic aftet dinner gallics to show that 
entertainment does nos necessarily mean 
technology. To start with we played the Post-it 
game (you know, the one where people have the 
name of a celebrity stuck to their forehead and they-
have to guess who it is), Surprisingly, lot-  once, no-
one was cliched enough to use either Madonna or 
Marilyn Monroe, although some confusion did 
arise over the fact that I the 'tight my friend Sarah 
was Nicole Richie, when she was actually Lionel 
Richie (l really should wear my glasses mcIret). 
After a surprisingly short time that guru: drew to a 
close (it took John forever to get 'Warren from 
I lollvoaks'— don't think he's quite famous mil IL•! 
vet for such an ht moor!), we then went on 
my personal favourite — charades! As all those 
present will know, this game is my favourite based 
on one very imp arrant fact. I'm great at it (I realise 
there's a time ti,r na.ide,sty. but thts isn't u. I really 
am great at charades!). I was particularly impressed 
by a creative mime kir 'Sex and the City' (Ill let you 
imagine what that entailed!). I did learn something 
from all this — games at uni du not necessarily have 
to be drinking games, although I'm sure drinking 
charades would he pretty fun, ..maybe next week! 

Walking to and from uni, I've ......  

Second 
dilemma: the 

shower. I questioned 
whether or not the 
electric water-heater 
counted as 
technology, and came 
to the masochistic 
decision that it did. 

alwat.s had the tuition that I enjoyed the 5 minute-. 
takes for mc to get to campus. What I actually 
enjoyed. however, was the 5 minute's worth of 
muSiel gut fn an my in xi. Without this little gem 
cif technology I had to instead listen to lobby 
people chatting On mobile phones and the never 
ending wail of sirens from Hyde Park. In order ii 
combat this. I decided to provide my own 
entertainment by singing to myself. An endeavour 
of this kind is only embarrassing when you decide 
it's time to stop singing and a deathly silence 
descends upon tour section of the road. The 
answer — don't stop! Singing to oneself is a 
dun-,  iughk erli4)yable pastime, although I did hare a 
slightly worrying moment when I forgot the words 
tt r the second verse of 'Wannabe' at the pedestrian 
crossing, but !managed to turn my "zig-a-zig-ahh" 
into a pretty convincing sneeze to cover the 
moment, so I don't think anyone noticed. I tot ik 
things slightly t; larwhen I decided to I a 'trim-my 
friend's guitar for some musical entertainment on 
the bus. before 1 realised that it's a really 

object to cam.  And I can't actually 
play it. 

The lowest point c if my -113 hours came 
on Monday at:remain in the-pub. 	I decided List 
Saturday ihat it was abt tut time i met up with my 
MAW Rob who I haven't seen in a while. To arrange 
the get-together I thought it'd be a splendid idea to 

IN tst Rob a tenet ac I knew I would be phone-less 
over the weekend. I used mt new writing paper 
that I got from the C Irchard 1 louse gift shop at 
Hyde Park Gamer (pricey stuff but gorgeous!), 
which made mc feel like someone out of `Pride and 
Prejudice'. I posted the lerter in Saturday, safe in 
the knowledge that the Royal Mail wouldn't let me 
down. Monday rolled around and by now the Lick 
of hot water and cups tit' tea had taken its toll and I 
was more than ready for a pint !surely drinking in 
the afternoon is the best part of being a student). Si, 
at. the appointed time I trotted off down to the pub 
and looked around tUr Rob. He wasn't there. Ever 
the optimist. I got myself a drink and settled down 
to wait for him. I waited. And I waned. I knew I'd 

hit rock bon( gri when the elderly man propping up 
the bar (and toy only other fellow-drinker) gave me 
the smile of recognition that could only pass 
between two kindred spirits. My future flashed 
lead ire my eyes, and I saw myself in 30 year's time, 
perched on a bar stool in a leopard mini, clinking 
ph and charting up younger men. Oh no, this was 
not going to happen! I gulped down mv bevvie and 
got outt-A there. Important lesson learned — do not 
rely on letter writing for st Fetal arrangements. WU 
only end in rears! 
Salt's Delicatessen is found at 14 Swinegare, I eeds. 
Check it cart it's sertimptic ins! 

Join us next week as Holly tries.— to rind a 
man! 

- — - 
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ASIAN RESTAURANT 
& TAKEAWAY 

Visit our local Asian Kashmiri 
cuisine, we offer quality and the 
best of value. Try our Kashmiri 
cuisine at 25°6 special discount 

for students. 

Come for the best, 
forget the rest 

    

  

SPICES 

  

Tel. 0113 2435758 
Fully Licensed 

203/205 Woodhouse Street • 
Leeds • LS6 2NY 

     



My stomach is in 
complete rebellion. 

It feels as though it has 
been turned inside out 
and sprayed with 
pesticide. 
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The ultimate ordeal? 	 does a dangerous amount of 
drinking in his quest to discover how it's best to recover. 

illi binge drinking , [thin., 

Wreaching an a ll titre high in the 
I_ 1,:,.„ lump piers have become an 
imegral part of tint life. Walking 
around campus early in the 

int toting II is cask' II) sr, a hinge victims, clutching 
water bottles and stumbling around, desperatela 
trying it ,  get to their lecture on time after 'lust a 
few houra of dn mken sleep. Haven't we a n 
wished there was a miracle cure that could 
instantly revitalise vitu, leaving you fresh and 
sober as a newborn baby? With this wonder cure 
in mind, I tell it was tin duty to get. stanTerinaly 
drunk and In out some of the popular hang, is ea 
remedies. l'ia maximise the hangover effect. I 
decided that I would mia my drinks tii a 
grotesque level. drink no water, and stay up Into 
the early }alum with an alarm set. at 9 a.m. With 
vodka. beer and wine in hand, I set 1 il.it to give 
myself the mother I it all hangovers. Enjoy the 

results. 
9.00 A.M.: Alarm wakes me but to no avail. 
Whtlst ms hods' stirs. my stain is still asleep. l 
ft.el like .1 lump tit' radioactive waste, dirt'. 
ashanied and hiding into( the wised. 9.1111 am  
was tea -, ambitatus a lime to wake up. 

10.23 A.M.: .111coara sleep 1 	l• 	11 sA:ep .1a.s ae.pec but firth 
really delayed the inset of my hangtiver. I step 
into the shower and feel like. env heal is being 
compressed into a %ACC. Nov  drinking am water  
Marla: wasn't a gns id idea. My Mt 'mach is in 
complete rebuilt, in. II feels as though it has been 
Rama! inside •tut and sprayed with pesticide, 
slit ea er returns 	tit human biros, but dues 
nn  thing  NI I>elp the hang,  iver 

11:03 A.M.: I am now faced with the hardest, 
dilemma facing the hangover victim - what to 
have for breakfast? Mr usual choice of cereal is 
Our because the thought of milk makes my 
stomach curdle, I go for the ever ptipular 
"massive In up" uption. 'Fhe greasy onslaught 
feels gix id, but it takes Inc a la iod half an hour ti 

nc,  is s ti's tot the lima 	slate nil••• 

11:28 A.M: Time to step outside ‘•i the 
cnn•entinnal realm it student hangover 
recovery-. l•trsr up is the Bloody Mary - a "hair of 
thy di a!" •ipproach n± hangitver relief ennsisting 
of It .InAtI, 	alka. a stick if celery, a drop i if 

tase• • and •orcestershire sauce. As I pour the 
• vt alka I start Tr t I. se courage but the sight of the 
little stick of celery makes it seem noire 
appri iachahle. I laying c117 z led it down 
begin to feel much hurter. is this long-term tad, 
••r will the dreaded hangover return with 

engemicc? 

12:10 P.M: I kingi.tver effects axe receding and I 
decide to drink a bottle of Lueozade Sport to 
g is e me that final bnost. the fresh chemicals 
pi tiff down MA- throat. I feel a wave Of raid-pass 
through me. The worst is over, 

15:33 P.M: I am now back in bed,. nursing a 
headache. et in fident that I will never undertake 
this challenge.again. An evening of quiet 
•meanan,,n Ind w  itching DVDs 

An ancient Chinese saving tells us that in war it 
crucial to Liam' your enemy. After my violent 
confronnuit in with the hangover experience I 
thought it would be a wind idea ro do a hit r>1 
research. which led me to make some interesting 
disc( nines. 

.\ pan guver is caused by a variety of fact,  it-. 
and so the ideal cure is one that atmbines 
different retnedies It, deal with all the symptoms 
and Mut causes. The main causes of a hangover 
arc as It Mows. 

Probably the most ribvteitis is the effect of 
ethanol. which dehydrates c, air body and leaves 
you with that dry, sticky tra null, headache and 
fatigue. The must obvious way Ti iv T site this is to 
drink loads of water before going to bed. The 
alcohol attacks your stomach lining which often 
leads ni feelings of nausea in the morning. A 
possible remedy is to drink a glass of milk to coat 
your stomach lining befi ire gt ing out. 

As your liver is pre-occupied with dealing 
with the massive amount of alcohol in your 
system, it becomes less good at supplying 
glucitse tit o tun body and particularly pair brain. 

results in a lack-  I  tf energy and decreased 
concentration. The best •a:t to cure this is tit 
drink sitmething high in sugar such as fruit into.... 

Mixing drinks worsens hangovers, and it is 
appanntly a myth that it will get you nu ire drunk, 
se' there's nil real pi am in doing  it. 

:ongeners are the impurities created by 
lertnertAtin•. and these tend Iii 

aggravate hangovers. As a general rule, the 
darker the drink the more congeners it contains. 
That's had news fOr whisk', and red wine !livers. 
but good lip tu're a fan of vodka or while wine. 
Another point tis bear in mind is that cheap 
spirits have had fewer unpurines rem wed and 
are therefaire a gain td was of guaranteeing a raging 
hang( wen 

The tempuras damage ti t the nerve cells in 
your brain CaUSCN it to swell up, generally making 
you feel awful. l frilimunately there's no km iwn 

FRY UP: fix up or sick up? 

remedy for this one. 
People tent. t(I smoke a lot more when they 

are drunk, ant this can cause nicoune poisoning 
which adds la the effect of thehangover. 

The more you drink in a short space of time 
the  stone rite hangover will be, so spacing your 
drinking civet a longer unit: span should help. 

Finally, the effects of a hangover are in some 
ways psychiasnmatic. In other morels, the more 
situ is en y, ,11 link VI OA are, the worse you'll feel 

The best way to coma hangover would be it 
go back in nm• and prevent it. but unfortunately 
this is nt It yet pi issihle. 	similar approach is to 
lessen some Iif the consequences of your 
drinking before you go to sleep. Of course, the 
best way to avoid a hangs wet is not to drink at all, 
but for a lot of us that is itt it a viable option. 
Instead here are 6 easy steps you can take to ease 
the hangover. 

1) Have a fatty meal before drinking. Fat takes 
longer to digest and therefore protects the 
stunt:Leh against the irritant etTeer of alcohol. 
2) Drink a glass of ()range juice before crashing 
Aii; this will rOV/Lic both glucose and vaamin 

to your tee& ecenng  
3) Try and drink a glass of water fur every 
Arita die dnnk s.• al have. 
4) Take some vitamin tablets to replenish your 
supplies. 
5) Lai something giants: befi ire going to bed. 
Aida 'ugh this climes naturally to many people it 
is proven to help st tak up sonic of the alcohol in 
your SySrenl. 
6) Av. lid v ern' sweet drinks. They hide their 
alctslitsI Col-11'CM. 

let recent years Mere have been a number of 
"miracle" cures that claim to offer instant 
hangover relief. For the most part these are 

1ound in energy drinks such as Red 
Bull or Lipovitan, this chemical reverses the 
build up of fat in the liver, caused by alcohol, 
lessening the damage done and allowing your 
liver  tri function better. But belbre you go out 
recklessly downing vodka and Red Bulls, bearin 
mind the ci troversv over the effects of tacirittL-
It has been banned in several countries. 

.•. • • - • Anotlier recent success in the world of 
hangover elites is this Australian vitamin 
supplement Widely av:tilable in the Lis, these 
snlali t'il'ts id' good n c%s aim to replace the 
vitamins destn :al he drinking, in the correct 
pet iporti• 

powder based substance added to 
w ;tree.% c' irnbin,mt in cif yi taeriin C, glucose and 
painkiller, this is marketed as the ultimate 
hang; wet' cure. Recommended that you drink it 
before bed as it is unlikely you'll be able to keep it 
down in the morning. 

I •••. 7 	) AA,  ()II) 

Last of all, a few things to avoid when ynere 
feeling the booze blues. 

• • 	, • While It seems like the only option 
when sou fcci hornhkc in the morning and need 
to get to a 'entire, a (air of rea sir coffee is not a 
great idea. (I:tit-eine is a diuretic, meaning it will 
delis dote s I at even further. I lowever, as long as 
you combine r with plenty of v,Ilter,.. ie$ pretty 
harmless. 

' 	 lt'S Vc.ts, hard to rests 
temptation of this little pill if bliss when y 
got a splitting headache. but the combination 
alcohol and acet:mtintiplien tparaCeratrail'S 
tnSTUllient) 111 v ∎  .111. 	.cisir,„%arn causes h 
damage tl t  .ter In et. Aspirin is better 
imitates the sit match, increasing the likelih 
being sick_ les Lest just tv t drink endless a 
of water and work through the pain..11 thisi 
an option, Ibuprofen based tablets are mach 
harmful. 

---a=amam■m=1=,- 

complete scams, but these arc some notable 
exceptions. 

■ •••••• A remedy with proven benefits; the 
carbon in it helps your bode filter impurities in 
your hlcxxlstrcarn. In fare hospital statT often 
treat extreme alenhitl poisoning by pumping a 
slurry of carbon Iran the victim's stomach, 
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WPPk in  Prothe 
Battle in the bibliotheque 

LS's intrepid correspondents 	 and 
look into the trials of the university libraries and their more 
colloquial denizens... 

GEEK ON FIRE 
gybe if I turn around one 
more time he'll get the hint. 
I've been glaring at his hack 
for the last half-an-hour, but 
it's not making a difference. I 

'wonder if It's possible to kill someone with a 
newly sharpened pencil, If I aim it at a certain 
angle, and flick it towards his neck, perhaps it 
will make a small, barely noticeable incision 
just at the right point and he'll quietly keel 
Over the desk, over his single, solitary piece 
of scruffy paper, and kiss me. 

First it was the foot tapping. I am the first 
to forgive a little bit of foot tapping at the 
beginning of a session in the library. It is a 
means of adjusting to one's environment, 
and understandable when one has just come 
in from the circus of the Student Union. Not, 
however, for fifteen minutes. I turned around 
after ten and realised that he was tapping to 
the beat of a song playing from his 
headphones. I say headphones, but they look 
like those things that pilots wear in a cockpit 
Then, of course, I started to hear the beat of 

My housewares are unsympathetic •when 
describe to them the almost daily traumas of 
trying to study in the library. it is no longer a 
place for study. It is a haven for self-
satisfaction and vibrating phones. Yes, 1 have 
tried the Silent Study Area, but the silence 
there is like an electric fence - the slightest 
turn of a page having the effect of a forty 
volt electric shock. 1 have  moved lihraries, 
moved floors, gone through deep breathing 
techniques (recommended by my •rai Chi 
master), worn earplugs and taken to having 
the occasional glass of wine in the )1d Bar at 
lunchtime in order to relax the mind. 

hat these people don't seem to 
understand is that I am not in the library 
merely to feel better about myself, to pick up 
someone, or to while away an afternoon 
turning pages without reading them. 1 am 
here because I am more intelligent, more 
enterprising and more capable than most 
people at this University, and will gain a far 
better degree than the crisp-munching, 
music-blaring, no-hoper behind me could 
ever hope to achieve. 1 was here last year. 

bit ill." l cannot speak for fury. Did he just 
call me 'love'? "Maybe you should go home." 
Ile is telling me to go home? Did I hear that 
correctly-? Before I can even begin to 
respond, he has put his headphones hack on 
and is chomping quite happily on his Lion 
bar again. 
If it weren't for the girl sitting a couple of 
seats down iron the watching, I would aim 
the pencil and throw it. My God, I wish he'd 
iiist op 11 rm.  \ Arks and Spencers blouse. 

INDIE KID ROCKS OUT IN THE LIBRARYYY 
'hbrary is propa mint 1 Celt ya. .1 

Tcan sit here lisienin' to all me 
times, cattn.  me lunch and reading 
the Socalist Worker or Guardian 
Media pull out eat any time of day. 

I like to sit in t'free warmth of Cbdward 
Boyle wit Ca cup i>1 Bovril Pete Doherty style 
or if I feel like treat a cheese and pickle 
cantle will do just fine. After warming me red 
hands on r'radiator I sit and reach wistfully 
about me fellow brothers in toil struggling 
against :'capitalist autocracy of the West or  

also hit it oft because we both hail from 
Barnsley,, and like they say down Cere -rain( 
Nuthin like a fellow Barnie, apart from 
dead Mane." 

So I plucked up me courage, scratched 
Capin in MC chin off and went to say hi. I 
was amazed but she seemed well glad to see 
me again and we went and spent ages 
chatting about them great new albums from 
Infantshambles and Get Coat, Wear Coat, 
Fuck ()ft and laughing as all COO, wankers 
prancing around wetheir iPoils and warm 
clothes that seemed to fit them just tine. I 
asked if she fancied a pint of Bovril Irian 
T'Old Bar and she said yes so we went and 
had a proper gaff playing darts and pretending 
to like the crap R&B on t'wireivss. 

ranyways, since then I can't keep myself 
:'away from Clibrary, I even went and got a 
book out the other day. T'its called 'Down 
Pit' and it is a socialist critique. On the British 
Class system which backed up all me Dad's 
arguments that after Thatcher's government 
Cworking man would never have a chance 
again. I also took out a top DVD, 

the song, and at has sieadiit worked its, win 
into my head so that now there is a full drum 
kit hanging out incessant noise a nd 

reverberating around the significance of 
game theory to industrial economics. lint at 
last die foot tapping stopped, and I felt nit 
entire body start to relax, and es  e t i sta rt ed to 

chastise myself a little tier being so uptight. 
Ile had to bring out the crisps. In full and 

blatant view of a sign that says "No fiaoal in 
the library', In: brought out .1 pack of 
McCoy's (salt and vinegar, my particular 
favourite. I'm not allowed them due to the 
no-earb diet I'm on at the moment" and 
shamelessly started to munch away. The 
words 'rattle' and 'rustle' don't even come 
close to describing the aural pain that scared 
my ears for the best part of live minutes.  

before this place was 	en a twinkle in a 
I rusher's CyC, before this amoeba decided 
that the library would become his new place 
ill lurk. 

I turn around again, and fur the first time 
catch his etc. but beton: I have a chance to, 
kill !urn with my perfected glare he Ott'll,  
an ,wid again and reaches into his bag. What 
now? \\ hat  could you possibly dice] now" 
(]trod God he has Laken !.harm bar 	his 

hag_ \o, no. 	he's utiwrappine it Nor 

again. NIrii be I should no ye. 	11V 'lt told I 

m over I was  hem  first. 
turning around drain, fill around in 

my- sea l and giving his tits imping back the full 

!lacy of mental hatred. I IQ',  zurfun;_,  his h,-.41. 

W..rlong. I IL looks 	MI,. l IL lulls l/111 

be:1411101C. "'VC 	alneln, love? 	4 a 

cheekin' fer jobs down in Big Smoke as a  
runner for NITV2. 
T'llbrary has loads of other uses Caswell, 

eatilt illtit a place tO 	:'warm one's ea ;ales, 
("was only last week that I spied a 	met 
down t'(:ta:kpit at a StickParty.  gig last year. 
She was lot thin' an>und rl'a.lward Boyle Ifigh 
I )ctitan,1 when I went in and she was lonkin' 
dead mint in her skinny jeans and emlage 
maroon dress :ill combined. I had ante her 
who It we were watching Wazzoo warm up or 
perhaps :'was it onward Lkrainel of ernayhe 
e y L  rsparta Ry Detectives, C.1111 Ways We 
,hard! halt 411c and a pint of Carling and 
she complumtntecl me on the fact that I 
lot .1.;:d lilt ail albino rat who hadn't been oat 
ch ow., fo r a V. which a clear 
indieni, in din I was well into me Indic. ‘,Xle 

adaptation from r'hook Kes, ewas was pnipa 
mint especially the bus way t' Kestral and 
reminded me of bein' a youngster growing up 
in Barnsley,. 

So tare pan go, even though this Urn is 
full of Southern numpoes there arc still 
havens 1,11• estruggling working class Indic 
fan "uch as myself. I can take me portable 
CD player with 	me albums, plonk it di iwn, 
drink a cup of Bovril, listen to CAtctie 
chim panzees  or Razor Dark and read all 
about Cwiarkers' struggle whilst meeting mint 
birds all day long. I'morri ow I'm planning 
Charc a go on this much fabled Cmternet to 
check out the latest news on The '!'wing's 
tics: tour and read up all the latest go lti■Ip Ott 
Serge frtim Kasabiall and I can tell yet 1 (-all': 

1,1001.1V Wait!! 
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Backpacking 
A large proportion of the Leeds student community has 
trodden the backpack trail. But are they really aware of the 
impact their tourism has on local communities? Clarisse 
Earle and Andrew Rogers report. 

n reality there arc always many more 

Iet msequenees to our actions than meets the 
eye, and this is never toter than when 
visiting a foreign country. Whilst 
backpacking is generally deemed as 

st mit:thing positive; a Way {if expanding our 
minds and learning about just how different it is 
in other parts of the world, there arc also a great 
many things that backpackers, excitable and often 
naive, fiirget Arita. A huge amount of revenue is 
generated from backpacking, particularly in 
developing countries and thus with backpacking 
comes a Certain responsibility, both financial and 
non-financial. It is also an activity that, in addition 
to exposing us to different cultures, also exposes 
them to ono. In many developing countries the 
West is massively glorified, parbeillarly arrinopi 
Beckham-worshipping teens who long for the 
"freed( mai" of their Western ciiunrerparrs. 

A key pan of backpacking responsibly smarts 
before you even leave home: deciding where to 
go. Your choice should not only be influenced by 
Your craving fiit excitement, culture and personal 
adventure. Many things need to be considered: 
what is the pi ditical situation, how should you 
dress, is it safe, what is the history? I was amazed 
by the amt tura of tounsts I met in f lamb...ilia who 
had never heard about Pot Pot's slaughter of an 
esumared 2 million of the population_ In .20t16, 
1,71111,1141 tourists visited Ctunbodia (a 211',a 
increase on the previous year), bringing a huge 
amount of Mullet' to the country, and yet the 
average monthly wage Ow a Cambodian remains 
at a mere $25 (probably less than what most 
tourist3 spend in a day). 

Angkor War is Cambodia's main attraction  

and charges for one day of temple exploradrm 
stand at $20. You'd think theret ire that by visiting 
Angkor you're directly helping the country: 
funding economic improvement and 
stahilisant in, You'd he wrong, 	lives of most 

of the CarnIxxlian population. mainly 
• 

In many 
developing 

countries the West 
is massively 
glorified, 
particularly 
amongst teens who 
long for the 
"freedom" of their 
Western 
counterparts. 

. 	 ...... • • • 
ci insisting oII:was:wee remains largely the same as 
it did in Angkortan times as the corrupt 
Kt bvertimunt pocket the cash and make shady 
deals with the Vietnamese (who placed I I un Sen. 
An ex- Kymer Rouge cadre.; in power). This 
government still do not allow the hisuiry of Pol 
Pot's bloody regime ro be taught in still ails and 

arc currently selling off massive amounts of 
rainforest for (16:gestation in addition to selling 
areas of land to Vietnam for their rapidly 
expanding populace. Even buying a rose from a 
child on the street is not helping them, as the 
children arc usually paid a meagre wage by an 
adult such as a Tuk-tuk taxi driver. These arc just 
a few factors of which travellers are often 
unaware; factors that may teach them how to 
distribute money,  fairly within-a country. 

Backpacking often directly funds ttppressive 
regimes. Visa charges, attraction prices and other 
such thinFs go straight to the oppressors of the 
people. Never WAS there a more apt example of 
this than in Burma, a country currently being 
torn apart by a Military dictatorship which placed 
the democratically elected leader Aung San Suu 
KO under solitary confinement in her house 16 
years ago and has since led Burma with an iron 
fist. In Burma there is no freedom of speech, no 
free press: in fact no freedom whatsoever_ Burma 
has the 1:9,,est child workforce in the world and 
torture, execution and forced labour are 
repeatedly used on children and adults alike in 
order to intimidate and Instil fear. It is even 
'bought that villagers arc used to test areas for 
landmines. And despite all this travellers continue 
to frequent Burma either as a specific desri itit rn 
or in order to eon iplete a one or two-night visa 
run In in i Thailand, putting mimes' directly into 
Ow pockets lif the junta (a government ft hood 
II!, a  committee  of military leaders) thcreb% 
ignoring the pleas of the locals to "Stay away!". 
Many 'do-gooding' backpackers are esen 
encouraged to visit Burma lay the current 
situation, feeling that they must be able to do 

something lies the people there. This kind of 
naivin. and idealism helps to fund the activities of 
the Junta and to keep them in power and is 
so moiling that has been repeated in countries all 
',yet the w•orld. The BBC. stares that "while 
tourism in Burma] has been a magnet for foreign 
investment, its benefits have hardly touched the 
people" and backpackers would do well to rake 
fa Re of this. 

The money and changing attitudes 
(whether for better or for worse) that come with 
backpacking can also change a community 
beyond all recognition. Just 20 years ago the 
beaches of 'Thailand's Ku Samui were ideallyic 
and I ximbok, Indonesia, was a little known hippy 
destination. Now multitudes of pale skinned 
tourists descend on these places in order to rum 
their skin lobster red. The expansion in these 
areas has been massive and in many places the 
rustic wooden bungalows are either jostling lot 
space as they crowd the beach front or they have 
been replaced by NIalaga-esque apartment blocks. 
The locals arc cnendle happy as tourist dollar 
line their pockets and they can afford TVs, 
mopeds anti cars, but what of the environmental 
impact? Many V'esterners take advantage ca 
today's travel culture, buying land at cheap prices 
and building apartments and bars to take 
advantage 	the tourist populace, robbing the 
locals of lucrative business possibilities. 

But it is the  locals who  have to  live with the 

long term effects„An example of this is. thi: 
siiiiiitticatitit.linisi\ir:Suratra, Indonesia_ Whereas at tax 

a key backpacker destination, the 
negative image of Islam, the Bah bombs, the 
consistent tarthepttakes and lif course the 
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devastating tsunami which ;Like led the North of 
the island, means that tourists have moved nn. In 
places once Filled with travellers there stand 
scores of anpry linsiels and hinds. Lical inuts 
compete ferocitiusly for business and barter 
frantically, They miss what they call "tlie guild  

times" when tin mei. was flowing in and nights 
were spent drinking and playing the guitar with 
backpackers. Er is a sad exaMple of the fickle 
nature of travelling and the Westernised fear 
factor that keeps people so closed minded. 

Often, it seems that those who want to put 
something hack inn, the et immunity which they 
axe:visiting 	in make the peisinve impact 
they desire; this is rarely mum.. ei idol!. than in the 
case of gtip year volunteer 1st,  accts. The market 
nit this reasonable new ft am ,,f tounsrit is lai•e, 
and the number of cr ,mpanies cashing in on 
'token vnlunteering' is just as intimidatin,g. 

You want to do Something rewarding, but 
Miele do you rind it? Many of these "charities" 
are merely thin-e to exploit hackpitekers In ping to 
"make a difference" and "give startle! hing _back". 
The schemes are often a package deal nt flights, 
accommodation, food and costs for the prineet, 
with many charities charging a substantial fee nit 
their involvement. Often this money would be 
put tr, fax hettet cifitwasgivento nut to tri-pn,lit 
charitable or 	who would effectively 
distribute it. where it was needed. Elaiing 
undertaken two such projects myself, and heard 
or morn others, there seems to he a pattern 
ct iertting. 

Arriving at the fajiwal Bram liana 'PrimarY 
School in Rajasthan, India, armed with paint and 
wood we were eager In get 	Alter tw.., 
weeks the school was newly painted and kitted 
nut with Sf1,1111.: tvnodcn benches ta, bout. The 
'token' clement of this project ts all ton evident: 
paint fades, benches break, but when all is said 
and done what is the lasting impact?.  The local 
resident were more than willing to lend a hand; it 
was apparent that it was our money, rather than 

our et inn that was iii' value. For gap year 
ALI riterrs with limited time, 

resources (and in many cases, will puwer) what 
can be positively achieved? I'd be lying if I said 
my purposes were rndy altruistic. More than the 
new ly refurbished school, or even die money we 
contributed to its refurbishment, it was the 
interactions; with people that mat le the di fference. 
'I his seems to expose a !a•der issue, in miler to  
positively impact on a eianniunity, the human 
connection is vital. Of course. there are man% 
noble organisations which rely on backpackers 
tin• their survival, but these are predominantly' to 
be found while. you arc abroad. •One such 
organisation was run by a local sehraalteacher 
who, thanks to donations and help iron  
backpackers 1-sassing through, had built G selionls. 
in a local area, I k was completely reliant on 
travellers who could stop by to help leach and 
build ftir anything it an a few ilars to a few mrs. 
Inir the accommodation and t= ,d he charged it 
mere $15 a day, with extra donations optional 
and be advertised his project in nearby hostels, 

Whether volurucerini,i, to work (cur a charity or 
simply travelling for its own sake, the impact 
made 	the countries visited can he as positive 
on. Even something as mundane as nor: littering 
can help affect positive change and help 
break Inn-in-established actinides. Like a or not, 
Westerners in Asia are treated with a respect that 
is neither earned or deserved, and Western 
conntries are looked upon as having successful 
Contraries and political and personal anti an ally. 
Ibis places a great deal of rc pam,ihllrty nn the 
shoulders of the unsuspecting back-packer (who 
is really just our to have a gond time), 

one thing which stands our as being of 
paramount importance is to have an 
understanding of local culture, A friend of mine 
consuandy .enmplained in !India of inappropriate 
attention from men, and while this dot_: occur, 
the fact that she wore revealing clothes probably 
did not help her case. A little bit of common  

sense and cultural  awareness gties a lone way. 
Equally. knowledge of local attitudes -• .11 i--
alcuhoj and smoking Cart be useful NIalla pat Ts 

China consider women who smoke to hi 
prostitutes - just- a quick heads upl 

Wherever rat arc, it is the human enrincetinn 
that is important, and it can sometimes be very 
rewarding roger tiwt &cid in the 1, real ct ,mmunity 
in an interactive way. One phrase 1 have learned 
to detest is 'Village safari'. Ms is exactly As it 
sounds;-essentialty a sari but with pople instead 
of animals. Such activities hardly scent die best 
way to get to grips with a place and the people 
who live there. Learning a link hit of the language 
works wonders. You ilon't have be an expert, 
but the ability to say "hello" ante "thank you" 
evoke praise far surpassing the effort that you 
look to learn. Besides, most people seem to 
rather enjoy a game of charades to get the 
Message across. Spending money in the local 
ceontnny can also have a considerably positive 
impact. Thai S5 yon spent on the pashmina 
didn't even really want will be of for greater use to 
the persistent pashmina-seller you bought it from 
than it ever was g %I MA. It is also quite easy to lose 
nerc-eptinn when it comes tel money anti mane  
-vackpackers lind rhemseleeS ha Cling ferociously 
for the equivalent of 5p. It is important to 
remember that often this tiny arm +um of money 
can make all the difference to your haOng 
and can tnean that they can afford a meal as 
oppoSed to gning hungry, This highlights the 
importance tif spending money in local 
econt anies, particularly in enuntries under the 
conrrtil of an nppressive regime. Sonic 
backpackers boycott enuntries such as Bartna, 
and in some cases even China, in order to avoid 
contributing tribuung tog:want-nem-al regimes which they 
der nt it agree with. 

Our behaviourplays a vital part in hi  >u- tiitun-
backpacking gent-rations will be treated, whilst 
also having a pnlfinand effect t 'ii ttr utles 

-10n often do Westerners abtind treat the 
Inca] rxpulatinn with hard% disguised contempt, 

i'llany are completely i g norant ()E local 
customs:Ind hehavi,  ,ura.1 codes; merely assuming 
that people are there to facilitate their every 
whim. t In one occasion nn the idyllic beaches of 
Goa, one such western tourist was paying a local 
to keep his hammock gently swinging in the 
afternoon sun! Many' tourists •rratronise the local 
pcnple, assuming theirs to he almost as stupid and 
ignorant as they are themselves. The •nglish 
particularly have a lin*ly neOtive image when 
abroad; seen hi many locals as 'alcoholic 
hnnligans, Now I'm hardly suwesting that you 
rum teetotal ore vi air travels, after all half the fun 
is letting go off restraint and acting like you want 
tn. But maybe running down the streets in 
Thailand's I tat Rut urih boobs jiggling in the 

Some 
backpackers 

boycott countries 
such as Burma, even 
China, in order to 
avoid contributing 
to governmental 
regimes which they 
do not agree with. 

isn't the best idea. Behavioural codes are 
altin largely dependent on where von are, the 
religion being practiced and how !nuns! 
nrientaied the 	Fur example Indonesia, 
with its estimated 1 in( in islands, has a wealth of 
different religions and cultures. Whilst Bali is 
kn, wen as the "parte islancr' with a relaxed Hindu 
populatinn and a wealth of clubs, shops and 
restaurants., Sumatra is predominantly Muslim 
and sou would he hard pushed in find a bikini- in 
any shops. In the Northern pan of \cch, recently 
opened up in tourists after a king ,tnd blot* dial 
war, Sharta law is enforced and tourists can 
sometimes expect to be woken up at 2 in the 
morning by frightening Men with covered Faces 
and torches, checking that in kinals have been 
cavorting with Western women. in many areas 
Western wi mien are perceived as sluts and a meal 
ticket, and are thus targeted by Indonesian men, 
who arc often rewarded tsar their hard work. 

There's no getting away from the fact that all 
these things are easier said than done. b s one 
thing to set out the responsibilities that travellers 
have but Its quite another to put these into 
practice. You're !massively hung-over and your 
brain is trilling around your skull, there's a local 
guy jablitning annynext. to you on a sweaty bus 
from A to [land everywhere in between in this 
situation setting a positive image is hardly 
priority. Likewise when you're letting I.! an-  hair 
down at night and taking advantage nil the cheap 
local whisky, bang a model backpacker is just not 
realism. .1tter all, its nice to , rverind Lane and I LP:: 
fun but, whether it's the Full M, inn Party in 
Ihailand that takes riur fancy or the scrutiny 
the I Iimalayas that is more your thing, there's 
always a cultural code n, be practiced and things 
tiI Inok our for. lilt using .1. air cornint in. 
sense and haying a positive attitude, even when 
your bus has broken down for the 6th tune. 

I I 	 • 	- 	 
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Dress to impress? 
Katharina Kramer explores how shops in Leeds perceive the typical student 

The Brief 
nyonc who has ever set foot on Leeds 
campus will know that sometimes Uni 
life can be one big fashion show. From 

vintage queens via ugh;  dependants to desig,ncr 
iunktes, many flamboyant and exotic 
creatures co.n he discovered in the style 
jungle. Nevertheless, however fashion 
conscious slime mat be. twist of us will 
have been in situations where sec arc 
completely and utterly effortless. litcrure 
it it's Saturday morning, the prevtous 
night can battik be recalled as the six 
shots of tequila and live beers are very 
much still in your head, and all you  
want to do is stay m lied and reeves', 
ever get up. This is when \iiti realise 

ut'n I' d 40's/1,rrit her's/cmitin',./ 
friend's/other dreaded family mcmber'S 
birthdaN sot on and you still have to ger 
their present So you drag VI.Surscli out 
of bed and look at the pile of unwashed 
clothes on she floor (which is 
surprisingly bereft of flies), and realise 
that you'll probably have ter pop into 
I larvry Nichols, Clouse of Frascr or 
Dcbenhams to Fuld Thai lclyt I, perfume 
your mum adores ter the same tic that you've 
bought-  your (1/14 I eye ry Year 	god knows 
how long. But do snu really need 1;• mike an 

Trion diressin3.3 a hen Con want to gin z,h■qping 
in lavish stores? Would. they It.itak down on its 
it we were to appear in (lirq trainer'? (1)r 
would we be making a fool out of ourselves if 
we make the effort to look fresh oil the 
catwalk? To dress up I if to Writ dress up-r-  That 
Is the question. .1nil do the shops that we 
frequent look ar us dirterenth- depending tin 
our style? V.; e've all been looked down f3 r1 hr 

7,11013:by !UAL'S 17*iStant, but what's the official 
line? So the experiment began with a few 
phone calls to some of Leeds' biggest 
stores: House of Fraser, Louis 
Vuitton, Ile` M and Dehenhams, 
all happily located on . 
Brimate. 

In the 
Field. 
W a 

diaeourage 
strongly 

inappropriate 
dressing or l'kellaviour" was 
the Debenharrik operatot'S 
stock refiporise over the 
phone. A trip to Brigg.ate 
supported this official line. 
\ eet impanying •me on my' 

trip was Doug Hunter, a first 
\-car Protkirt Design 
smdent. 	both brought 
two dtftsrcrll offil.711. with 

U.!, 	 1.4.',t the kind of respiinse from 
personnel when asked it we COLdd take a 

picture with our phone t.rl o random produo. 
Usti-111Y. 'Aim' a picture of -something in a 

store is rift ihibired, as f fcruncl ,rut first hand in 
;1. French boutique when a sales WOrrrill told 
me that rival companies could Si cal then. ideas 

using piettires of products, So we  
decided to explore whether such 
privileges would be wanted to  
wealthier lot,king customers. Doug 

wore trans with a white polo shirt 
and black trainers to Debenhams. 

• looking rather clean fora student, 
and as he first looked an minci Ills 
shop he was approached by a 
saleswoman who kindly asked 
him if he needed any help. Doug 
replied that his brother had scar 

7 him to bin- a certain shirt fot ban but 
couldn't remember which one it had 
been, and asked if he could taki• 
picture of the shirt with his phone. 
"We do not encourage- it but taking 
tine picture of something is perfeet4 
fine." In the meantime, I looked 
around at the shoe section wearing 
bag trackies, trainers and a hooded 
yip-up jacket. The yo mein assistant ■.vas 
very helpful in trying to find the pair 

of shoes I had picked our in my :ire, 
never forgetting to smik, Slit even 

offered to find the pair online for me 
when they didn't have my size and 

replied with "yes g'' for it" when I asked her 
whether I could take a pu-ture of the shoes. 
"We want you to hart a enjoyable and unique 
shopping experience" is stated proudly on the 
company website, which was 3111rly fulfilled 
for Doug and myself. 

H&M 

N• 	ext stop was LI&AL Vk Rh .sect I -him 
shops in 28 countries this 'swctlish 
fashion giant was surely our biggest 

guinea pig. The y,iung, staff are more often 
than not behind the counters, making it 

difficult to ask for assistance, but in 
this shop all the customers are 

desperate to buy regardless, 
grabbing a summer skirt in 
winter That's oil sale because 

there lust might be an 
rice a si tin 	to 	wear 	'I 
so-nit:time. The various 
clothes and ocees•oires that 
arc chucked left, right and 
mote arc' tidied up by 
patient sales assistants, 
hanging them tip in then 

appropriate spot only to he 

W torn awal, and Lefton a shelf in 
 the underwear section _Th 
seconds later clue to the sudden 
realisation that no. she is fli.+1 a 

site eight anti may not be for a 
while vet. Sit in short, 11&11 

resides in a state id semi- chaotic 
activity much 4 d.  the titm. 
(alaniugh it's yet ti, o op Prinen-it 
on that score). W hen I first 

the ll&M customer service. the 
operator had told me that "mappts mita tc dress 
isn't neeessatalv hail, As long as dlr. dreSsillg. 

doesn't hecoime blatank lewd," Dung and i 

delved into the R&M wi.rld, still wearing the 
same outfits as in Dehenhams. Surprisingly 
enough, I got a quite degrading look from one 
of the cashiers When I walked in wearing ultra 
baggy !Tackles. I hail not expected this from 

II&M, as this is tine of the primary: student 
stores in Feeds and caters for a wide range of 
Customer types. Apart from that one moment 
however, Doug and I were treated in exact ‘ 
the same way as in Debenhams when we asked 
a member of stall if we could take a picture of 

sinrt with our phone. "I'm honestly not 
aware of any pheoto-taking policy, as long as 
people do not go around making a nuisance of 
themselves" said the rather 
helpful assistant. One. of the do 	 
sales assistants advised Doug ie 
ii "tits it subtly." This he did, 
and we both left I l&M feeling 
as th...iugh we were treated 
fairly and kindly, 

M&S 

0 
 or next port of call 

Was the one and only. 
Marks & Spencer. 

Having grown up in 
Switzerland, MarkS & 
Spencer was always portrayed 
to me its the quintissenthd 
reserved British store, and 
when imitating posh Luglisla 
ace cuts w all friends, Hem' 
bhmel, „ Tel's have a trip to 
Marks & Spencer to  buy some 
ri a and biscuits" woitild 
always be part of the  show. So 
35 soon as I came to Leeds 
and went . into Marks & 
Spencer fot the very first 
time, I WA:. surprised at how I 
had to fight myself ihrotwli 
the store on i Sat :1,1 1, 
afrerne.oni I hnItl! -' -'.' • ' '. - 
fieSt1 ,Ild W.r.‘filt. :1 H..•!.1.. :AL, 

trying to grab the bargains I  
and cheap cashmere junipers, v  
it Scatty :teemed as thinn,,Ii ' 
1 be:Ic .rIticrl WO Inc n w i .. - , 
tingling.with C. xt:.itcrnent and Ili . 
had been waiting all week for 14' am, 

their Saturday trip to M&S for the chance to 
pounce ion silk shirts. This made me think that 
this might be 	interesting p1--ace to carry t.ti 
the eNperi men' . Doug entered the snore ' 
wearing relatkely respectable clothes and went 

in search for a handbag he was 'supposed to 
hut- for his auntie as a gift.' I entered the scene 
with my baggy clothes and although getting a 
somewhat degrading look by the security 
guard, Doug and I both agreed that none of 
the other shoppers actually had any time to 
consider our outfits due to the new bath sets 
that were obviously the latest craze to bit 
town. A saleswoman just gave a quick but Veil' 

Called 
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dly "yes of course, no problem" when  

asked about taking a pier int! of 
Ihag, before she hurried off iigatn 
1,,t hh, to get more bath suts for the-

rl■H In a moment where there uerc to 
.micrS at the cash desk, 1 went up with a 

,and asked two sales pi:topic. whether 1 
d take a picture of it "Yes no problem, do 
want us to model with it?" tht•y laughed as 
started to try out different poses in 

fit impany the bag. In all the \1&S sales 
plc created a very friendly and warm 

-tsphere, 

veyer, the tides turned with our last two 
'1 ps. Doug was now dressed in trackies, 

• lets and a boodte while 1 dressed in a black 
lc neck, skinny jeans and brown ballerina 
nps, wearing a golden 

klace and 
;these two 

 

earrings. V l lead been wIwIng 
all day... 

  

louse of 
'e raser 

rre!.■ your shop have a pokey on dress 
code;'" I asked th • operator when I 
called the Flume of Frasier customer 

I. C. 
 

No we do nut-  - "So say someone would 
ilk into one of vc.ur :hops without a shirt on, 
tat sort of action would be taken? Would 
:y be kicked nut?" After a short pause, thy 
c suddenly.  tent dead. 1 was not sure what 

) make 'if this - either they thought it was it 
ank call, or was their "min-existant dress 
de policy" in fact existents 

,. 
. - )tig entered I louse of Fraser in his trackres, 

mcdiateh- being the obieet of 11 le us by some 
the employees. 1 lc browsed the clothes 

lion and asked one of the sales assistants-il 
could Like a picture. In a very matter-of-
t zone, she replied "it's not really permitted, 

• t if you really musr Viit.1 Call lake one." She 1 
1 

not exactly dismiss him, but soincliov, 
managed to be dismisive in her own unsubtle 
Manner. She was very condescending 
towards me," Doug told Mc liter. Nor 
surprising,ly, the staff treated me with a great 
amount of respect. They smiled and kept on 
saying "of course, of course" when I asked to-
rake a pic:turc of a dretit..to show my mum. 

LV 
he same happened 	bouts Vla•Otl. 
When I had called them to ask :shout 
their dress policies. I had expected them 

to give nle a lecture on how their shop was feu.  
classy pciiplc and how Louis Vuitton defines 
certain look, etc. Instead, all they told rm.. was 

"no. we (lc) not have 
11 	y 

policies." 
Really'? I 
don't buy 

o I seni 
Doug to the suite iii his 

trackit:,. As you may have seen betore, the 
V unti in shop does nor have the larg.cst. 

of spaces, therefore 
giving more 

opportunity to eye Doug's every move as. he 
hooked an +Lind the ship:When he asked about 
whether the company has a policy on taking 
pictures of their products, the- staffreplied that 
"the eiompany itself does not, 

.although •y cry manager has his preference." 
When Doug then asked to rake a picture of a 
purse, the sales woman was rather hesitant, 
:isking, her co-worker if this was allowed, and 
then giving. a quiet "ok." When I came to the 
shop a day later, the staff were happy,  ro greet 
me in my rather posh outfit. ,timed with 
IJitn, Vuitton Speeds hag. NIrlu 	1 I'd iug.L  

think otherwise. I'm stare ms handbag did the 
trick in die end, but the workers were happy- to 
help the out and almost instsied 1 1- 3k.0 a 
picture of another brig ha 	ms:  dad. 
Needless hi say I was not very surprised at tiw 
difference in attitude that was sh+ mit irtward.4  
Doug and 1 a: the store. 

Findings 

I
n conclusion, 1 think it is wore your 
attitude that counts than your outfit. ( if 
course everyone has their preference in 

and. every shop has it's target customer, 
but how von  sly ,w it 	is the doe. It ,,:01.1 
know how to subtly show off the fact that % ou 

have money in shops such ;is House of Fraser 
or Vuitton; youve got the ticket to friendly 
staff who are all eXlreIndy eager to be your 
best friend in order to present to you each and 
et cry expensive 'tent. In shops such as 1&:\I 
or 1\18.:-S, where hundreds of people   shop uteri 
single day, staff are usually more stressed .ind 
have a mInttotonous friendliness. Approaching 
them nicely with a smile on your face can 

e114:11ar“ 	 msiarit and you are niuch 
mote likely 	recci%e help. If tun 
1,114 	drecs up hit town., so he  it, tint if 
viol espect to get good service in more 
lusAirici.e. shops, you might \\am  riI Iress Lip a 

!bitch.coil with a vet) Hit esy sentence 
( which we all ',erred% 	mulch). it'S 0111 
alWai.,11, 2.4.,, that c:(o.1111, blii yet's, ,riality. 

Ladylike chic - 	•verywhere. If you have as much as glanced at the  
ca twalk. flicked through a niag:alrIC it had a winkle' r Rind the ships, 
ririu 	11,LL.r noticed it. It ee -tail/ly makes a change from the layered, 

,:crziff% 	k 	It all started with Chattel who showed 
classic, ulcgani St•11-1u,, sontethtng Which most students cannot 
remember heel e.onsklered 	ra‘lhonable within their Me 	Nignes 
Ii featured -pink shift dresses. and It WA!. herringbone 
galore stomping dowo the only, s of Marc Jacobs and TOM lord for 
Citiett autumn ,wmter shows. 

This is 	anti•, and to 	 111,,,,1 I litIc 	auntie that 
Wt. ha", I! considered chucking our ortnigs 1,-ms ar1,l I 'Au.,  II [Ain: of 

thing a !tole more tennome. Itut hunt car lathlike chic work in 
-students\ illy"? 	girls 	all 	1,, Accessories_ Swap r,1l.ir 111 

a pill-  <it 11111-111^r,  ihrrl. may tit o-Lt-eltting it a litth. run a 
brush thom.41, 	bait, p.or a skirt with sortie opaque tights foot, 
repeat, not a tiaN.C1.1 denim sktr1:. instead of throwing on your usual 
)kindles. t  ine thing that screams "lads" is a clutch hag. they epitomise 
L-flottless elegance_ a statement clinch such as the i'lleQue•n one 

iierc Can t:LI,C MIN Out ht in .1 frOthirin COnSetiltit∎  direattlin. 
v, v., du n, intend io spend your enure loan on a bag, this 

ruera lti(  hitch from Asos.com  Carl take you from scruffy to ladylike at 
a snip if the price. 

Alexander mcQueen £490 

 

words/ Chloe wanton 
pictures / phi! hassot 



Unklejam 
nklejam 

• Virgin) 

   

lInklejarn, o insisting of a Brit, a hlawaiiait and an 
American, met at Fast London clubnight 
Antisocial, so if you're standing at the peripherals 
oaf lioxtoun nightlife and you haven't got a 
glitterball around your neck you're instinctively 
likely to falter ar the conntaadeins. The question is: 
are you Jackson enough to listen to Unklejam? 

Given the brilliance of singles 'Love `id and 
'What Am i Fighting For?', and their laudable 
point of glooping together about a million 
different genres, we were a hit excited about 
listening to their .debut. This was probably a 
mistake because, inevitably, some of it's a bit shit 
LW:Warn is harrowingly inconsistent, veering 
between moments of hyper--spangly cosmic 
energy (1X1iat Ant I Fighting For', 'Stereo') to 
rubbish such as `Loving You', art clectro-ballad 
containing lyrics that Ne-Yo probablY shat out 
into a bag and handed over. Whilst 'the laws' have 
got an ear for a blinding hook, km-ally, they're 
leagues beneath OutKast, which is what this 
sounds most like - although it was also rx tinted 
out that one of them riddle sounds a lot like diva 
girlfriend Anastacia, and whether that's good or 
ma is a Matti of taste. 

Despite all this, the album's high points arc 
super seductive, with a fabulous range of 
instrutnents (check the trumpet tin 'Cry' and sonic 

lichclle , Plei ffer-in .an-underprieileged-schotal 
ga niasta strings on 'Just 1 ike Me). growling synths 
nd squelehy bleeps it hyperventilating rhythms. 

In light of the self-conscious diversity of the 
album, the catchiness and sometime slicer pimp 
of it make tt most definitely for the pup fan. 
Interestingly, though, Bobby asserts that "we all 
had a desperate need to lineik out of the hie. 
You might ask what is wrong with being in a box 
as long as it's good. Unklejam have lust broken 
out of one and into somebody else's, which 
happens to be killer radio-friendly, but not as 
letifield or explosive as they dearly imagined. (6) 

words/ join ovans 
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Single of the Week 

 

The King Blues 
'Mr alusic Man' 

(Si iuncIpta 

Blame Bi 'no. Blame Bob t ,eldof. Musicians 
dabbling in pi 'lines is Ise-eta-nine it regular joke. 

"Pah, t hey think that. they can change things" die 
world leaders could be said it chi ink. I loweyer, 

using up fn im the I ondon activist punk scene 
like a menacing Marie on a gas torch, 'Ilic king 

Blues are bringing a new Item orptilitical 
awareness into the mainstream; their musical 

influence are retlecnve if this, folkI ant. nave 
being the most prominent. 'Mr Music Man' with 

us laid-back R3,...y.legreana. may he as infectious 
as an pop song but kart this band pr.- mat ite a 

message that is far from vacuous. (8) 

Sons & Daughters 
'Gilt Complex' 

If i,rtiy this carnage had 
cam tin LICA LO trundle down 

the whole length of the 
garage rock 	toll lane. 

Though the rhythm section writhes like the belly 
of the inti!rnal beast, Adele Bethel's vocals arc 

too histrionic. instead of an alluring austerity, the 
result is a drag queen-like garishness. (4) 

Boy Kill Boy 
'No Ce givers:Mc tit' 

f;ticn,uvi 

The Essex fnur. piece have 
never found their ti sithi ild 

in the overcrowded post-
punk scene. `No 

C.:onyersation% however, may just he their 
breakthrough tune. It isn't a dramatic departure 

fain) the original sound; it's just more robust, 
with distinctive vocals and a full bodied, upbeat 

ck-ctro feel. W irking with super-
producer Dave Sardy has clearly paid (ill (8) 

The Proclaimers 
Wide World' 

(W14) 

This might as well be 
another verse in 15th 

birthday parry favourite 
.5011 a files'. If you like your 

	

songs singalong, awesome; if nor, this t, 	. I  is 
opening tit itUldS like a drunk tramp treli 
fayourite limerick, and die lyrics.= CID 

Sullivan. We get that's ilfre Scottish and 3 I 
lung distance travel. It's getting Ad. (I) 

Sigur Ros 
'I Illianalind'rStarilfe 

'[heat's no escaping the 
gauntlet tit-cliches related to 

Sigur Reis' 54 nind. 
ethereal and stunning, Nell 

tracks are unmistakably cinematic clue to their 

	

release in conjunction with I 	the 
forthcoming acclaimed rock (Urn. With soaring 

et teals and a stunning guitar solo on the first, and 
tender, stout )1.1N strings on the second, this single 

is a masterpiece. (8) 

words/ may simau ixil, pandora pugsley 

Album of the Wee 

Dave Gahan 
H ourglass 
(MUtt 

In order to avoid the stigma associated with 
their critically panned turn to more ruck-
infused waters in the mid-1999s. l)epcclte 
Mode's 2t1(15 opus P/ayiea 	- !nee yyas 
return to eleetrtimea and consequently a 
return to form. Here, their singer David 
Gahan, 	is mg a relatively muted response 
■ his 211113 guitar drh en debut Paper A fon.firrf, 

tries the same tactic. 
Such is the computerised nature i f this 

allititn's sound that, the opening sect inds of 
'Deeper and Deeper' could easily have been 
lift ed from a Buys Noire track, or anYthing 
4.-Isc hi the Berliner Tcchno scene. This is 110 

311,1 a seems that Gahan and his 
De-pin- he Mode cid-mos have realised that 
their rotas he in a 17 	.-Disco, homocrotie 
yet accessible pup sound. 

The only query is the inclusion of ,Ai: in's 
• • • 

Roisin Murphy 

h'orpt neered 

Roisin Murphy's singing career began when she 
helped 

 
out then boyfriend Mark Brydon by 

speaking over some tilhis records "for a laugh". 
The partnership soon beCatTie Moloko and was 
signed a ,  a cis album deal with Echo. Roisin said 

reecra interview, "1 had to learn to sing." 
I'm nil sure she ever really bothered. 

Onenaterrin; her second solo offering, is proclucial 
in such a way that the vocal is always clear and 
audible and, while she is ne stir in ante and rune, 
he r voice is trite, bland and thin. So it's only 
natural that ■II• 511(1111C1 look to the music itself in 
the absence of an impressive performance. 

nforrunately, the music is equally hackneyed. 
lite LP is billed as a collection of pop vines_ but 
there's 11(11 one decent composition in rawly an 
hi 	•.vcry single track suffers from a shortage of 
ham-tonic diversity. This would be alright if there 
yeas cacti ki hint of dyieurie, textural or metrical 
army , but there isn't_ There isn't even a single 

strong melody. This record is little more titan 
impressively disappointing: 

The production, at least, is pretty good_ The 
mixture of layered p 	toy in s tine tracks and 
a beefy wall of st Hand in others is the only thing 
hat prevents Otrepownd from becoming painful. 

Judging by the cover art, though, one again 
expects .far quire in terms i if sonic Language. It's all 
just a bit ton deny-Arne. The title track steals its 
synth-bass ftom the Eurythmics. 'Tell .y.-eryta 
features .in 'Hinmn impersonator. In one way tit-
ant-id-an% it's all been done before. 

It is difficult to give insight into something as 
eleuncterices as this record, but I would say that 
dare's spice ft it Ri bin Murphy vet. If next time, 
she oineentrates on being different, she coukl 
make an LP that means Si imething, that has-
relevance and its own place in the hideously 
twerp( Twined world (if music, Right now, she is 
trying to move into an overcrowded bed-sit, 
without the musical currency to pay the bills. (3) 

words/ george recce 

aforemcniiiined bantimates. The fact that 
thetac been drafted in to co-wrote a number 
of she songs on the album - unsurprisingly, 
the better ones - causes one to question 
whether this is a definitive enllecutan of songs 
from a singer/songwriter or just a stopgap 
Mode reentd. In Irvine \X'alsh's Trainiponing, 
Sick Boy rants about how solo artists will 
never he as artistically SUCCC!,41.11 AS the bands 
the) have left. Houryhar chin 	,than taking 

Nine Black Alps 
Love/ Hate 
(Island) 

When Nine Black Alps first appeared two years 
ago, the were given the kiss-of-death tag `the 
next 	Debut single 'Cosmopolitan' 
was eagerly lapped up by every-one willing to 
place them in this 'next big ilang'61 ix: they were 
frill of teenage angst. and that pi nu- grung,c 
si Rind was oinnou.sly there. But, as with even 
band previously given the same hype, they 
pretty much disappeared from everyone's 
interest shorth after the release of their debut. 
Now, they've returned with a second LP, but is 
it piing to be possible for them to recapture 
interest after the hype has gone? 

tidtvItlair is nit massive departure as such, 
but the sound is immediately mellower and. at 
pointa, has an almost country feel to it. Perhaps 
the biggest surprise is that singer Sam Forrest's 
tingemail-scraping yelp has been replaced by 
him actually singing. The result of this is mixed. 
The band's clear affinity is with American 
influenced music; there arc a tew attempts at 
Elliott Smith -type songs (Bitter End) char work 
well cot nigh, but there's nothing particularly 
exciting about much of it_ We arc still hearing 
much of the same with reganis to lyrics: being 
the outsider: feeling rejected and irrelevant 
('Forget My Name'). Most of the album plods 
away in a fairly monotonous •ay-, we know the 
lyrics are meant ro be meaningful, but mulling 
really grabs: to be honest, the majority Of it is 
(last dull. however, when Nine Black Alps 
actually di ,  return to their 1,2-unge-intluenced 
sound such as on 'So in Love' - the outcome is 
refreshingly good. 

Then: art- shall bursts of gta al pop,' ri ick 
songs hem. but perhaps Nine Black Alps' rrruta 
problem is that the kind of music they .arc 
making is no flinger of interest to this eourittl's 
music-buying public. I lad it. come out around 
live years ago, 1..m.e/1 Lie might have received 
success to march the hand's hype. (5) 

words/ aiding beddv 

this folklore into consideration and cowardly 
opting out of making any drastic changes to 
his group's familiar sound. Put simply, this 
a lbu m sounds very similar to Depeche 
Mode's last album. 

That said, gone is the sexual, swaggering, 
personal Jesus of before; instead, we get a 
more intimate feeling, reminding us that we're 
listening to an ex -hen an addict who, a decade 
aria, died fur two minutes. This is dark 
material and, despite returning to the more 
keyboard iard based sounds tit old, there are no 
catchy jingles reminiscent of 'lust Can't Get 
1:nclugh'. Instead, gnarlier, mechanical noises 
accompany brooding, mournful vocals. Far 
front being a catchy floorfillcr, lead single 
'Kingdom' sees Gahan pouting his soul out 
over the top of pulsating beats that gradually 
build up to a euphoric chorus. 

Hourglass may not he ess,niLil, and 
certainly pales in comparison wuit Mode's 
greatest works. Ultimately, though, a second-
rate album from a member of Depeche Mode 
is still light years ahead of anv elf  the trendy 
bandwagon -. jumpers currently associated with 
electronic music. (7) 

words/ luke fear 
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of the Week 

The Twang 
The Refectory 
2u/10/0-  

Look Scc Proof seem genuinely amazed at 
playing such a big gig and touring die country 
supporting maji ir bands, They certaintv win 
the crowd over with their Nouthern indie rock 
Guitarist Lee Sells has a )oltins energy on 
staiac. They have sonic well constructed songs 
and a punk,  yell and great chemistry but, to 

Fightstar 
Ihle Ceickpit 

As they take to the stage it's hard nor to wonder 
what Fights= are all about, 'rheir recant...Nipper 
boy band heritage and their heavy, overly sincere 
leanings seem entirely contradictory,. There's 
malting  at all wrung with the music th< igh. It's 
actually pretty get aid. The new album is full i uf 
melody as well as heaps of angst-ridden power. 

flow Thies the music translate into a live 
petfOrmanee? Well, first-off, the sound is awful. 
Particularly with Fightstar's kind of music the 

sound prriduction needs to be eery different at a 
live acenario than from in the studio. Some cif the 
sonic attitude has to pi in lieu of clam's', and  rt 
therea one thing the sound lacks, It's clarity. it's all 
dnims and distorth in. I htitate even to identify,  a 
as guitar distortion, it's really that: bad. And the 
yi Lois! \X hile it is just abunit poasible m ascertain 
that (:harlie Simps,un's voice :is rich, gutaay anti 6.111 
of the delight-till quirks that make a got a.1 vocalist 
great, it is impossible To derive a tune, let alone  
lyrics, above the Ferocious din- 

Tic lat in Jeremy 1€,H)l<-alil,c playing the drums, 
Omar Abidi, does an admirable job, and though 
he is the only truly audible element, you get the 
feeling from the very convincing projection of 
professionalism that the other members of the 
band arc playing with equal competence. Its just a 
tremendous shame for die music-lover that their 
music is not portrayed live with more care and 
sensitivity. Su I take a look around the floor fur 
theae 'music-lovers' and notice instead the larger 
quantity of wet-headed morons with whom I 
have ever had the pleasure tit-sharing a [-nom. You 
know the types. with sticks' foreheads., spiky 
jewellery and visible lataer-shorts. Moshing,5tAgC 
diving and throwing bottled water around like 
Tewkesbury' after the reconnection. But how 
main are really listening? Precious few. So it 
do-can't matter that they can't. hear the music. 
Despite their best efforts Fightstar are stall a social 
phenomenon rather than a musical one (4) 

words/ george recce 

honest, they're not doing touch to distance 
themselves from the average indic band. Little 
Man Tate arc funnier and more enjoyable, 
opening with 'Man I Hate Your Band', which 
is cracking live. 1.ead singetelon W intik_ is vela,  
animated as he tells the story of the song; 
splash of Bridal! Buazcodts sarcasm helps tea, 
The adoring crowd lap up lovely inch& -pop 
songs 'Sexy in Latin' and 'House Party at 
Boothys' (which they finish with), At every 
opportunity the crowd burst into a chant ot 
"torkshi re", 

Finally, The Twang appear on stage to the 
cheers of the audience. As soon as the hand 
start so do the audience, dancing to the Image-
influenced Indic rock. Mike Skinner-esente 
vocalist Phil Etheridge is.striking and vigor., ins 
on stage_ Martin Saunders, the other Linger, 
has a camp buzz about him that adds more 
atmosphere on stage than actual vocal 
diversity. Their guitarist and bassist leave all 
the  ehansma for their singers and Iorik qnire 
stale on stage. Naturally the band bays and 

Klashnekoff 
Muir 
18,1101-  

It takes a while fuur Klashnekolini get srarted: I'd 
like to say the anticipation is building, but the truth 
is that the danceflu air Is as empty as a Premark side 
would he full We sit on polo-shaped seats and 
wait, it is reminiscent of sitting on a ti filet sear 

klashnekoff and Sktilablah finally take t.+ the 
stage around twenty to One; thep. I ace comes to 
life. We arc abruptly surrounded by a swelling, 
mass of white males wearing.- baseball caps and 
trackausts, shunning "hrtrirrrap brtratrap" 
doing the ladashnektiff sign: it two-fingered gun. 
Despite .d.ua  obvious conformation tt t the genera] 
hip-htv atm* imps, t te rest t if the set to gratefully 
lacking in bitches and tiling. klaahnekoff and 
alkribblab„ rat iut of three members of Terra 
Firma, deliver a !.C.r that's unpredictable but 
masterfully controlled. The chemistry between 
liatahneka 	Skribillah lens IDI Skully is explosive 
it's obvious that They know exactly hi aiv each 
tither performs and arc able to second-guess etch 
other's movernents. Quite often, you will hear a 
frantic shift between. songs that is perfectly (amid 
and courageously executed. Like any good 
showman, Klaahnekoti 'breaks the barrier' 

Enter Shikari 
The Refectory 
22/10/07 

-rhe queue futr this gig leads all the way up 
University Road and wraps around the es inlet a 
good forty-Ave minutes prior tit the draws even 
opening. Sn devoted are these fans that later 

owlight someone will throw their passpirt 
( one glance at the etta,vel reveals a  thew iii; 

cmo-core kids in multi 	attire and neon 
glow sticks Oare all waiting rn heat the living crap 
out of each other. Quite appropriately then, Your 
Demise kick off proceedings tonight with their 
I late:breed-style hardcore causing the more eager 
teenagers ii i t)pen up some early circle pits. 

It's a real shame that second support Hundred 

Live. 
return for an encore, both signers knaukoted 
but loving it Musically thee seem to be 

influenced by The I hop. al, Imlay s, anti The 
Charlatans. 	Ill& the atmosphere and the 
almost sptritual comneettuin between the 
singers and the audience that carnets them. The 
singers have great presence on stage and the 
audience love the fuel-good ethics if the band. 

f*dring.love it when I feel like this" explains 
Saunders (the tide of their recent album). What 
makes the gig act good is the amazing 
atmosphere and love fair the band, and the tact 
Thar NI I many are unified in this love. (8) 

words/ henry ratty 

between himself and the :italic:nee. reaulune  in 
some grind old-fashiu meal audience participation. 
A Damian Marley tnlitue gets underaraa in the 
song 'ITutirtiele Takeover'. Things get a bit mealy. 
.\ tight is on the verge of starring, Good old lc 
Lash nitta-venes: atter all. Iris phdost iphy is "come 
in peace or leave in pieces". I lead butting is 
thrtearened by 	himself, The tall man whim 

started the aggro leaves latterly 	cheer enipia. 
The tally disappointment is that lalashnekoff 

ter ac.n't play MI 	tiff his mt :1s t recent 
jimbewtliicsic wait !he' Meal.] he aka-11cl toe di wasn't 

seem to kritiw these songs %yet so the set is 
hit 'greatest hits', and nor as progressive and 
challenging as we hive enure tii cantata. Constant 
sereami ng for 'one more' ends up in his singing an 
a rateletht version rii'My. 1XVay'. (7) 

words/ holly brain 

Reasons have been Losing iv paint over tha 
years heir, with new gu.itanar. lien I?nvle,  /11, hand 
still put on a sound and solid pert'. irmanee, 
although they neglect a put t in a show, Ploughing 
through their stripped-eh isen istamalcote tames, 
they hay e more integrity and modesty. than 
tonight's beau Ilinera. A ND. 4-Ming rend tH cif 'Kill 
Yt a a t hen' is pri f char their recenetracks are on 
a par with anything they've ever done. That said, 
g'a classics 'Silver' and If I Could' that make the 
set triumph. 

Eimer Shikari are  ruin- cif :1 dilemma. Whilst 
there's no questioning; their showmanship, the 
music kicks aulistance.The band are preceded on-
stage  by a  demon-voiced-wolf-headed-man. 

.1.,,terang purely to the band play is proof enough 
that the music is quaver appalling. There are %time 
tha t'll have you believe that this band arc 
atilt wative and pushing the la aundanes of music - 
namely, the.  morons with hoods up and rave 
leutds swinging their limbs arouner.-avessively on 
the spot. Looking at it optirnistirally , if you're a fan 
of rile  band,  inlet  w°0'1' 6r  dis31117-411e1-111̀ ." them 
live If you are a fan of the hand. thought, 
probably 14 years old and then:hire not even 
reading this. (5) 

words/ Inky fear 

'A' side `13' side 
- by Helena and Ramzy 

lohni-i ). Mart said recently, he 
wouldn't- rule out a Smiths 
reunion to the future. Ilc.Vas 
pretty- vague about the whole • 
tin ng tilting.), suggesting it might 
happen in ten or it) seats; 'when 

• we all need to for whatever reasons'. Sn why do 
hands reahrm? atones is an tibrious incentive fin' 
aome. The recent news that the Spice Girls-are 

• hack, albeit reluctanth. most be to air with the 
. • cash, ntherwise why would the five have agreed? 

Nisae of them look.err happy abyiut it, Posh 
• aeons pi mil:weir miscr.i1A- :it the prospect in fact. 

However, if some people 	hopeful run a 
Smiths reunion (yes, please news that NI,  Trrisser 

; turned drawn a"40 million to Tour With his old 
band mates pills that one on a definite back 
burner. Fur ,)ther: it's about flagging solo 
careers... lake 'flea may be 1111\111ga triumphant 
eiania back set far. hut it's difficult to get awaY. 

. from the tact that after initial success, ( ;ars. 
Barlow's solo career hit a seri,  Ins 11(Innp. which 

• resulted in him quitting the performance 
nusmess altogether. Jason. (  he-en  and Mark all . , 

disappeared into the oblivion of minor celebrity 
• 

 

pretty quickly and so it aia ink! seem reunion was, 
. their only ()prain. Fla- (idlers, they hope. their 
▪ return will rekindle their Irist fame Ian Watkins 

1.1 I) recently pissed off ex-bandmates Steps ha 
signing 3 deal to act in ;I London- based 

. production of FAMI, it onicalI,,  enough,  instead 
: of going through with the band's reunion 

Mighl the spectacularly failed Lutempt In an ,111 
Saints put other hopefuls nfl? It seems 

- Next to ref,  urm perhaps, S Club 7, North and 
: South, Bewitched. Aqua, '11-ir :artorins (please 

God, it 
............ . 	. .   • 

Wien has always specifically -got me 
• North &  South is the fact 

press: in April '1998 on my tenth 

,linos 
• that they atirhiill• pest dire/)pressed  

1 rye Rik at the conteporary pop 

birthday, in fact - they were billed 
• to release their debut album 	Four singles 

had li'e'n released over the preceding year. 
1'mi:within had been dime. Pup-A:arils had been 
sent out to the mailing list (I- still have diem). And 
then no sin ■ps had arIV roe( in I or the album's 
existence, and it never came out. No further 
angles were released. What on earth happened  tit 
it? \Mau 'in earth happeneal tothem? 

Perhaps, tin nigh, it is the sperafte lack of any 
(Insure on this hand's, fig that tneans I ean still 
quote the dales nearly a decade later_ Perhaps the 
televattee. Stat•ment and (kiln/Hi In that vulture 
itscribt'S Ni a hand is inexorably tied up-not only 
with hr 	invation but aim) with its curteeption, 
continuity and demise. Conaaler the impoasiblv 
perfect career trajectory,. ()fine Division, or the 
embarrassing viz in which New( lyder (and the 
connection is a significant one) have 'reformed' 
three times since 199o, carelessly ehedding 
members along the way, each time propounding 
an album more sluggish, 	indulgent and 
underdeveloped than list last. Or is it more that 
we never fill that a second time :enamel is written 
alai the cultural contracts or our artists? Does an 
attempt- to do the same thing again constitute :t 
betrayal of the progressive attitude that we 
asaociate with, and expect inane any hnd-sprung 
taut of a tn. wement? ml need ;AIN reference the :10. 
Pistols here, but the point is extendable) Why do 
we baulk sai naach less at the thought 44 Graham 
Cuixon nr ;Van Wilder rejoining  their respective 
hands than we do at the thought of a 
Sumner/Morris 1.N. iPerhaps the: Is nor 
comparing like with like.) 

Maybe the slightly mialud truth is den we 
o insurers bands as:Artworks in theanselees, making A 

mrictv the artist- and the art perhaps less ciolitit,i 
to critique that which it springs from. 

rff 

a 	 a 



Stick on the 
headphones, 

flick a wee 
switch,wait for a 
moment and 
then bang! 

30 
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LS Reviews. 
It's oh so quiet at Nu Bar silent disco. The Rant. 

e t's all go wiggle our hips 

L ro...umm, silence? "Silent Disco" 
_ I think of a glaring( ireana-esque 
light tip dance: tincir and a hunch 
of drug addicts passionate!) 

whispering the words ti  "Stayin' Alive" to 
the accompaniment of, well, ,tbstilutely 
nothing. Silence. Perhaps I'm being wilfully 
ig„norant fir the sake of a had joke hut the 
name 4 if the night is undeniably misleading. 

Nu Bar's newest brainchild/soden 
brainchild from Reading Festival (rer 
wherever ,citt've heard of it before) is far 
less craze than it sound,. Yien'll be paying a 
sensible coin• fee of L4 and an even more 
sensible deposit of j.,5 for a pair of eetrernely 
flattering headphones. once ca i d 
headphones have been acquired you will 
then be herded into the club room, 
forbidden in PM the upper realms of No 
Bar whilst non•headphontrs Arc carefully 
kept auto- .fruit: the lower depths, (Clearly 
the lessons of apartheid have not keen 
learned be the managers of Nu Bare It's at 

find hard deed m : A for smokers who must I I 
eetnuele. reliable friend to Intik after the old 

ear-gear whilst you pop Llilq airs heir a tuft., 
fag. I have heard tales of lost headphones, 
lost deposits and very lost and lonely souls 
wondering around and around the circular 
bar of No, wonde ring whether to stay and jig 
along to those av, ful off-key screams and 
Shouts of fellow elubbers, or Must give up 
and go home. 

That's how it works by the way. Stick on 
the headphones, flick a wee switch, wait for 
a moment and then bang! Bog standard 
cheese, non-independent undue and awful 
throbbing dance music is playing in your 
cars, Oh no, wait...it's gone. No no...it's 
back again. Nit, 	just stand over here 
I get reception. In certain sprits of the club 
(mainly the ladies toilets) receiving the music 
is as frustrating its frying to get mobile 
phone reception in the Old Bar. I fed I'm 
being; unfair. There are some note' songs 
that conic mitt - for .example. a 
hit of lI.IstLCC vs. Simian. And it you're not 
averse to hearing "It's riv, life" for the 6 
millionth time since your University carver 
began, then all is well' 

The choice between 2 channels also  

makes the night quite fun. "Choose channel 
le!" someone will mouth emphaneallv whilst 
makin g  a wobbly • A shape with their 
forefingers and thumbs. "Not Choose 
channel Bl" (Ws as little harder to shape with 
the fingers unfortunately). You can then 
indulge in an A vs. li dance off turning the 
evening into a Run DMC style grudge 
match. judging by reports from last week's 
night, there will he plenty of room to get 
quite technical. Channel A's selection moves 
from friendly darter/DJ songs into 
unfriendly crazy trance stuff. B plays some 
pleasant Indic before rev erring to mind-
numbing cheese. At this stage listening to 
the drunken Fresher next to you, singing 
"Summer of '69" for the 6 millionth time 
since their arrival in Leeds, becomes 
preferable to the actual music. 

As pain alleviaMin you can buy double 
vodka red devils for L2.511 and play raunehy 
games with inflatable Con met botdes. More 
than making up for bad music and a flat 
atmosphere, cumbersome and sweaty 
head pin mes. 

But the experience is what's reship 
important right, and you can't put a price on 
thad 

wards/Jessica parker 

k so I am back, and since my 

0  last rant, I have been out rhc 
grand total of•.wait for 
it...ONCE But this week I fed 
my lack lustre approach should 

change. Should I Min brave it, step out past 
I 0.3itprri? When there is a chill in the air, a 
slight glisten I of frost on the ground, an over 
priced eah at our door honking his horn 
louder and more virulently than I think is 
legal in most built up areas in the UK? 
Initially I think 'no',.. bur to get past the 
front door is the hardest part they say. So 
past there surely it must be easy going? 
However, 1 have a fear it might just be the 
beginning, for the 'queue.' has to be one of 
my most hared forms fit' evening 
entertainment. As the cab pulls up, my heart 
begins to sink at the snaking line which 
passes 2 other bars, ,t bus stop. And you 
know it is had news time wise, when some 
local entrepreneur gets the whiff of a good 
deal and sets out a burger van next to the 
IMO And, so) as pail stand and shuffle for the 
First fifteen minutes, you idly talk to the 
people in front and behind, over a) how 
Jong do you think the queue will take? Or ht 
would you rather eat one of the burgers 
from the burger man Van, or eat a half eaten 
M&S roll you can teen which has been 
disguarded emit the other side of the 
pavement? (The answer seems to be an even 
50/50 by the way.) Yet Mt: most hated part 
of queuing is when you see people you really 
don't want to, and there really is not enough 
space or time to avoid tine of those 
awkward chars abiiut what they have been 
up to since the last-  time you spoke to them 
in fresher's week...Year ire All this talk of 
the great British past time of queuing, has 
really put a downer on my good ineentions. 
Sri now I feel it is time to cosy on up to 
• I .arc- Night Liss:' on classical fm, and have a 
real good ponder if piing out lust one night 
this week is more hassle than it is worth? 

words/nick betties 

Soul Sessions. Cockpit rocks on a friday night. 

I 1- Carlsberg did indie nights they'd be the 
'lest in the wield. If Cockpit did melte 
nights they'd come a very close second, 

so thank the lord that they do. 
With queues that drape round the club leaving 
a trail ,'t-  empty wine btettes and, if your classy 
enough. White Ace and Frosty,  jack's nitipsed 
on the track, The Session, is cute of Leeds 
most popular alternathe nights. The +, cry 
nat ure it die Le id-pit (underground, dingey, 
tad ,Literacy if I t11:1 v Si ■ myself) makes it a great 
little spot tot All the incite cindvs Li c meet up 
It e. a little lit WOU-1 /11 -kli ■-‘,51. 

Being a little , cur tit the way :1ihk to the cool 
elusive edge- tit' this treasured I axels gem, but 
what realle makes this night at The pit of ( :ock 
so top i it the indir pops is the way there's a 
real Northern feel il1 ;ITC place. Taking a 
I listorr trip back Lei claws 1.3C(iire ludic hecame 

a 'scene', miekbe this essence Is retained In= 
The Session's original birthplace its the 
Bethlehem of Brighton Beach. StnC• then 
jeans have become skinny, people have 
become fat (or rather 'Ingger-honed), "I'll 
facehook you" is a student phrase which rolls 
off the tongue and leggings became 
acceptable items of fashion, yet Fridays at the 
Cockpit remain white hot. Three rooms of 
turbo charged guitar music Fuel 'the Session. 
but what's so refreshing abi nit this Indic night 
Cionpared to others is it's not bunting our 
plardist gen, erned by what NN11 governs as 
cool. Instead it pays hirmage to even thing 
from Prince to Kate Nish to Ni RI) in die 
smaller of the three rooms, 'Ms-modern duty 
classics in the middle room such as )ask and 
the wouldn't. be-an-indienught--without The 

ibertines as well as covering all that new  

deem) shin in the third room. 'Flue tine tune 
that definitely rampaged the danced+ tor was 

en's Dance to joy Diyisinn" by fresh-on die. 
scene cheeky Seouse lads The Wombats. But 
whatever those musical masterminds behind 
the decks blast out is sure to get you milting 
some shapes (quite literally) not only on the 
dartedloor lea also on the stage. Sup,  you can 
pretend you really have got some original 
moves in full glory for all to see, even if they 
closely resemble your Primary school P.F. 
WHIM tips: Itntt be careful of the step hack 
down rem the ground which can he a rather 
hazard,  its a flair. F lc iwever that di iesn't top off 
the bizarre list; .t random chair graced the 
mai& of the dance lour in the main room. 
and, upon discovery, was ,:ulbscilucntiv used to 
demomarate what a 'human .hell' might he 
like i.e. how many people can pile on top of 

catch other without the person. sitting on the 
chair actually being physic:tile squished. Top 
of the random List however is the way every 
male in the building seems to think that 
mussing up a stranger's hour is the equivalent 
of saying hello, 

The Session attracts an intriguing variety of 
per plc. M. ire r ifuen than not voull get your 
indie cinch's and Ilieenin heroes then there's 
the odd raver and 	find the oecastOnal 
friend n lin's obviously been dragged 
unwillingly Inn turned out to have a. 
IMMUghb, pleasant night. 

N. gel Si one ix-ver-ages. put on vour dancing 
shoes and "let's dance to joy division". 

words/alla taha 
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We all love our Filthy Habit. 
*Ironic blips tweak, peak and 

Ebeep whilst a crowd of lively Leeds 
peeps hop along to their Filthy 
Habit, Doz, Jilt: 11' bite, James 
Knapp arid Mike Lawton arc the 

self confessed 'bastard children of the Leeds 
music scene'. Their night of 'clubbing as it 
should be' is the love child of four Ii'  cal lads 

that reinvigorated a somewhat lack-lustre 
weekly scene. This motley crew arc 'never 
contented' with their operation and arc 
always striving to improve their already high 
quality sound. The enthuasism with which 
they talked about their night was emit-Agit us 
and it, soon had this reporter looking to cut 
some shapes on the busy dancelloor. The 
talented mix masters plan a medley of tunes. 
jingles and samples coveted from a bright 
spectrum of music - hip-hop, jazz, drum n 
bass, acid house - all makes for an enjoyable 
demo experience. It may not he summer 
but they are still bringing the bangers. 

Warehouse and illegal raves was where 
these Leeds upstarts earned their. collective 
stripes; the ethos which epitruntsed she era of 
'aye it large' has been successfully translated 
into a night of unadulterated non-
conformity. Filthy Habit is a place where you 
can return to clubbing as it should be. It is 
not preoccupied with who you are. how you 
dress or what you look like. It is a place only 
concerned with one thing: dubbers enjoying 
themselves. 

Lasers zap ovethead as the light  

spettacular scentillates the crowd. The musk 
lulls the party faithful into a F3tS1.- sense 

calm as the bleeps and spaceship noises 
accelerate. Dui smiles in anticipation as the 
musical mayhem he's about to unleash builds 
into a crescendo - beep beep beep • silence 
(wait for itj 11') lAM: a danceflotir to dectro 
epilepsy writhes to the cyberkinetie storm. 
The DJ toyed with our emotions, created an 
unbearable intensity and brought us locking 
and screaming to an explosive climax. 

With a niish mash of mess head Klub 
Kids everyone's free to sugar the pill. You'll 
need some serious stamina surviving tour 
Filthy Habit. It's a long session running for 
twelve hours smugly., Itt til In. Its always 
hustling but from .3 - there's in influx of 
those Ion iking for 'where next;". These hue 
corners arrive for their final assault on the 
weekend and quickly slide into the alternate 
dimension of after-party messiness_ The 
friendly diverse en 	I .w" leaves  locals talking  to 
students, young on ifessionals sharing a water 
bottle with a big scary looking nista and 
everyone else left enjoying the 'the good 
vibe'. Make no mistake, Leeds' Sunday 
sanctuary is for the real ravers. Note: big 
shades should come as standard. 

Grabbing your coat and disembarking the 
mother ship into the cruel damn of reality. 
you'll jump  into a cab wondering if those 
beauties of Venus will be there next week. 

words / hen j puddle 

Clubs' 	17 the next 7 days "II 
Friday 

Jazzie B at The Warehouse. 
The j47.ZIC one from Sr ad II Soul is making a 
much hyped appearance at the best venue in 
Leeds at the inoment. Get down to it if you 
want some  of the good or funky stuff. A night 
of style and sultry beats. 

Big Phish Halloween Party at The Elbow 
Rooms. 
A veritable wish • mash of D's plaving 
everything from minimal to hi Kits bass to 
grime. Sounds quite •r )01, actually. 

Fionn Regan at the Cockpit. 
Mercury Music Prize- nominee Fionn Regan 
plays a set of her mesmerising Irish folk at the 
Cockpit, inducing an awareness to Irish musk, 
and ultimately, love for it_ 

Saturday 
Akala at Rios. 
The black Shakespeare (unfortunately his 
words not mine) and Ms. Dynamite's younger 
brother brings his unique brand of 'intelligent 
hip hop' to the masses in Leeds. Expect 
expcnSive tracksuits and people going Thnun. 
yeah, deep'. 

Bad Sneakers at The Faversham. 
Inde/Rock/ Elector/Everything night that is 
quite popular and tilled with WROK2 factor. 
Cool, understated night with a live 

perkirmance from The Nlexieolas. 

WAX:ON at Leeds University Union. 
The big one this weekend for the  Heerro. 
toying  populace. Ainnie Mac, the Go rdnit idler 
of slick. headlines. Flanked by the effervescent 
and achingly cool Chromeo. Gel your wellies 
on, this is gonna get messy. 

Sunday 
2ManyDjs/Soulwax at Leeds University 
Union. 
What more is there III goys' I f vi to haven't heard 
of these Dis You've en I .:‘ living under a 
rock for the last eight ears. I ogi're shit, 

Funky Dory Halloween Party at The 
Space. 
Funky/Retro House. Dress to Impress, ladies. 
Straight men will try, but don't really do it that 
well. Best fancy dress wins free entry for a 

!flow, how to  sneak yr  nir mates in... 

Reggae Afternoon at Trash. 
Deep and bass-heavy reggae 'in a friendly 
atmosphere'. What the fuck? It's never exactly 
been ferocious now, has it? Every Inc will 
plausibly he ton lean to I start any thing hectic. 
Good vibes vs get me! 

Monday 

you a slice of meat to an the Ninja Tune dinner 
table. C.001, stylish and oh-so epic. Check out 
the stuff they did with Roots Manuva. 

Blues Monday at Sela Bar. 
The best place in Leeds to take a dare. Why? 
because the dim lighting is rill so Clattering, 
even if you hail; like shit. Open mike blues 
night, so  go, make sure you got enough dough 
bit. .1 few whiskey sours, and this could be 
brilliant! 

Tuesday 
PIGS at the HIFI Club. 
NW.- heavy playlist, but you should he able to 
catch some paid tunes, hehe. Mat. contains 
traces of 11eetn i. 

Stateless Single Launch Night at Mine Bar 
-Leeds University Union 7 - 10. 
Suport from I Fracas. iddleman Tigers 'Thai 
Talked. .1 one tiff special to promote a new up 
and craning artist desseribed by DJ Shadow "as 
dom.: to perfection    as I've heard in a long 
t 

Follow the Funk at the Elbow Rooms. 
H. hi iv night, so expect inunaculately-oaffured 
hair, pristine New Era hats and wristbands 
worn in a non- ironic fashion. Grind music, ton. 
Funk, soul and hip hop galore. 

Wednesday 

Veteran club night playing mintier!' soul, 
tamLt, st-ax, morown and 61/s beat. What clues it 
all mean? HIFI is slick though. 

Jager Bomb at the Faversham. 
t loo la , Jagermeister! has mid-ling to do with 
this. student night playing everything Irian 
Arcade Fire to Oasis. 

Culture Vulture Halloween Party at Wire. 
Gojonnygogogogo plays 805, deco, pop, 
niche, alternative, new wave and nu rave at this 
outlandish fancy dress party. No admission 
without costume, so get yOur kit outiolT. 

Thursday 
The Unitaur at The Faversham. 
Free live maxis a lat and party thrown by VICE 
magazine, only the best one on the market. 
Featuring These New Puritans, 	Teenagers 
anti (.1-vsral Castles. It's VIC:E.. 	be cool. 

Pink Pounder Part 2 at Queens Court, Loft 
nightclub. 
'Maas lust mounds till good In he true. Alt hi air; h 
I'm pretty sure it's not a fake. Camp, tunt.•.. 
house. What a name! what if you lemma 
someone called The Pink Pounder? 'fbited hr 

Si COI /I. 

Hang the DJs at Reform Bar. 
Four of The Reform's regulars put musie 
where their mouths are and rake over rhe 
decks. 

words/ karim khan and ben j puddle 

New Bohemia present Cinematic 
Orchestra at Leeds University Union. 
The Fay's favourite Hip hop conoisseurs bring MoveOnUp at the HIFI Club. 

1 	'III, 10 	si 	i 	d• 	t 	• 



When we 
worked with 

Roots Manuva, MF 
Doom, they were 
fresh, green! 

• • - • ..... 	: 

OLLIE TEEDA: Good things come in small 
packages. 
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Karim interviews 
One half of one of the most respected conscious hip hop producers that the UK has 

to offer. We had a couch. All we needed now was 
011ie Teeda, from The Herbaliser. 

LS: So whats going on? Everything cool? 

OT : an gt Kai, man. yeah, in the 1 lob:also. what's 
going on right now is we're recording a ilea 

w lath at the moment is gonna be called 
Same as it never was. Partly because we're ming 
some new sounds and... i mean, there'll be some 
of thr things that fans are used w, soundmack 
instrumentals std rap stings,1 )1.11 we've been di iing 
sonic old fill-71.1s funk nib numbers with a singer 
called Jess, who's fantastic. She',  nor famous yet.. 

LS: There's been a bit of a resurgence in that 
era, you know with the Amy Wirtehouses 
pretty established and the Adeles coming up 
on the scene... 

r7T : l nu kn, ivy Mark RI inson's def. thine las hit 
for bringing the sound hack, but vou know , we've 
been eh ang it ti r ages. We've always been doing 
these si naiads, you know the Fmk s iunds and the 
hip 110r sounds, lust What all these griXrres meet 
n the middle, but we've never ruts.  fountlA singer 
that we wanted t' i (II) a hunch (if st ings with, but 

So what struck you about her? I'm sure 
people will wanna know how she got that 
break.. 

VT Wel] it yeas the guys who run the horns 
section in the I lerbaliser, they've got their own 
group called the easy access orchestra and they 
were ui irking with her and they just n Ad us that 
she'd he really good to feature i in our next album. 
We heard a couple- of her tracks and she had a 

really goini sound, so yeah Mt' and fake h Hiked 
up mime funk/hip hop grooves, and were all in 
the same space studin-wise, so we were ILLS1 like 
luau-tong ideas off each other, chopping and 
mixing. It's always the idea with licrbaliscr stuff.. 
Taking an idea and just continuing to add layers 
and lavers.,. 

IS: Does this mean you're focusing more on 
the UK? I mean, you've worked with Jean 
Gras, MF Doom... 

VT: Vic always to to do something with a 1'K 
enieee„.We yyl irked with Roots Manuva„ Cap) on 
the last album, This time arc nand there's not so 
much I rk rapping, lx.eause there's not so much 
rapping on it. l mean we've got jean Grae, 
Vungun, and two sir three tracks with this 
Canadian guy, mainly because he's prepared to 
tour with us. What we think we lack in a live 
performance is a vocal clement. Although we 
work with some great people, a lot of these artists 
have I. it their own tours, and arc working very 
Booed on their own careers and sr t ti ir them to dr, ip 
everything and do Ruropean tours is a big asIL But 
this ON in Canada, the girl Jess, so everything 
about the I .lerbaliser tour is stepping up a Iced. 

z.•S: By removing yourself from hip-hop? 

VT: There'll always be an element of hip hop in  
the Ilerbaliser Because m4 ire than anything, that 
is who I am. I'm a Ii-Is it, I've been into hip hop 
ti in 25 years now..I use for this stuff. lin a sneaker 
freak, everything man, haha. 	lot of hip hi 
the last few years hie a lot of peopie hasn't hcen 
doing it-but I never OVe tip, there's always gi inna 
he chipe shit out there, but there's lot of guys• in 
the ,group now, and they do nit come in un the hip 
hop, b-i-bov backgn 'Lind. There's a lot nom the 
jazz, funk. soul scenes, live hand playing. By now 
we itest try and do an album that's interesting. I'm 
less ctincemed abt out people's definitions of what 
it is than I used to be. I used to argue for hours 
tic ime pay who is I K-19 telling me what hip hop is, 
I'm not even trying to hear him. I've been (It ling 
this since 	ire he was lxirn What someone 

else's generation thinks of hip hop is gonna he 
completely different tt my views. A vt tune, kid 
basically looks on Nriv and sees FifTV Cent arid 
this and thinks that:: what it's all aim tut. Ft ir me, 
that's the furthest thing from me experience. I lip 
hop's about peace, it's Amut throwing down 
moves tin the dance not ir. and not throwing 
down—bullets. Its such bullshit! All these kids 
walking :wound listening to stuff thats making 
than feel like they need to he had—it's I-Hiring. 

Do ever feel that constraint to work with 
the freshest talent? 

OT If t met someone Ti 	that n, me had 
ever heard of, and I liked, I CI work with them. 
Reputation doesn't count fcif fuck all. Our rep is 
what sells our records, we always make a point 
work with people that are not big names. When 
we first surted working with can Grac, noone 
knew who site was - ur she had iust released her 
first single, she used tn be called What What.. If 
we get a chance to work with a legend. :aid they're 

• • 	prepared ti he reasonable on rhr 

Buy our album! 
Don't download 

it! We do actually 
rely on this to make 
a living... 

nit nu. 	 deriniteh• work together. \\ hen  
we wi)rked 'alth Rt s ITS NialllIYA, MIT Dix 4m. they 
were litenilh fresh, green! 
Right now its about wrirking milli 	ieyer's dope. 
I was in I ialifax in Nova Scotia, Canada and I 
checked, nit this guy called Ghetto Sr icks, anti lie's 
awes, ime! I le's super-wicked, I definitely want in 
tri to hook up M g-nething with him. I lis s ty c is 
Linda like Apathy. like I ...don, wicked rhyme lbw, 
but more than anything his rhymes were funny! 
No-one writes funny rhymes anymore, rappers 
no ow are all like n- scared of Inc!' my Ewe. emcees 

were like Drez from BlackShmp you used ti write 
iust crazy, funny shit. •.v•n someone hkc 
['minim 1, win' I don't particularly like his records, 
as a lyneist, he's Si' tit Tie! If you've ever heard him 
Ina:styling, Ile's ridiculous - Bring back the 
cc:timely in I hp I kip! 

LS: You're known for your trainer 
fetish...Ever thought about bringing out a 
Dunk, a la the boys from Unkle? 

VT: I tell yt aa what, I tit • like Dunks, but I can't do 
them! Can't do dunks man, haha, I would do a 
Puma Clack% That's my favnurire sneaker of all 
lime. I pit like NI Ilia-rent colours, maybe. Some 
of these kids in America man, they got extra 
houses full of trainers! If You can, catch a 
document:tr• called lust flit- Kicks, there's a dude 
on there who was like he could wear a different 
pair cif sneakers every day for three Years... I've gut 
like 15i/-2 Ii traits, but it's taken me awhile—I'm 3" 
years old now. But I've got shit that's ()Wet-  than 
you, man! I've gut sneakers that are 22 years old, 
I'm telling you, and they look crisp! 'Cos I keep 
my shit nice, min. I'm that guy yrnt see gong out 
with a toothbrush to keep his shit clean. 

: Most lucked up tour memory? 

(-1 T : We had so tine stop in Geneva, and Kaidi, 
who used to be in i Ierbaliscr before lie went to 
Bugz (in the Attie), used to mess with some 
manky w' mien, and on the was back we had to 
stop there so the driver could sleep and 
whatever_ Kaidi was hiding in the back of the 
et oath. lie WAS scared 01: her roan! 

Lt S: So where's Jake? 
OT 	he's lose got Serrato Scratch Live, which 
I got a Si hilt. ago. s4, he's digitising his record 
(.•„1k :eta ql as We speak. I 	that or smoking a 
big, fat joint. I lc better coif iv it, t4 x 4. We're lonking 
to play as many live venues as possible next year, 
people arc really spending mt iney t in going too see 
bands live, especially as the public is spending less 
on records_ 

words/ karini khan 
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Arts: screen, stage and wage 
Reviews of the Week... Special Collections at 

Leeds University Library 
3KaMA11-2-1- r 
......- 511111ELVILIO 

TODAA-n4 
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A re we on the verge of culture-death? 
This is the question Neil Postman. 
Professor of Communications Arts and 

Sciences at New York 'University, poses in 
this insightful book which highlights the 
increasing influence of television on modern 
society. 

Postman argues that since the advent of the 
television, we have become increasingly 
reliant on the image — with devastating effects. 
He suellests that the masses have rejected the 
written word in favour eif an image-based 
medium that does not stimulate debate or 
argument, and is tier more easily digested. 
Television, Postman proposes, is -having a 
'dumbing-down' effect on society as it is 
converting every aspect of our culture — from 
politics and religion, to news and education —
into one big showbiz performance: 

Although extremely cynical, and with a 
seeming lack of faith in television audiences, 
Postman asks some important questions in 
this book, with a certain sense of urgency to  
push his reader into actively considering  the 
effects of television 'before it is too late'. 
Despite the profound questions asked in this 
text, Postman uses a very colloquial style of 
writing that is both engaging and easy to 
follow. His satirical undertones make for a 
surpriSingly humorous and entertaining read, 
not only for those specitialy interested in the 
media, bur for a much wider audience too. 
Ironically, however, if Postman is right in his 
argument that none of us are interested in the 
written word anymore_ __he's not going to sell 
Man% copies is he?.., .dust a thought. 

words/ sarah agnew 

`Escape from 
Amsterdam' 
by 

Barrie Sherwood 

j
span is a country that has long held a 
fascination over us westerners, so it's il 
Clever choice of setting for Barrie 

Sherwood's debut novel. Rice paddies, 
bullet rrains, love hotels and sk.az■ manga 
porn are lust some of the potent images 
used to grab our attention, and the result is a 
twisted and evocative, fast-paced novel that 
offers a glimpse into the dark side of one of 
the world's most advanced cultures. 

Aozora is a work-shy student who's got 
himself into some heavy debt gambling 
away a broken heart. A priceless inheritance 
comes along at just the right time, but in 
order to claim it he has to track down his 
sister Mai, who's refusing all contact with 
her family and believed to be working as ,a 
pros niffle. I I is search rakes him through the 
red light district of seedy Maruinachi and to 

a surreal 'family' amusement park called 
Amsterdam — as well as into dangerously 
close contact with the Yakuza (Japanese 
malia) and the thugs he owes money. 

'Escape from Amsterdam' is 91.4111dh vvntten 
with playful use of words, and illustrated 
throughout with Aozora's phi itographs and 
cuttings from comics. It's full of the 
juxtaposition of old and new that makes 
modern Japan so intriguing — for example 
the 'weekend monks' Aozora joins on an 
impromptu pilgrimage. This is the author's 
first novel, and I'll definitely be looking out 

for future work. 

words/rebecca miles 

I
t may he old news to those regular 
library go- ers who know each section 
of our fabulous library off by 

heart...h,iwever for those of you who 
don't (although of course in the minority) 
it might he worth -reminding you of the 

fantastic collections available here at 
Leeds. 

The Special Collections section of the 
library holds some of the 
ousranding collections of manuscripts and 
hooks. There are nearly 200.000 hooks 
and hundreds of thousands of manuscripts 
to Special Collections. As much of this 
material is irreplaceable and needs special 
care, it is keor in a separate storage area all 
of its own. There is a supervised reading 
room where these collections can be 
consulted. Coming under the title of 
Special Collections is the Leeds University 
Archive, which is housed separately. 

You can now also access a virtual tour of 
the Special Collections section of the 
library introducing you to over fifty 
manuscripts, printed hooks and objects 
with over 3I10 images showcasing a wide-
range of highlights from many 
manuscripts. 

it might also be of interest to any keen 
collectors of pretty calendars that die 
'211nti University Library Calendar' is now 
on sale in the library- with stunning images 
from the Special Collections section_ You 
can buy 'copies of this calendar over library 
counters for L8.00 . You had better buy 
V( CS 110W! 

For any more information, the Univeri sty 
•ebsite has a link to the library wehpage 

where you can find our anything else you'd 
like to know, t Ir helot is a websire taking 
you to the Special (:ollections page 
specifically; 

www.lceds.ac.0 ' li bran•/ speolli 

words/ natalie lewy 

Rare and Secondhand Book Shops in & around Leeds 
Bookside Secondhand Books 

off Midland Road Near Hyde Park Comer 

Leeds West Yorkshire 1.Sti lBQ 

Tel: li 11.3 274-4021 

Bookworm 

kirkgate Arcade 

itley \Vest Yorkshire 

LS21 311W 

Tel:111943 850873 

Chevin Books 

21 Nlanor Square 

est Yorkshire 

I.S21 

The Bookshop 

II I 

kirksLill West 

I _; \ 

Tr1-.(111; 

• 
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Stardust 
starring.: Chatlit Co', Claire Danes, Sienna 
Millar, :Michelle. Pfeiffer. Robert De Niro 
Directed hy ' Matthew Vaughn 

Imagine Late/ 	tardiest' Vaughn 
directing an adiptati,  in of a best selling. 
graphic novel, .01,.1 chat tou envisage 
probably won't be Stardust. However, that's 
nut a 1•tad thing, because this star studded film 
definitely exceeds expectations, despite being 
a flop in the Stales. 

C'ndrifid,r, i, basically like emit a t eragc 
iairvtale- expect heroes, villains, hive and a 
generous sprinkling tdmatne . Tristan it harlie 
Cox!, a lowly shnp. buy who tries to Will the 
heart of the beautiful but cold Vida ma (Sienna 
Millar), by _going on a (11.1t:5t ti r ti od a fallen star 
for her (it's ridiculous, but it is a fairytale). He 
finds Ins fallen star prem• quickly, in the Form 
of Yvaine (Claire. Danes!, Unbeknown to 
Tnstan, he is nor the only one who svants the  
star. Four princes arc :ilso in search of it as 
well as three witches, including Michelle 
Pfeiffer.. \X inkt fending '1f all these enemies 
and becoming mcstricably linked to the 
prances pursuit of the star, Tristan is kept busy 
by discovering rhc true meaning ibflove, 

The had actors aren't. amazing, but they do 
the jo oh well enough to dispel criticism within 
the audience The real strength of the film lies 

ILI IN ere:units and visuals. which evoke a 
fantasy tale like in :Vanua or lb( Lord of the 
162:•r, that IN la, fund to) captivate tin ,se  who arc  
yr lung Al heart. The stand out thing about this 
film would probable be its supporting cast 
who include the likes of Ricky ( ieneus, Ito then 
Dr Niro, Nhehelle Pfeiffer, inn Mckellen and 
Rupert Everett. Ricky Gervais is hilarious. 
playing the role of a shady trader nameol Fent. 
the Fence, whilst Robert Dc Nara, who you 
would expect in be the villain., given his 
perfect garinsrer credentials. is one of the good 
gut s and probably m ins in ternts of comic 
relief. I he pia vs the role of fierce skipper, 
captain Shakespeare, who has a snifter 
mascara wearing side, and also a particular 
penchant for cross dressing and cancan 
dancing. 

Sthdiest IS very engaging ,ind the twists in 
Trisean's quest ensure that this kid's film is ntot 
as conventional as it may seem. Moreover, 
there are some laugh out loud funny moments 
as well as substantial action and adventure. 
which conic as a relief after the cheesy love 
Scenes. I would recommend this film fist a bit 
of harmless escapism and even if you hate feel 
god films, you should search Stardust purely 
to see the unforgettable vision of Robert Dc 
Niro, prancing ahour in wornm's clothing. 

words/ nail sivathasan 

A Mighty Heart 
Starring  \ ngelina Julie, Dan Futterman 

: DU-emir!' Nlichael Winterhottom 

A Mighty Heart follows the true story of : 
Marianne Pearl whose husband, Wall Street: 
journalist Daniel Pearl, is kidnapped And brutally ; 
murdered by a terrorist organization in Pakistan. • 
'Me Pearls are both journalists living and working : 
in Karachi, Pakistan. When Danny (Dan ; 
Futterman) fitils to return home from a pn poised 
interview with a notorious religious leader, the 
intricacies of Mariannc's (Angelina Jodie) . 
emotional situation and the investigation which ; 
intik place, involving the American and Pakistani ; 
authorities, unfolds on sea 	eca 

Using interesting cinematic techniques, with : 
close shuts and sharp angles the film comes across ; 
in a documentary style. 'The result is that you fed • 
as though you are intimately involved with the • 
investigation, witnessing first hand all its ns aunt In" 
and tensions. 'Me 'current events' fed to the film ; 
(with dips from past news shows pasted in here 
find there) is mixed with the chaotic and co dourful • 
city of Karachi. This cross-cultural effort : 
manages to avoid a patronising representation of 
the Pakistani mcmapolis, whilst still allowing the 
cinematography to be so raw that you can almost • 
smell the but dry air, 

Jolie's acting skills in this film are good, but the ; 
characters all lack any real depth to them, 
preventing any relatinnship or emotional • 
understanding to he built up by the viewer. As : 
well as this, because the film consists c if niany last 
(raising short scenes, it can sometimes be hard to 
follows and only makes the characters that little bit • 
nit ire distant, Overall the plot can he quite slow 
no ovinn at times, which, although may reflect the ; 
excruciating tedium and anxiety suffered by • 
Marianne and the people working on the case, is : 
no good for an audience who, is already finding it : 
hart' to tiillotw the momentum that the movie. 

\t the end, you are left feeling a little empty at 
your underwhelmed emotional reactioort to a story • 
SO tragic. 

words/ aine rose eampbell-he 

• • 

DaYWatdi 
Startnle lx.onstantin Khallensky, Nfariya, 
P,oroshina 
Directed by/ Timur liekinambetov 

Timm Bekniamberov's najrateb, the 
sequel to) his earlier Ni4,10Parc• continues with 
its predecessor's bizarre mix of horror, actin an 
and comedy wrapped in the fOrril of an epic 
strutztsle between light and dark. - 

The opening, setting up the crucial dens ex 
=china called die chalk of late' is strongly 
based in the mythic past of the story, before 
We are once more catapulted into a 

• temporarto Moscow with its anugnnistic 
'others' (people with power) again acting 
within the truce which has prevented the 
equally-matched enemies from outright 
struggle. Danner/1' does seem too have  taken 
its predecessor lightly, with the pn Then c idea 
of one supremely pobwerful 'Abet' who will 
end the stalemate Which was the focal point 
of the first film unmentioned as we we are 
told of hail's side's 'Great others' and the 
history-  of them acing existed before. 

Where the film really succeeds is in its 
Myth l augh ') to I I., at itself, with characters 
swapping bodies, and ridiculous stunts 
(including a car driving across a skyscraper's 
wall and into its corridors) tries 	in 
the darker aspects of the plot. Also, its stylish 
direction is striking - especially in its .artistic 
use of subtitles that flash, move, and 
dissovlve depending on the line's context, 
emphasising how acutely aware of the nun-
Russian audience the director is. 

This is not a perfect film, and its ending is 
disppointing, but in its ambiguous genre-
bending weirdness it is at least an enjoyable, if 
not a serious, epic. 

words/ simon gillett 

Leeds International 
Film Festival 

N• 

Witt:11111S I think me obsession with stand 
lip comedyis n 	much, I love it; it's the Ines: 
enierrimment to ensure .1 L'u'll !unlit, on 
D\'I) or lis y at a ■ colic. Fact So et-twit-inn to 
Gagh•le on NI,  on, lay I ix. /Is' Newest Scam] up 

l'night) I had high In ,pcs. Wacky host \X twai, 

night with Irc.s.h 
(bra% 	cut Hog 

I}c no hull-hit humour (m•cking some 
iontroversial Topical Ls,Lics in the process) bur 
done, erne nualu• links between each act. even 
n he-ti picking  on me - non 1 know why 
'tenni, are tiers ais nn the front r, 	01 one_ 

Kicking •• synth James t lyrist( ophet I was 
nnidlw dITIIIS.Cd, tilt High 1-t )1:11..1 rd 	it .l11 
!WI• 	 55";15 PC1t. NcW1:1/1,15., CH IV; 
Was  really hegintinin 1,, eni,,y 	.1.1 in any 
I InInAte And his ridiculnus hair ladlnyved, 
manaeart• to make lite laugh ,imply by reading  
A list (if tans His people be lye, been compared 
to xi ith his dead pan punch lines. \X ith these 
:IC1.5 and the great atmosphere that 
tilled Pulse 1 Yvas definitely beginning to think 
ll was Worth the trip 0) the Uns in. I have  to  
sat that the second halt tank gpt kitir, with 
1.d p‘snig  as alter-Lp.): nuellcaualiNt 
...lulmien Krupp (c,,ulplete with glasses nn-enti- 

• 
..1-11..sc and ‘erV old important looking hook 
as prop) his unique oft die V, All LIR' • 
related humour struck a chard with the crowd 
and really gin the gig back in swing; this gut is 
g4)ing places — intelligent places obviously. 

I eagerly anticipated the headline act that : 
dInw•in Paul Foot. who 1 had seen in tlic 

crowd previously and hail a small fit after • 
realistrn! I hash seen him on Channel 4's FAQ • 
L .  in recent years. haat proved his worth as a : 
(slightly insane) modern dank-  tearing apart ; 
every-dime born cake to homosexuality with 
his clever observations, All in all Gaghnle is a • 
gem which should definitely he experienced — 
from IN ew or not. 

• 
Tbe ru se Gag•oir it taktkg Awe on the 19th 
November -14ditson., 	Leafs Tearights Cornoth 
(bib dlY iakin:i p/afe on l rt October di 6/lw — 

.5' 	'IA. 

words/ alexandra haddow 

That time elf year is here ag,am, bringing the 
2Ist Leeds International Film Festival, which 
is looking like a particularly good one. 
Featuring documentaries, the massively 
popular Night of the Dead, and some 
brilliant alternative cinema, as well as some 
major films, including Rodriguez's Planer 
Terror and new offerings from the Coen 
brothers and Wes Anderson, it is shaping up 
to be -an untnissaltle event. 

Tickets are already on sale, and brochures 
arc available around the city at many of the 
venues, which include the Hyde Park Picture 
I louse, the \'uc, the Carriageworks. the Citt• 
Varieties among others. 

In the paper-next week will he a double-
page preview, featuring a rundown of the 
films that we are 1110/4 looking forward to 
that yom simply shouldn't miss. On top of 
this we will be running a competition offering 
.time (vets) lucky readers the chance too win 
1a:smll Passes NV, in h /TS each. 

words/ simon gillett 

Gag Hole Comedy Night at Pulse 



There's Something about Simmy 
at the West Yorkshire Playhouse 

. 	. . .. . . , 

Madame Butterfly 
at the Grand Theatre and Opera House 
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Floating. 
LS2 interviews Hugh Hughes 

'Mink Bolkwnod meets lste_ndcrs then place 
it in the West Yorkshtre Playhouse 'I heatre and 
yuu have the new play that is being put. on. Then's 
swatfhinj+aboatSimn,i ill guarantee a laugh as well 
asa NI of a mai from Rik Makarem wilt) plays 
Harry. 

Simmy has been sent from a small Indian 
village rn bring honour to her family frit an 
arranged marriage. As $. on as she ts married her 
husband, Raj nuns away having her trapped in the 
ht 'use by her mother-in law to lot ik after a slightly 
senile grandfather. All seems lost fiat Stormy until 
the arrival of Harry from university where a 
friendship starts to blossom and it appears that 
Simmy may in the end he able to create her t turn 
happy ending. Simms, played by Vineeta 
delivers a convineing performance growing 10 
love the ds-sfuncrit mai family that she has found 
hunch-  in, because underlying everything there is 
love which does add a sensitive side to this, at 
times, rather aver-the tr ip play. The pn,dueritin 
deals with the struwles of an Indian family within 

As an opera 'virgin i was dreading going to 
see Marktter_ flviirrth at Leeds Grand Theatre. 
Was I Minty.  to bt! able tt I understand w hat was 
going on-r V ould I be able to.appreetate the 
music? Or worse — would l-  Fall asleep? 
Thankfully the t Ttera North product it in was a 
dazzling .,ucecss that captivated audience 
members, from the Bllncr-fir fanatics sitting next 
to me to the first timers like myself. 

Madam 13llarrfb,  follows the $ton  

a society of nosey, but comical, ncighl•tours and 
the necessity to keep up appearances. 'file 
neighbttur:4, played by Duni Francis. Nina 
Maistuia and NLia {.ilia, lighten the mood and 
embody the typically interfen lig neighbour. 'this 
threesome work well toi.,irther to create Lb,: 111( at 

laughs throughout the play. 
there is a clear &Arwood elonent to the play 

and if you have no ex-perk:net-1)f this genre than 
at times Van Mal; be confitscd, especially by the 
Puniahi speaking - evert with the subtitles -
especially when following running lakes 
rho 'tight mt. 1111Wever 1 31.11113bi speakers setan to 
lave it and maybe that is w here I was missing t alt. 

Issues that arc becoming increasingly frenumt 
are addressed here, and this, in its ceuTibinati4 in cif 

icotporat cci hurts tut and litrllywrxui elements, 
makes the 1-43 impressive one. However if 
son want more than a superficial and almost 
.unheltevable ending then maybe ii is not hit you. 

words/ rozanne driver. 

San, alai-mut:se Geisha who marries lieutenant : 
Pinkerton of the 'niteil States Navy. Madly in • 
love with her husband, what (.ki-Cis-San fails 
to recognise is that he doesn't reciprocate tier : 
love, and a elaborate tragedy. enfolds. A classic 
love story, Madame Breterfly would he perfect • 
t-or a first date (during the dramatic climax, slip 
your arm round her shoulder and you'll be in 
there). And it, like most of us, you can't 
understand Italian there are screens hidden at 
the sides showing the translation -- so von can 
amaze her with your sophisticated language . 
skills too. 

Opera, on the whole, is a hard thing to pull 
off, and even the original producer or Madame • 
Natia:gy could Jim make his show an 4.fvernigh : 
success. f low ever, the (Thera North : 
performances were impressoe and sir 
believable that some singers were booed au the - 
encore for playing such cruel characters! 'I'he 
singing was beautiful although it was difficult : 
to get used to the cnnstant passinn„' 
demonstrated even when the characters acre 
only asking for a cup (if tea, The et Attune was • 
perhaps my favourite part of the w ht.1  
production (which says mine f,a.v.tut ore than it 
dew,: about. this particular Ft icitienott)_ 

..%Lielanw lirettrrilr is a spectacle and shouldn't , 
he watched if sou (it tn't imioy eccentricity. But 
if you're feeling brave enough its currently 
showing at I .ceds &rand Theatre Until January. 

words/ amy heritage 

• 

In aniiciriati.iii trf ihe 

C(ntung to Leeds, l chatted it I 
1.1 ugh Hughes, the play's creator and principal 
performer. Ill 1952., the brid ge between 
Anglesey and Wales breaks as  Hugh i lughes 

tut protagonist) trues ro 1:t.cp onto mainland 
Britain and away tricot his roots. The 
community beentnes trapped on the 
which is now chatting around the Atituitic and 
ruled by the tyrannous Mr. Morgan, although 
Ilugh attempts to escape. The pia', derails the 
journey rd.  mil  nisi the ikland, but its 
inhabitants :mil subtly exphrimes the nuestion 
milli WC Arc. 

I lush was a vivacious character to talk to, 
anti is vcr:,, ear.itcd at ii 	qtling to Leeds, It 
WAS a pattieulark challengnig in CrV 
because we found iiiirscl•cs continually 
Nei iralering off 

VH- The island is a relatively common 
theatrical devise, but -your island is a little 
different. Why? 

11ls-  Island is Anglesey which is a very 
particular island.. It has such a beautiful 
coastline-. 	y is no island different? Well. 
we 	it, Sardinia in Septemb....r, and Santana is 
a-lot h. diet than Anglesey. ;.I.atighs) 11t isl.lnc4 
is ruled hs Mr. Morgan who is my headmaster 
from primary schiii.d. Ii tepteceni., 
comthunity adrift.. I'll explain all this in the 
play though, (1.,,n'! worry. 1 tile to explain 
things clearls. M sure ake csLrstole 
understands.. 

VH- Did people start to believe that 
Anglesey actually floated away? Why do 
you think this is? 

1111-1\ ell this h in this is the who do premise I If 
the play. w here tit res truth 	I think there is a 
tiny gap between 	 re.tlity' surd you 
base tit climb into 	gap tai find truth. his 
also imeresnnn to set how pet)* re:3Ct 

Called 'stones' and whether they immediately 
rake them in be true, Reality and fantasy -.111: 
very hard to distinguish...this is till vers.  
surreal.-.it's a lair like Bruinael and Dalt_ ._ 
(we descend units a ramble about surrealist 

VH- You play yourself...Hugh Hughes. 
Was he a particularly challenging 
character to play? 

I-111. Well, Hugh and I exist both in• and 
outside the play.. But ti wasn't-  too challenging, 
really, it conies very inhtinctil, 	actually'. 
playing myselil Sorry, tart 1 going on a bit? Oh 
I'm always going Om The ridler day someone• 
walked in with a new scarf and I said "That's 
the most: amazing scarf, ever! 1 mean look al 
the colours, n's like a rainbow round sr rile 
neck, and it's all crooked and surre:11!" 
•veryon• else 4:nd "I 114.411, it's just a Scarf'... 

VI-I- Is Hugh Hughes really you? Is this 
an autobiographical play? 

111.1 Ir is based on my. life. l'..Yers time I wen: 
hark it, A iigIC710!1' I experienced this big feeling, 
and I wanted u. espltsrc• than and what n feels 
like to leave your latrine for the first time 
We're all connected and disconnected frorn 

vit omit f•irn, but it always has a hand 
ira vial arc-. I is like 11111Ing "Made 
in f ./11113" tor "%lade in Angleses -  summed 
:ternss sour behind: its pan of 

VI-I- What was it like working with only 
one tither actress? 

111 1- Amazing, Sinned is amazing. I went. to 
primary sell' till with her, but she left Anglesey 
at the age iii- eight- And we met again by chance 
in a workshop, '1nd slit' started helping me nut 
and she ended up in tl iv show, 

VH- 'You've been on the road with this 
play for two years now, what do you think 
makes it so popular? 

fill- 1 t's strange hIru it's all happened. I mean, 
1 was doing photography duct scars ago. I 
think it's because we dual viih a common 
theme, And it draws ilcriple loge I her. .1 lso we 
mix things up a hit; see use skies, videos. 
present:nit in and acting. It's a wht ile new war_ 

of telling a sti.=.ry. 

VH- You like to interact with your 
audience-. 

I Il I 	eah, in k 	•,1 IA ha .2.11, AVC we had a 
/LW,: •••tne soon togethet. It V.::1S It.ve ly, Ire 

an, Oh(-t• I made e,ersone clips id' to .11 the 
start_ 

VH- You're performing in Leeds next 
week, then Cambridge...what's next for 
Hugh Hughes? 

f II I I'm ter, 	very buss. We'll hi touring 
veld, our otht:r play .Ston of a Rdbbil next year. 
I'm also working t in some tither projects_ The 
beached whale pronecn ste like tit trite t hese  
whales A proper cold tdl,  s■•■ tvu dance round 
them and sing ..commennirau 	li•ec, you 
kno•'r. I ih  and I really like 	people to 

bohl hands., I mean hundreds of people. I'm 
also Wfli'L 	C)11 another play.. called 'throhtvlown'y 
N..or 	Nry Yirrk. I love New York. If New 
Ynrk was a person, hi niarry her. 

VH- Can I come to the wedding?! 

111 	if course! It's such a wonderful place: 
el-Xfv, there are MI many pc; Th.. It's rust 

full of narrative, 

VH- So to summarise, what's the main 
iness:age of the play? 

I HI - We didn't 	 Ni he a 
message. But 1 w. mid s.is that it ;her• is sire, it 

iliAt We aced to retlise that we are all 
ci. ,ntiecred to pliers and peopk in a really deep 
-tart profound way. 

11 lit.i.oh's play is as fount and txcentric as the 
man is in the flesh, sla ts pt -anises 0. be a truly 
spLetacidat pet forritailet, hilarious and 
riot Hight Pia icliking 

Me' 11! fis I1 iif I -,1•X for Rfarhouse 's 
Lr,rufr aPei 	11, 	, 	 rf 	r fr1 3rd 
Nt,rovihr.r. 

words/ victoria holland 



iPage's cool sites of the week 
• httri/www.nadshot.com  

1n i ,mane archis c of di. WOndettill moments in comics when a lead character receives a 
sty-if t kirk or punch to the 	i Page's fiwourite is the awesomely-tided "WI= happens 
when you call Bruce Banner a bitch -e" —the answer, of 	hieing "you get Hulk twatting 
vim in the 	 Excellent. 

• http://www.philinthecircle.com.Ihruce,htm] 

A video made by an Amencin artist \Oil produces a wall-sic Bruce I ex pa-trait by dipping 
his fist Mu' black paint and punching a wall. For hours. Watch the nmelapse clip :old marvel 
at the dedication and appropriateness of one man's snuggle to produce art. 

• http://www.instructables.corn/id/realistic-werewnlf-  costume/ 

With l Ialloween coming up, cvervt me should have the chance to make their 
own realistic werewolf COSCUMe. tok out for Wage at a party near you, 
terrifying everyone with his monstrous facial hair and scary canine-like teeth. 
just wait till I put my costume on. 

• http://www.marriedtothesea.corn  
One of the most eclectic, bizarre and downright genius webcomics out there. 
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w-Iconic to this week's iPage. It 
seems that readers ors this 
hunthle column - labelled 
"Generation N." b y those 
hilarious pundits •huse job it 

r. is to categorise humanity. — are burn 
technologically savvy, but just don't give a 
shit. James Ware, executive producer at the 
Californian consortium who published the 
findings this week, revealed that our 
generation take technology for granted and 
don't see it as a Career move. (leads Ware 
has never met iPage-, who plans to use 
technology to further his career either by 
writing newspaper columns about bizarre 
internee websites, ,•r by creating an army of 
robotic clones to enfurce his will on 
humanity. Whichever conies first, 

Got smell problems? No, not the 
personal odour kind, the other one. 
Researchers ili Cidtech University have 
created an electronic nose capable of 
responding to smells just like a good tad 
home-grown human nose. The scientists 
responsible for the device arc b, tasting abou t 
irs use in industries like mining, oil 
prospecting- and other manufacturing roles, 
but they're Missing a kee, application- 
creating a smell so bad it can defy science. 
With this .new-found 1.71.1 V. C Call test 
humanity's ability to conquer 

-,..• 
technology and break 

41 down boundaries 	•
. . ., 

_• 
- not least 

the 1.k .undary of social acceptability. It any 
reader believes thet can produce 	!alien 

capable 4-)f thwarttng America's greatest 
seienosts and destroying their precious 
electronic nose in the: pmcess, email Wage, 
who is already considering the Old Bar 
toilets is a pkAenti.t1 Candidate. 

• Internet pirates suffered a large blow 
this week (11,, 	at the back) as tit , , of 
their favourite sites, both bused in Elle Ele_, 
syt:re closed di wit. i tiNts, - a secretive must.: 
webs ire  iiiferule IfitTorrent downloads of 

unreleased Albums - was stormed in its 
Nliddleshroligh home, meaning digital 
hurelars must Iook elsewhere to ditwtnloaei 
the new hells- Clarkson record. Relatedleetv-
links.co.uk  uais closed in a raid, with as 
11■1 111.21' apparently beIng jailed. Students who 
Can't .:11.1.( >Ed 1 'reeview are disappointed. 

!-."1- t )1' TI II PRESSES! TOM FROM 
MYSPALI. LIES \BOUT HIS AGE! In 
scandalous news this week, it has leaked that 
Mvspace founder Turn... - wait, does he 
actually have a surname? You know who 
iPage means anyway — is not actually 32 like 
its profile suggests. The social networking 

slag is actually "36 or 37" according to an 
s 

,iff-the-record senior employee at Myspace. 
There goes Myspace's previously cool public 
persona of being a company started by hip 
twentvinimethings. iPage: breaking 
journalistic boundaries. 

If any reader 
believes they can 

produce a smell capable 
of thwarting America's 
greatest scientists and 
destroying their 
precious electronic nose 
in the process, email 
iPage, who is already 
considering the Old Bar 
toilets as a potential 
candidate. 

let obscure linguistic news this week, a 
hitherto underused punctuation mark has 

(Jane to light. Meet'!'. better 
known as the Intern ihn ng, a 
name that sounds 
like a kind 

CoMpliCated 	se t 
1111S111t■11, Used in those 

situations when you just can't avoid ending .1 
sentence v..ith 	it also aims von to look 
cool anti sexy by knowing all about grammar. 
Trust iPage un this one, the girls love it. 

Not content with the car-to English 
eranslaror mentioned a few columns ago, the 
Japanese •ompany Kaneko Sang,yo have 
released an inbuilt toilet for your car. Those 
to ytIll Immediately concerned for 

prospec t ive  users' privacy need not w orry: it 
comes with a wraparound curtain. In those 
I..ng traffic jams for possibly the earthquakes 
that plague Jaru-O, it might he useful 1,, ha v e  

the option Id-, well, going to the car. 
After iPage's dreams or the future only a 

few columns back, it seems I have 111: \VS CO 
report. A generous reader. wishine to lie left 
anonymous, recently offered iPage the use fir 
his time machine:. \X' ruing me that the 
machine was only capable of one lotlrne). 
(and (if et MrSC, a return try), the shim haired 
Physics student cautioned me about the 
dangers of rune travel and creating a deadly 
time parad,,X ttlurch could destroy the 
apace time continuum, iPage laughed 
hektrily, casually dispatching a hitman ter 
murder his own grandmother in case it all 
went wrong. But Wage digresses. I have seen 
the future, and it is not bright. 

In 2(127 (for that is where Wage travelled 
to), Leeds is a grim place, Packs of wild dogs 
roam the streets, stopping only to 
desperately consume arty puddle(' remains of  

alcohol or questionably -sourced kebab 
meats. Cars drive by wildly, ignoring the 
strange flashing lights of the mad signs and 
Illasting loud, feituristic music from strangely 
coloured vehicles. Hordes of braying people 
pass by shouting in strange voices and 
incomprehensible slang terms. Their clothes 
were brightly coloured and were mixed in 
strange, obscene ways. iPage shuddered. 

Even the halls of learning at Leeds 
limyershy itself were nor untouched by this 
futuristic mildew. The steps of the once-
proud Parkinson building were littered with 
decaying corpses and mouldering food, while 
The Student Union was invaded with 
zombies, lurching around in the early hours 
as a thudding beat echoed behind them; no 
el/ min the approach of a horde of cybernetic 
warriors invading from a distant planet. 

iPage. 
doesn't). 

Wage ran for the time machine and 
rnercifulh, found it still there. Punching in 
the digits for 2007, I was whisked back to the 
present day and vowed never to experiment 
with the future again. I was let clown by my 
dreams of a rechnologicalhosuperior world 
in which we shared art electrrinic unity and 
an internet -based network of Friendship. 
honour and trust, It was only at this point 
that my unnamed friend intfirmed me that 
the time machine was out of batteries and I 
had in fact fallen asleep inside it rather than 
been knocked out by the whirling of the 

dimensions. iPage blushes. 
It seems that perhaps we are not ready 

for the future just yet. I. 'rail that happy day, 

Wage leaves you with his cool links of the 
week, where hopefully you'll discover some 
of the wonder that iPage wished to find in 
1097, 

l'our' disappointedly. 

iPage / Drew Statman 

i Page 
ducked 

into 
nearby toilet 
to gain some 

respite from the chaos„Thrtost 
immediately, a strangely-garbed man 
Approached me and asked me m a tongue I 
could not understand if I would like to 
"score sam 	i Page meekly shrunk his 
head and departed as annther stranger 
handed hint a note written on wilet paper -
apparently the method of choice fur 
communicariun iu 2027 - also containing 
nut a single word of English does anvone 
know what 	means -r 	dicrionark 



Is the BBC going bankrupt? 
As the BBC faces major cutbacks that jeopardise its future Hama 
Knowles  investigates the effect on the license payer. 

.0^ 

criticized for not holding their 
ground against Iheae new 
Ices. Yet blaming cuts in the 
license tee could be 2 
scapegoat as the license fee is 
set Its rise: u,  L I tit tr the next 
couple of years. C.  rifles 
unions representing the siatI 
have also called inn, quCat11.40 
the overly large salaries paid 
III TV personalities such 
af• jiinatilon Ross and ICI 

Mark 	Thompson 
himself. Is it fair 
that the BBC 
executives should 
he receiving such 
large 	salaries 
when workers are 
losing their iolts 
and 	 e  

1  GRANDPA MUNSTER: 
prtIci.arrirries the~

MUNSTER: 
 
Papa Smurf gone wrong? 

pr,h11.1Ce are being 
dumbed do NA- 117' 

In layman's 
terms this means 

that we'll be 
numbing our brains 
with more repeats. 

• • 
The budget assigned for new programmes 
has been cur by 4-1110 million, and there 
will be ten percent less original output 
front the BBC by the year 21112. 	In 
layman's terms this means that we will be 

It would he a great shame to set- the 
BBC ;!o tlio,vn hill, as it has been 
broadcasting programmes f.n.  over 85 
Years. In the year 20oo, BBC telcvisiern 

4 
serials made the 'British him Institute's' 
list of the 'I I u rujrcd Circa tcst British 
Programmes' a st aggering "2 times. 

Perhaps the onb was UT save the BBC 
is to conform to the rest of 

television channels and have 
adverts, The BlIM. has already 
started haying adverts on its 
VilSite if, generate revenue, 
tut the lack it brainwashing 
as always been what has made 
he BBC stand out •from other 
Itannels, Inc Can only hope 
chat the license payer does nit 
end up Iresink out because- sit- 
disagf eel-Dents 	between 	the 
BBC and the gtIvernment, hods 

of which arc supposed EC ,  he 
putnng the public, and license payer, 
first. 

	

The  BBC struck headlines again this 	nurnhing nut brains with more repeats of 
month 	by 	annt tuneing 	major 	staff 	I lot fay' mime shitws. Taking ti quick glance 

	

cutbacks. 1,800 jobs are set to go, 	over the schedules, it scents that despite 

	

prompting an outcry from the staff and 	the recent troubles there arc some liu.41 

	

the unions that represent employees of the 	original programmes such as 'Heroes' and 

	

Beeb. This has major implications for the 	'Tudors' being broadcast. Yet repeats of 
	 BBC's programming as well. 	not so golden oldies such as the 'Ministers' 

,first screened in 196.1) ritlsl 'Top Cat' 
I19(I l eii crap tip f rota time to time, .11 
seems that the BBC will have ro be careful 
not to put utl new audiences by repeating 
programmes that were made befitre they 
were horn With the digital switchovet 
looming. the BBC faces more 1.-.■ H-111-11.-t1114 
With -,■11-14:r cilailtttls tot• ratings. it has 
Tin LI- been more important fin. the Beth 
to capture the audience's tnlaginaunri with 
new and exciting pre it 

So why has the BBC been htt by such 
hard times? Mark Thompson, die clirector 
general, claims- that it is due to a lower 
settlement fee for the TV license that was 
decided by the government. The 
management of the BBC hits been widely 

KELLY: Keep 
the lights on hut 
mute the 
volume. 
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n yer soap box 
Ever scoffed on your pot noodle as Neighbours or 
Hollyoaks reveals another ridiculous storyline? 
Here's your chance to do bet-ter 
What; 'Strictly Come Dancing' 
of pomp and plumage. It's where ewers  

dream comes•true in a cinderella-style Iran-
rnum dance and men get a chance ro 
unleash their metre,-sexual urge to wiggle 
their hips tn the heat of the waltz. Though 
the judges, like Arlene Phillips, try to squash 
the hopes and dreams by telling celebrities 
they have flat feet, stiff hands -and, in the 
case of John Barnes, excess fat. Despite 
these serpent tongued critics, Tess Daly, an 
Eve figure if you will, restores the fairytale 
glow to the show by buttering up and com-
plimenting contestants. Bubbling, under the 
surface is a cruel world of bitchiness, jeal-
ousy and sexual tension. This week we 
unleash the suppressed passions of Strictly 

and show the darker side ii this hallo. ..in-1 
bonan7a. 

Who: Mid  flow if sp• Alf Ing`omit 
the dancing abibtics if larger than life John 
Barnes. .end ;ICCI ,Ing hint of being a hunch 
hack walrus, Arlene Phillips swallows her 
own acid tongue. In tiist use :ii his aii:nr 
with previous dancing parinct Natasha 
KaphuskY, 13rendan Cole realises his ow n 
arrogance and pigheiieltdness. Suddenly 
Brendan gains a curly tail and his head turns 
into site acutml head of a pig, squelling his 
war  off the stage. \X-lithe the Ty crew are 
distracted by this strange turn of e s cuts 

Bruce Forsyth expresses his undying love to 
co_hostess Te-ss Daly, Bruce grasps Tess in 

his tteinliling hands, pulls her close and 
sweet 	whispers -I lighter! Lower'' it het 
ears_ In an explosion of passion they mcIt 
into each tither; .irrns. A'ernon Kay sneers 
the Stu,11.,,  scull a ht■licinet 10.  roscs Its I■tle 
hand aril their three year old child in the 
iSther, catching them M the :ICI. lie talk to 
the .ground weeping and calimg I,ut 'why has 
thou forsaken rner in from of the applaud-
ing audience. Meanwhile Kelly Brook, now 
partnerless, lifts the mood by striping oft till 
she Ls onll, wearing nipple tassels and sways 
to the theme tune as the clostng credits 
On-ninence. 

words/maddy rn ega rrie 

The Argument 
Which of these hosts is the quiz master general? 

Noel Edmunds Anne Robinson 
Noel F.dmunds' charismatic, friendly and 
charming personality makes much more 
enjoyable viewing than the bitter and old hag 
that is Anne Robinson, Niel is a much rmIre 
likeable game show hiss in 'Deal or Ni Deal', 

Wt: 	remember his cheeky trickster side in 
'Niters Hittite party' set in die fictional town 

Crinkle y Bottom with his celebrity pranks 
'titacha's'. II Noel's lovable original sidekick 
is the span\ , pink and Yellow Mr Blobbly, I'd 
imagine Anne Robinson's being a cross 
between 	Krcachcr and a toad, 
Although 'Deal I tr I,L I Deal's' trustworthiness 

may be called into que_stion with a fine w rig-
ging phone-in compel-twins, this does not slur 
Noel':s honest television personality. Poor 
Noel even wit repetitive strain injury fritM 
lifting the 'heavier than it 	4; 5' Banker's 
phone though 	sure the toll of presenting 
is ;dm, beginning r0 Toll on Anne and her eer,. 
twitchy eye. Not to mcotioRthat you arc the 
weakest link' can no war .compare to '<oel's 
catchphrirse 'Item comes lb, banker and he's 
going to punish you'. 

words/ maddy mcgarrie 

1 hi. old Noel may have found his forte in 
prancirg  Ari.itantl. Whipping Ten red boxes 
with flourish and negotiating deals in in 

ancient talking implement. but feisty Anne. 
Robinson is what the. people really want. 
I err straight-talking blunt attitude just owes 
intellect, and always with a twist of sank inn.. 
humour. She always looks like the diva of 
domination with bet smart black getup and 
the one Coil! pointed out ro the left in a \Ian 

/Tins•had p ise 	pure. pow e 
one contestant .eyen dares ni iinswer her 
back, she directs upon them her laser hearts  

glare, dooming said back-chatter to eternal 
disgrace, l ler cutting ecirtnnents and ability 
to ask the most knickrr twisting of totemic ins 
inflict the utmost discrimli it on the contest-
ants. and that is what the viewer wants in a 
presenter — wit and attitude. Mr Nice Guy.? 
No thanks. Noel l'almunds, you are flit.  

\VC3kf..7t..t link. (ioodbvt% 

words/ :Anna hurnell 



ROSS: haven't Take 
That changed... 

tr 

Wednesday 
The Simpsons Channel,/ 6:00pm 

There is no better way •  if spending this day than watching 
Simpsons' 	mreen specials. ( 1k  maybe a fancy- 

dress Met; nut litushed with .t drunken hos.c party 
luld be just a5. gill a Bur tl might as ton finish watching 

•Neighhours* with your TV dinner in your lap and you 
nil we to the remote 1,1 switch Ilt the screen to qo add the 
tinisiattu. toucheS to yt tut vartiptre rat witch or 4(rrubit. 

outfit flick over to  &land 4 This cps( 4.1e has killer 
nati.mt 'l !hu•-I-kith:ins, .1 hybrid ban/houselly creature 
and ate lustoncally accurate ct tit t111.11 witch hunt f. •r Marge. 

Rspecially don't inks the poling credits with the spit tkv 
theniecl names hkr_ 'Matt Groaning'_ 

words/rnadcly rncgarrie 

Thursday 
Loose \\:.t.)rnen ITU" I I 2:3(.1pm 

'Loose Wornen' always delivers quality entertainment as 
the ladies set the world to rights. The best hits are when 
the 	panel 	get 	to grips 	with 	the 	issues 	surrouding 
'Christmas Ca•ds', anti end up wanting to kill each other. 
Behind Jane Macdonald's make-up beats the heart of an 

amazon 	who 	wants 	to 	tear 	the 	outspoken 	Carol 
Megriffin pieces. The audience of aged l i lies long for 
a '1  .1.70  ise \\';m-tot' hilt( tdliath, wliere they would flap their 
bingo wings in 	as Carol's head goes sailing past, 
On a tri( ire sober note, 1 pose Women' is perfect Lunch 
time entertainment :old is best enjoyed with a cheese 

WM-I.0  and a cup , ot tea, 

• 
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words / harriet knowles 
TIM SIMPSON& Homer didn't 
realise it wasn't a beef steak. 

a 

• 
C 
• 
• 
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Picks of the week: Terrestrial 
What to watch for all those still living in the dark ages. 

Friday 
Friday Night with Jonathan Ross BBC_ 1 10:30pm 

cicn id I OLI "WossN" and his Ftidav night is now in its 
thirteenth •series and is staple Friday night viewing for 
many, The flstntbr int, Ili ippy haired father of the char 
show reminds us all of some distant uncle who never 
site got over that mid life crisis but actually became 
quite entertaining .Ls a result, The guests joining, Mr Ross 
this week include Andrew "Freddie" Flintolf, actress 
Cate Muichett and top chef I•eSton Blumenthal. 
Musical 'entertainment' is provided by Duran Duran 
who are undoubtedly out played by the 'four !waifs and 
a piano, the CVO' willing targets of endless innuendo. 

words/ joe de Luca 

■ 

Saturday 
I a be th Charind 4 9;t5prn 

What with a new TV series and a sparkly new film, it 
seems that there is a t( +etch tfiTud(it plague going around 
at the moment. The sexing; up of the ruff-wearets 
continues with :ate BIaneherf's award-winning 
performance in her role as the virgin queen. A film so 
smashing, it will have you waving your codpiece 
triumphantly in the air and erring "Bravo!" in a spirited 
and frolicksome Fashion. You can also play spot the star, 
as Cieoffrey Rush, Richard Atrenborough and Kathy 
Burke parade our screens: all culminaunK in a shower of 
war, corruption, romance and polities. Put that in thy pipe 
and smoked) it. Gordon liniwn, 

words/arena burned 
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Sunday 
jamt.: and the Giant Peach Channel i 5: 1 5prn 

Phis Illm was produced by Tim Burton if 'I he Nightmare 
Belt-ire Christmas' fame. In an experimental but exciting 
twist the film involves a mix of strip motif in and live at:win. 
brit those of you 11,111 	kn. 	film tells the story of 
James who lost his parents in a freak rhinoceros accident 
lames rectums mac seeds ihat pn x.loce a giant peach that 
helps him escape front his horrible aunts that lie lives with 
mice his parent's death. :lames and the Giant Peach' was the 
subiect of controversy because of its dark premise when it 
was firu published. What's so dark about hying in a giant 
peach with a Caterpillar :Ind a grasshopper that plays the Vio-
lin? It sr lurid,  like heffcCII it t me. 

words/ harries knowles 

Monday 
FIggheacis B11C2 6:f 10pm 

'Flits general knowledge otter, pits brainiacs against aver-
age foes. Thu -egghead team is made up of the heavt 
weights of the clui) world such as 'Brain of Britain' Chris 
I lught:s and the winner of 'Who Wants to he a Mil-
lionare' Judith Is.:eppel. Fach week the opposing team 
tries ti wipe the grins tiff the eggl leads  I  AL L'S WI lib; trUg-

gang with impossible questions such as 'what colour 
socks was Winston Churchill wearing (..,r1 ( 	'bet 12th? 
The F.12;gheads of course answer this kind of question 
with irrving ease, making vtiu  want to smash the TV in 
every time one t if them opens their smart little int 'whs. 

words/ harriet knowles 

Tuesday 
Dragons' Den BB( 2 7:00pm 

Inventions this wee L MLitt& a poiahile sh, iwer. head 
holder for traveller,: (yep, that one baffled me too), It 
towel to help safch, remove your baby from the bath 
thought the sic irk had that irk-dicd patented centuries 
agof and - now th+s is my personal favourite 	a 
hairbrush for getting knolS, out of hair. Now there's a 
nt Nein% And ill this time I've Iwo' using me hairbrush 
n.' tenderise my !sundat, beef. That saki, the ise dragons 
know their stuff, and whether you're :1 budding 
entrepreneur, or .a bored TV flicker, this is one show 
that never fails to impress. 

words/anna burnell 

a 
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FRIENDS: 1 recognise that 
sofa from somewhere. 

THE REAL 1-11JSTI.E: two men and a dog. 
(Actually she's well fit bird. Jealous girls?) 
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I Picks of the week: Freeview 
What to watch for all you lucky devils with digital! 

1 .1110•0 &&&&& & 

Friday 
The NI( ■st ,knnoying Pop Mornents...1X-c Rut: 
it, Luve l3J3C..f -:(I(.Ipm 

So we've had flit Most Annoying Pop Stings', and now, 
if }lila rah' like being annoyed, watch this annoying 
follow-up. A pill 'rtiOrrwnt can mean imything fn lot Joss 
Stone's 'hrmkdown' at the Brits, to ji:untn: Blunt's sudden 
career change front army captain to bearded crolmer. 
Refreshingly. this isnt one 1)f those sly ■ws that taunts. r ru 
til lam. Forcing vi nindreds of insurance adds 
While vial. waif fqvcrihhiv fin- the nnmher I,me. it is oniti all 

hour, so tmcc it% finished v,t,i can banish a 11 ell Iy Ann: 
by doing something alts sgethi..r more so. thing. 111.,■_-  playing 
-a James Blunt tune, 

words/ aorta burnell 

Saturday 
fanny 1 Iill 138( 4 9:30prn 

It the corset ripping action in l'udors' is not enou0, 
tot \ ou and yottt' tilt Sauey roreplt4; IS rlot 
satisfied by Belle _De )4 mi. rrialx-  von need to hAvu 
some alone time with fanny Hill, Twiny be 
story rd.  quaint country miss who is forced t,s bee. 'me a 
prostitute 14,  amid destitution iii eigincenth-cenrury 
Londim. Adapted irt,m J111111 ( 	4:nine novel, 

lemoirs of a Woman of PIA:actin:1  whivii raised 'mime 
eyebrows -among other dunes- when it was first 
ir;ublixhcd.. You tic , flirt hale' (Ii 6,71-1 guit) tier watt ping 

this one, as because tt is histrincal it is therefore 
educational and not just pure. 

words/harriet knowles 
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Sunday 
The Real 1.Iustfr 13B(.13 7: Wpm 

If your degree isn't really working out. et su can't think r if 
a career to fund the lavish lifestyle you intend to lead or 
You're just a little strapped for cash "The Real I Itistle' 
could help you unit. Let the friendly faces behind crime 
show you hist lid vi,i; easy, glamorous and financially 
rewarding being a criminal can be. We are shown hOw ti 5 
Nil Off a poker scam, steal in a foreign country and con 
people at the Fair. The.., give the money back in the end 
and tell all the people involved him easily they were 
taken Fur a ride. Iltimgh it doesn't mean yam have to 

words/ jot der luea 

Monday 
C:clebrity Scism,rhands BBC 5 1 I :1 5pm 

Tins show should pFihabb win slime kind ot .;waril fclr 

the sheer bizarre-ni...11ftts title, cc mjvrint.t, 	Js it ill icx. the 
Image of I I in ml Steps haying his mins hTITIQL1 l ift and 
replaced with kitchen utensils. Tim Burton sn le. Sadly that 
isn't what they're offering here. !laving eirtualle exhaiisted 
the pi 	fur reality TV shows in which eelebs ate 
parachuted into an unfamiliar workplace sitting a IA 
Kitchen, some bright spark has hit upcm Illy skit• 1:4' train-

ing them up as hint and beauty praessiona/s. \Xatehl, tf 
only to see Darrell Day •ivmg some poor uniknqunate 

words/ thomasmidlane 
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Tuesday 
Brat Carnp 'nseen 1_:4 I 1100pin 

Watching vile tepn)hatex kicking up dust in Arizona is a 
brilliant way to exemtse any guilt you may have had 
about your ASR() teenage years, IF you're parestm 
complain •iitt're bong 3 brat, simply tune into to show 
them the undiluted de%ii spawn and vOu'll look 
positively angelic. As it normal 'Brat Camp' wasn't 
entiugh, the 'unseen' spin oft presented by Liz Biirmin, 

shows In iw families liaku Ted Sifite their kids were “n 
the da isy, formerly foul- nit imbed, can they convince us 
that they have changed for the better?.  Or is it ume 
send the back again. 

words/ pandora svkes 

Wednesday 
1-.clwardinn Farnib Album flik 4 0;011 pin 

hanks- to digital phritographv and 
•lianccs arc that if you did sonic- thing embarrassiry. 

last night, they'll Ile cop, alt; phi iti igraplu• evidenci, nn 
111 today. This link: gem, a 	 I-01217C 

ro the nu• 1313C4's 	 serous ell 

Photography', harks kat k to the -wart , ri the iNV1.1 
centurt and the birth of mass photography. IV' 
Imo the archives of a Skittish F-41w ardian mansion, 
Peter Sn(Jw uncovers amazing 	of ralyi 
at work and play, envetitrg the advent of the riiii{.ru- 
and floc tiSe r Or i hr '4" al taget P.! 111. etn+.. 	. 

words/ thornas midlane 

Thursday 
studi,6ii on the Sunset Strip .1/,,n 4 I (1:111q-im 

It on can go-  k an-  head Jr. iund Mattho.y Perry rinr 
playing Chandler anyore I have 	problems 
watch 	

m 
ing Courtney Cox in the sex test 'Dirt' — then 

his is actually pretry good. It's voirten 11). Aaron 
Sarkin, the brains behind 'West 	'Studio Ur is 
based bet iind the scenes 011113112-111011 comedy q.kerch 
d't011.. rt.-ye:dine, the inner satmum of the media 

ifes,i( 01 in much the s..erne wat as 'Dirt', based on 
an 	mninoral tabloid 	magayinc, 	,itth 	Peril 	as 

• 
• 
11 

Matt. 	the 	scatmcelieatntei 	licad writer. 	-ttnegling 	to • 

generaw laugh*: with hi‘: fl ii n, 	i sketdi • 

wards/pandota sykes 11 
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Observations LS2 

Harriet gets ready to tube herself up 
for some real good 'socialising'. 

or many (If pat, university won't last he about. the 

Ebooks, 'Simi.-  cot  Val  %O11 have pined socicsics Anti 
clubs, actually turning up to rnectings, instead of just 

wearing that  o ma l lit waly•  After all,  they're a intat vim 

D ) meet  people, la air up your friendly skills, and (affix 

the chance of a degree in socialising, instead of that boring 

degree in Maths. Anyway-, es ervone kra acs, it's not about what 

Vint know, tow, it's about who you know, darling. 

But some c if yn  at may well have taken  that last bit t a-adYirt: 

a lit/11.: WO far. '[Here', a limit 35 TO  howlar  you can tube up any 

soda' situation-  If ys al want things et. 5  run smorithly it's no gi aid 

diving straight in there. You neat to test the temperature of the 

tube before you go rubbing a ey erywhere. Otherwise Y i  a 're 

going to rub people tip the-  wits mg way. And who wants it 5 14 50k 

Like a great big blunder .huss? 

Take for example this conversation I overheard the other 

day about a fresher who had recently jnined a club: 

". • 4, 

-..- 	',,tri.i.44.1-..4'1••-,-.1 

Her hormones must be 
running away with her, 
desperate moments of 
passion and unbridled 
love. 

Woman 1: Who does she think she is? She hasn't made any 

effort to get to know the girb in the club. 

Woman 2: Yeah, she's been in the dub for 4 weeks and she still 

pretends like she doesn't know my name. It says it on my 

hot ally for Christ 's sake! Don't you just hate it when  people 

pretend like they're Lou cool to know your name? 

Woman Dat scrub is foolin yarid da wrong  pct 

Woman I: Did you sec  her the alter night? like a bitch on 

heat slue was, gyrating all over the guys, 

Woman 2: Well, I guess she's only t ti; her hr  rna cries must be 
running away with her, desperate for moments of passion and 

unbridled It 5ye. 

Woman 1: 1',11.1% e been reading jilly Cooper haven't you? 

I low rnany :At tywaw, she's  got no right to sleep with the  

captain straight awn- There arc certain rules of  society that 

need be obeyed. Yt5u can't just go straight '  or the king of the i   

lei"s discuss. Arc there certain 'unsaid'  ruhas  that one needs to 

conform as? What do we MAC'  4 &the 1,0‘rl in the 'ease sitidy'e Is 
slit.  sin iph.  a set I confessed misogynist?  ( )r  iN she n  thber clad 

tic iniinatrix capitalising on all the willing young men in the doh? 

Suit? and think.  nosy  would you react ELY tiliti 'musk.  in? Petty as 

it rn.n: scent, you'd have a gt maxi bitch wouldn't you? Or would 

you rat her on the back for going out of her w-ay to be friendly 

with the male members 5f the dub, whilst stranding her that 

ym mu y exist, and telling her what your name is again. Of course. 

here'll be the more honourable amongst you who'd put 

o ti rselves above such trivialities, publicly that is But-it-IR& I  

I et ym am're aeething with rage anti have secret inttntions Li%  scalp 

her. luta. I can-read your mind like Icanik.-  Welcome To the 

just le. 

words/ harrier hemando 
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Observations. 

Bring back the Royal Family! And then set 
me on fire... 

. it  suite roason not S. i lung ago, I was contemplating the 

idea 
 

of re-instating the Royal family, and s hat the 

repercussions wouki he,  Well, first  of al! the R4 AA family sets 

the It 	=paver back about 37.4 million. S'ot Ind like -,Ilot? 

I assure you it's not  It works nut  113 he just 64 pence a year. 

The route to  Utopia lies  nor far ahead, I presume you're all thinking 

(Although maybe this isn't as puny-hieing As 1 first thought it was seeing 

as 1.0.t.  of Vou 5.yht 5  read this  will pay any tax, so your pecuniary scab 

may not vet have been picked till by the hands (.51 the gLIVCI-111114111. 

leaVing you to bleed dry). But .07.4-  milli( at?  What can thee possibly I a 

(hang with it all? Well, a Ir a more than the em )vemment, who rake •i  

wilt )pping 4) 1 billi m  nu a year. John '2 lays'  Prescott;-  Is  that a ll he can 

muster Ups  luck that - Prince ()lades has gc It :I ticci id RonNi 
si, when: is a ai r money being squandered? Well, last Friday it was 

announced that daring; the NiIS cash crisis, OH million had been paid 

our in redundancy and retirement packages. Maths isn't 

. • f . 	 ... 

Q: What looks good 
on someone who fancies 
Prince William? 
A: Fire. 

my strotat,point, but isn't that fillf 1,(XXI more than the Royals get every 

mti.  Scandalous, I tell ytaii So we'dget rid of the NHS for a start, and 

channel the excess money into making some 'mega.-structums. Think 

Naai Germany, think the Red Square. fact, think anywhere that has 

ever had a dictatorship. Big •  is best. And what with the German 

ancestry in the Royal family, and Prince Harry's re; Loa 	affinity with 

Nazi regalia, were one step away Front taking ewer the world, Britain 

will become a super power. And we maim even need to worn-  about 

overcrowded prisons anymore - bring hack the death pet tatty and re 

m  )pen the 'R awer t a t-  )t )ndon. 

Clearly none of this is ever w Ang happen. '['he only pet vie,  that 

would ever allow it are the type of people who  think .  that Witham is 

dashing, E tarry is tit, and 'Majesty magarine is a 'bloody good read? But 

whm .5 are these ['tapir? What tk:mographic of sm Hatay? It confoun.  

me. Wha lever they are they should crawl l ock under whichever too,. 

they came f om, y new joke: 

What len ,ks plod on :St 1/11Ct Inc: who fancies Prince William? 

A: late. 

Maybe Agilti) Unfair but I'm sure visor catch in drift. Ern not 

hugely 	 and I'm nor really a republican, I'm W51 of the 

opinion that perhaps the RI rail family should  stain  working and not 

resting on their laurels. Fair enough, they tradi malty j5  'hied the armed 

aces, bur there's not mod)  of a challenge It get in. Has the special 

treatment not grille k  enough? lam wasn't eapelled from  Eton 

iOr sine 'king weed, wasn't. sent to Iraq (mi )re sensibly for ir the safety of 

his division) but you catch my drift. What happonened to the death 

penalty when it was Armed our of date? It W.-L!,,  abokbt:t1. lint the 

lOwer of 1.4411(1. still exists tOr us to see the legacy: Let them keep the 

palaces, but let them pay for the upkeep, (54 pined is not a huge 

arni 'urn, but look after the pennies and the potinelti Lank after 

thernschats- 

words/ ales gilehrist 

How to act with the Royal 
family? 

Hernando says lube up and 
take it. I say get rid. 

Where are you from? I'm Scandinavian - 
Roman French - English? Right. 

'1-1-1 aS big ,-1 fall . '.1 YAIlk -b:1!-.11illyz as 1 IX next pet-Alai, but 

Ithis is nt it rnr nalii,  51 concern here. That may yell well he a  

lie, but its unavoidable in this ease. If airy other country 

that I knew'  of did it, then I would target them. 

(Un)foriunately I don't,  515  here goes. What is the deal with 

.AmeneariS calling themselves Irish- American, Italian-  American, 

.‘frican-American etc.? 

I Kaye nc 5  problem with people of all creeds and colours 

respecting their heritage, but I find this to be so full of 

.,-)r,11- 4.,:bctions, For a country that has school children pledge 

allegiance to  rip.: flag every morning, and to 

America, this seems all very odd. Now half the population of 

America seem to he Irish- American, and I understand the socio-

political reasons ft it a huge number a 51 Irish people emigrating, 

namely the ( ;teat Irish Famine, but why the clinging onto the 

`ninthertand '? \Vould they rather call themselves just Irish? No, 

because they 're no doubt fiercely patriotic to America. It is 

actually l21':■m 1 5f t he pc  5pulation wits,  declared themselves of Irish -. 

ancestry, which is about 401 million people. Fortunately no proof • 

is needed, so  I cou15.1 pop over  and say that I was Irish. And 

diced say ' Bur what about tour accent?', and I'd say But what 

ab4,Ut V. ', I Irs:'', and they'd say 'c )11'.  

But has anyone ever heard an American declare themselves 

co he I :.nglish-Arnerican? l 'in hedging my bets on nt 5'. Weren't 

the pilgrim fathers all pretty English? But they just suddenly 

became American and denounced their heritage  as soon as the 

bran touched the shore, I )1-  maybe it was  after they pillaged and 

plundered Pocahontas' family (I'll let the Americans take credit 

for i hat) There play very will have been some fundamental 

disagreements resulting in their departure from England, but 

that, at least for the purpose of my ram, is besides the pomi. And 

how arc these 'Irish-Americans'  received in Ireland? Well mostly 

the opinion of them is  that they arc Plastic Paddies', and a his of 

a It ike. 

I do not call myself 'French • Faglish ', although no doubt 

during the Normandy invasions nrIc of my ancestors was 

impregnated by -a suave French peasant. Nor do I call myself 

Roinan-louglish, or indeed Scandinavian -  lonalish, 

cl •spite the fact that t 1-1, 55,e mean old Vikings 

raped and pillaged their way through Britain. 

But then again I wouldn't want someone put 

in front of the tiring -squad for burning 

the Union jack, The extent of my 

patriotism extends to  a bit of 

otgby (but I won 't bitch and 

moan when we lost) and a 

lat t.1 frotball (and I km mw 

we're.al ways going to lose so 

LEPRECHAUN: This Ls it doesn 't bother me in the 

what the real Irish hunk slightest). As usual I've run nut 

of Irish Americans 	of words, so Ill finish with this I 

--....... 	
til3ffir ii all on nets-conservative 

aor-mongering neo-colonial 

..htirtins who bind p011tICY. STY 

Hinnsatally with religion that ;Imo Inc 

mg against them is nuteast as nt 50-  

!I mart( or irreligious, even if what 

i [icy want is for the good of their country and not their 

pc 51.isierana'  pockets. Rua! 

words/ alex gilchrist 
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The Lovell.) 
Welcome to th veBox, Here, 
you to find trafrove. Send your 
hearts or missed (Iv oimectiorli 
loveboxleeds@goo I ail‘com 

• (Delight at the Lovebox as we receive our &si-
mply. Brilliant. The folk Kvingis the respitnse to last 
week's I J miely bean.) Pk rsonally. l'vc always thought 
if mulls as •4 	inn a .f ti inure si I can't really 

help yi au  I Kit there, but I'm a kit if a pineapple fan 
and I cart help when it comes to Spanish and 
Mangos. I'm confused In. revi king doors and 
onions..Nny .deas.' Sarah x 

i Iderly wdl-respected gentlemen, seeks similar 
man or younger for magical times together. Own 

wand nit needed. Drop by my castle and we 
ca ■uld have a gi it'd old 'Fawkes' "wink wink' 

-4 Kleptomaniac b unking for rich upper 
class university- student who I can 

4117' begin a romantic interlude with but 
will eventually result in all her 'shiny' 

miraculously disappearing I I 
swear comic! it wasn't nu:). 

• If you want to sing our, sett 
out. It you want to be free, be 
free. There's a million win's 
be, you know that there tire. Be 
Maude to my Harold. x 

Misse • mite oca 
- I saw you in i leadingley on a Spi Irts,Star[)they 
Run, You were dressed as Hulk Hogan with the 
Rugby League team. Your long blonde hair and 
beautiful blue eyes struck me like an Atomic 1.eg, 
Drop . You may dunk yi al know best, but I'm no 
jabroni. I'm going to say my prayers and rot 
rnyvnamins beacause when I see you again I'll 
show you how much of a I lulkamaninc 
REALLY am! 

Passing silently through the night outside the 
union, I saw you on a wall. You hooked upset; 1 
almost paused to ask if you were Of■ but I 
couldn't Ix:cause ms fear overcame my desire for 
vi ma. 

Spoiled you on the number 2g bus. You were 
buying a day rider but were 20p short. The driver 
let you on but I was all ready to he your knight of 
shim. coinage. lk  at the i)..47 stop by Milano,. on 
Saturday and be your day rider: 
*. Send your missed connections and lonely 
hearts to us ar hiVeboxlreds(a;gr 

Tommy Pockets Tells Your Future 
World-renowned, 484-year-old astrologer Tommy Pockets (pictured 
here on the Titanic) lays down the secrets of your mystic week. 

KAY are • if Rita I .:iizoons. You will consume too 
many on a night out and sleep with a 
gastronomically challent,Tcd virgin. all kinds t at fluids 
will be involved. The blubber bucket will `go on 
top' and squash you into the mattress for eternity. 
Your lucky sex position is 'Me Steam Roller. 
■•••!.. 

Your hunt for art awnt to support you as the 
NV{ ■rld's best Robert Mugabe impersonator gets a 
bOoSt. this week as thr Marx Clifford takes You on. 
With his help you sign frig Chelsea as their new 
goalie..Anyone who I Falsely occupies yi ',Ur land of 
the six-yard Nix is naturally slaughtered. Your lucks' 
sex position is Thc .A.14.7r,. Pigeon. 

111 
	

Gemini 
Ihrre are slams things yr iu should kilt nv. C )ne, your 

dad was never a pilot. lie used to live in a carax art in 
the park and sell balloons, befoi• returning home 
and unsatisfactorily masturbating under the 
influence r,i helium. Secondly, your NItini was 
actually a small inn) and vi at are a Miracle child. Go, 

tung Jesus, go and bring rhc second 	Your 
lucky- sex position 'nu: Cheese-grater. 

Your lucky star is inviily,d In an tri 
twist of fiat* this Tuesday when it crashes 

into your family home, killing yr altar ig %%Wiles and 
destroying the result of ft wry years of back-breaking 
porn collecting. Your lucky sex position is The 
Falling Tower, 

Today you'll be approached by a small, 
malnourished child who will call you "Mum". 
Remember that niOtt in sixth tOrru? Remember that 
broken condom? Remember those 'excuses your 
step-father taught you as a child? Your lucky sex 
position is The Brittle Factory. Your lucky excuse is 
alcohol. 

Donald Tnirtip calls :old sats he warns a l2-toot 
high statue of Bob Monkhouse made. Out 
paperclips. Your lifetime subscription to Model 
Builders Weekly has finally paid off and you soon 
whip it up. The presentation ceremony is a less 
happy affair as Trump proclaims 'Tuck you, 
Wipeout" and promptly urinates all over it Your 
lucky sex position is The Cry Yourself To Sleep. 

■%. ill 'nark 
Saturday', a weillv event in which 	■ 

indignation. 	 nn 	 'u.: .,c 

raped. Best 	 pc•c. \it 

might not lx enough. lour lucky sex positron is 
non-ciinsensual Si idi inv. 

• kni po,' it is }suing to lie a bad slay when zotillah: 
cider arrives un your di ior<.tep uninvited.'llic n-st 

of the week will consist of entidiatiim_ the 
combined forces of right-wing pi iIities and die 
undead. Plus Hider will keep making moves (.1n 
your sister. Your lucky sex position is The 
Unexpected X-ray. 

A• AA. 
Your coke binge this wee k grill come tit a 
disappointing end when you accidentally snort 
bag of whi•IN fur, This (hies herald the 
beginning of a new addiction to yeast that will 
engulf your life and ruin your iu.se, although v i nit 

nostril will allow you U a distill a variety- 111'4 pular 
high steel spinrs. Your lucky sexual ri isitit in  is Thi  

Lime Sheep. 

  

Cancer 

 

  

Today y( 41'1 I discover something new about 
yourself, A tumour, our lucky sex fx.isition is The 
Thircul Nun. Your lucky mug is blue. Your lucky 
sur4eal procedure doesn't really matter, as you'll be 
dead before you reach the end of this semen- 

You suddenly find the urge to sniff a girl's hair so 
head to a densely populated area and open your 
nosinia. But when you close your eyes to fully 
appreciate the aroma a springNik rakes offence and 
eats your face. Your lucky sex position is illegld. 

tar 

A lynch mob including forty angry paraplegics 
arrive at your flat this Wednesday demanding 
justice. They are foiled due n I a lack "i 
access, so drag you to court and sue sou instead. 
Your lucky sex position is The Nlilked t _okra. 
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Leeds University Union. 

MTM 
LJ 

VOTE ON THE 20TH TO 22ND NOVEMBER 

TO READ THE MOTIONS AND SUBMIT AN 
AMENDMENT GO TO 
WWW.LUUONLINE

OM/REFERENUM  

AND FILL IN THE ONLINE FORM. 

AMENDMENT DEADLINE 12PM 
TUESDAY 1ST NOVEMBER 

FOR GUIDANCE ON SUBMITTING 
AMENDMENTS CHECK OUT: 
W1NW.LUUONLINE.C

OM/REFERENDUM  
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Ahran Symonds-Baig on the Champions League, and the return 
of the managerial merry-go-round. 

eti been a mete d bagUll a week tilt the Brit ish / 
sides in Europe this week. A fteR a (kap-
IN liming week for the national teams t if Eng-

land and Scotland. the  first attempts in salve 
these wounds were mad I ( 71 1 x by _a...sea, who beat 
Schalk: Rangers, win I managed a very impres-
sive (1-0 draw with Barcelona, Man Ctrl, who put 
four past Dynatno Kiev, -and Arsenal, who mini-
hitattx1 Slavia Prague 741. Even Celtic, with their 
atrocious away met ird in Europe, came so dose 
to a result against Benfica. The tesult that sticks 
out like a sore thumb is Liverpool's humbling in 
Istanbul, the scene of their greatest triumph in 
mum. times. 

How the Reds have managed only a single 
point From their three pi iup g.,.imes is a complete 
mystery. With the team they have, Gerrard and 
en. should he sitting proudly at The top of the 
group. not hoping to serape a Cl!:F.1 cup place. 
The problem Benitez's men face is that the luck 
they had against Evertnn, where Dirk Kuyr 
avoided a red card and at. Twist one dear penalty 
against them was denied, has seemingly started to 
leave them. 

A diving header from Gerrard didn't spark the 
comeback that has become almost sent m•mous 
with Liverpool Under Benitez they have been a 
lairvrale, Roy of the Rovers style team. Magnifi-
cent Steven Gerrard-led comebacks in Europe 
and in the FA cup are still strong in the men- no 
It is a worrying fin-  Livetp,i(il if that 
tuck is deserting them. In "pt in_ when you're In A, 

• 

ynu're hot. and sadly the •ipposire 	very 
inn% 

Luck. is such an imp( it tint !Ai it a in spi art, and 
(.Ticket's win t>vcr !scitilkt bears witniss it ,  that. 
'the young cipp, 	'keeper spilling 11laloucla's 
Lune shot int() the net_ TWo goals, two tough off-
side calls to make-Chelsea's was given as 
Schalke's was denic t f \ clear cut. red 

Being a 
football 

manager is an 
easy enough 
job, right? 

card for Alex snatch,  iw nu it given. Thc sign of it 
successful team is winning when they shi Atkin 
and Chelsea seem to have that ability, 

B 
 

sing a Ii it aball manager is .in easy cm >ugh 
lob, right? It can't be that hard to pick 

tar best I I players, put them in some 

kind it imiation and tell them to 'get 
stuck in'. It-  I can take Spurs into the 
Champic ins Ia.-ague (in football manager, 
then surely a professional manager 
should los-c no pre thlems at all. 

lowe•er.u's not that easy_ The level of 
expectations on managers these days has 
hallt int lex I via ridiculous level.Tliey are given 
shorter and shorter time spans to build a squad, 
not mid it n t the way they want to play, and deliver 
results. The strange thing is how you only have to 
look at Sir Alex Ferguson's tenure at Man Cid, or 
.Arsene Wenger's at Arsenal, in Ili 'dee the folly of 
expecting instant success. A manager is not a 20- 
goal-a-seson striker, or a world class 'keeper. it 
takes nine for his influence to tell. 

Sammy I ..ee was a victim of these unrealistic 
expectations-rather than gradually introducing 
his own style of play, he overhauled the entire 
sysrcm at Bolton in an attempt to stamp his mark 
immediately, and paid flit price frit-  it as 
Wanderers pn >p up the table. Jose isdourinlit ,  also 
ppud the price, ni an extent. 

It seems as if Martin .114 will also lose his job; 
despite two fifth-place finishes after years of 
methoenry and a team plagued with average play. 
ers, he is deemed as unable to take the taint for-
ward. This has been the most successful 
era for Spurs in my lifetime, and Martin.itil 
should be lauded as a hero, and left to build a 
legacy. It is an appalling reflection on ti 	that 
he will be denied that_ 

        

        

Quote of the Week 
"What English rugby needs even more than a personal physi- 

cian to Jonny Wilkinson is continuity" 
-Stephen Jones, The Big Debate, p.44 
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Reader offer, exclusive to Leeds Student readers. 

PEC CATERING GROUP 
toodegae44,1406 

Pitza Carno 
08000 926 276 

El Faro Pizzeria 
0113 278 5479 

Cafe Caldo 
0113 245 2257 



the 

debate: 

liwblety•. v.iih 	siltOtt th(pugh, there is one 
point •ive!: puts the nail in his coffin In 
terms of taking England forward. the possi-
ble availability of one man: Jake White. 

WThine is uncloUbtedit a better coach and 
leader than Ashton. 'The man is 

White is 
undoubtedly 

a better coach 
and leader 
than Ashton. 

se- 
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After the events of the Rugby World Cup, 
does Brian Ashton deserve to keep his job? 

t ITh c ,r 

her, is a fine line, it se,,ms. 
441- 

 
between 	 id arid unem 

• 	ploymene According 14 ,  r tt.lco ref 
cree Stuart Dickinson, that line 
stretches to around 5(1 centime 

trey, the distance Icy which NI ark :wet o's tic it 
was adjudged to be in touch as he lunged 
over the try line in Pans on Saturday night 
Indeed, the tact that the emenst4,n of Brian 
Ashton's tenure as [lead Coach has even 
been put into questkm is laughable when set 

against the rears of preparation- 

Allow 
Ashton to 

continue. 

and several failures- overseen by Sir t  lip 
V'eldward before the Red Rose's eventual 
triumph of 2A 1i3. What English rugby needs 
even more than a personal physician to Jonny 
W'ilkinsfin is continuity, and thus Ashton 
traist be given further time to create an Eng 
land side in his own mould. The calamitous 
four years between Sydney and Pans were 
typified by incessant change. and only since 
the appointment of Ashton last December 
has some sense of stability at last begun to 
form, not least in a World Cup where Log-
kind grew in stature as their starting line-
up became more concrete, Rob 

Andrew stated on the advent of Ash-
ton's elevation rn llead Coach that 
"he is the right man to lead the 
coaches anti players into a new 
penal (tit English rugby". Surely 
di( ise words cannot 

carry any less meantng now dial 
the side, against all odds, came so 
close to defending their bard - 
bitight title. 

It has however. been well 

publicised that despite Ash 
tun's superb coaching 
achievements he is no man-
manager. highlighted by tilt 
apparent -showdow is  

vt Filch 	t:ti 1 tijkuid.I., 	 :!i 

the h.11;(1, 	,sprillooe• w, hue Ashton 
claim,. 'hat sit ,rtel., tit  plin. er onus, with 

ton's management have I e'en ostrplayed, it 

seems plant that Ashton would work best 
with it manager alongside him to deal with 
addressing players on the day. Clearly, 
though, England are a stronger outfit.  with 
Ashton on hoard, and even though he will be 
the first tic admit his weaknesses, managing 
to cow; such performances as the front five's 
super human show against Australia in the 
quarter-final is an incredible feat given all the 
difficulties surrounding the camp in the build 
up. Ashton believes in giving responsibility to 
tilt" players on march days rather than stick'', 
to rigid game plans that can become redui, 
dant in the heat of battle, and ultimately 
was this eppruaeh that led to England's rare 
pant March to the Static de France. 

Ashton's past record as head of th. 
National Academy should ensure that tic 
man is better placed to oversee the ushcrin 

1 ,t a new generation cif talent. 1.Vaiting ii 
the wings lies the promise of young player; 
such as Nick Abendanon, Lewis Moody ark' 
the vastly.  impressive Matthew Tait, one I.. 
several players to have benefited under thi 
tutelage of Ashton in his previous position. 
Further encouragement can be drawn from 
the fact that., despite several retirements, it 
seems likely that Ashton will still have key 
'Tien such is Andrew Sheridan and Nick 
Easter, and perhaps even whisper it- a cer 
tain fly-half to call upon in 210 I, Rich 

Andrew is absolutely right in 
saying that l'Agland need 

to prepare better for 
the near World 
Cup. The best 
war lc) start that 
is by 

allowing .Ashton ti t 

continue 	the 
tremcndous 
progress made 
since inheriting 
what Andrew 

called a -hospital 
pass-  just ten 
numths ago. 

)Sl 	liraLlieN 

B
y  conventional wisdom, Brian 

- 

Ashton should hake a job for life. 
After all. he took an England side 
previously seen as an umharass-
mein to the brink of in second 

W odd Cup win in consecutive tournament,  
eliminating France and ustralia on the wa:.. 
which is almost as good as winning the 
'Webb Ellis trophy'. Enfo•tunately for Ash-

ton 1 Am not the only one who believes that 
Ashton is not the man to lead England ti ir• 
ward to 201 l in New Zealand. 

It is worth pointing out that .Ashton is 
not the Zeus-like figure that mash casual 
rugby fans will believe him to be after this 
summer. For starters, his record since tak-
ing over is less than impeccable nine wins 
to eight losses, and after the dust has settled 
(trim die showdown with South Africa in 
Paris you have to believe that serious (*It:S-

lit Ins will be asked: it has already been said 
that this performance has papered over 
many cracks in the English rugby set-up, so 
this appears to he US! one of many. There 
have also been questions asked as to how 
much Ashton is to blame for the England 
resurgence in France: runitiurs from the 
camp suggest that it was the senior players 
w ho look command a fret t he sitcickmg 
defeat to the Springbok in the group stages, 

one telling Ashton that he needed to "pull 
his finger out and do some work-. The 
problems with Ashton 
were pointed out 
long before the 
events tit the 

m trt c 
England inter-
national Jeff 
Proby n amply 
saving of Ash• 
ton "he's no t 
the right man-, 
and now ex-cap-
tarn I-own:nee 
Dallaglio 	has 
voiced his con-
cern over Ashton 
being handed at hing 
term deal. 

Regard-
less of the  

coming off the hack of a World Cup win 
with Sout h Africa, is an the nip of the game. 
and has already expressed an interest in the 
England job. in other words, the perfect 
marl to step into the role. Coaches like 
White won't watt around however; New 
'Zealand and Wales are in the hunt too, as 
well as an apparent change of heart 	the 
South ..11neatts wlui may now attempt to 
keep him, so the R1'1' do need to move 
quickly to get their man. After all, last time 
they malted, we ended up with Andy Robin-
s,  01 AI the helm, :ttd we all know how  well 
that went. 

Brian Ashtem did a great thing for the 
people of England this summer, and no-one 
will ever rake that away Intim him. That 

being said, it is hard to believe he will ever 
be able to match or better that achieve-
ment ever again. From his paint t,f OM 
then, why stagnate and tarnish your rep-
utation when you can go out at the top? 

I le has a great crack record of devel-
oping young players. and is known as 
a quality coach, so by all means there 
is a role  for  him m the England set-

up, indeed, England are a bet-
ter outfit with Ashton on 

board. But with a Mr. Jake 
White available, it reallyis 
ime for Ashton to step 

aside. 

Your Comments... 

Will a limit on foreign players in England 
benefit English Football? 

Send us your opinions on this ur any other 
story in LS Sport by email: leedsstu-
dent sport ,,grnail.com  with your name and 
comment. 

11 will Make our k-.1gtic less crappditivc Ind lc,s rich, 

which ',Lill I:, It.titth •tetli kkl-clOptnellt. 	II,  I. .1.11,7 
tt A him: Nt...,s but tu0-11 into 

Josh Black, 19, 1-listury 

No 1.nelsil; ['LP, et+ have to 	c the cptahn cc nyeti 
tt.toA:. an Ult:ettli%,.. !is 	 1-rank Lan 
poll at r helsea . Nkcall Richards at NI.InCht:Nlet 

Neil Darby, 20, Politics and Parlimetary Studies 

11r... ditties it, 4.'11 le Lick of ettglisli talent is a eeimploe 
myth W e lose the last league in the world_ 'Ile under 
21 'b keep winning and the catinn.-.., (4" the selit,ar squat! 
Art: clue ru ludo 11,11.1d! 411 ITICI.,17111.1j111.;?, 

Michael Symons, 18, English and French 

\,\L >hctu1J thaireirlev limn the amount of Ba sil sin play- 
ers tit.it 	CtintInit int., tc , the PrctlliCrNhip. '11 is 11 swig 
rtithsh 1,1A-en an: nut 1.tettillg line thane, 111,0 !ties 

11.::+1.:1-VC 

Harrier Roberts, 19, Geography 

Then, slit ti Ltd Is-  nil limit at the playee that wiry into 
the Pretruership. IA ails at Arsenal, flying high wittitga, 
r.vq)c turcigc i t I II I I sgs[urs. 
Gunner-for-life92 

bleat weeks question: 

Should Brian Ashton get? 
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Whoever says it 
isn't a sport 

obviously hasn't 
played before! 
Frisbee is more of an 
endurance sport 
than football. 

were -aiming for 72 and a half 
hours of a constant Ultimate Frisbee 
game. it's going to he Firm) borricor0 
Leeds held the record of 72 hours a few 
years back but a team in America beat that 
-■%ith 7 2 hours and hall a minute. We're 

/ U kr) II 1);16.6 1,1r I A•L,L15l 

You could go to work, 

NHS 

or you could come to life 

Some careers are lust about work. In the NHS. it's rather more important than that. The chances are that we're the very first organisation you ever used. For,many, we'll also be 
the last. In between, we're here to help all of us, in sickness and in health, As you're reading this we're changing lives, keeping families together. giving people hope. In the past 
7 days we have helped 1.4 million people at home. delivered 10.000 babies. treated 150,000 pairs of feet and mended 3,000 broken hearts, Other employers offer you attractive 
benefits packages, excellent starting salaries and exceptional training and development. We do too. But we also give you something that is totally unique at work. And that's life. 

Apply online at www come2life nhs.ukigraduate 

FINANCE f GENERAL I HR NHS GRADUATE SCHFME 

it not work, it's life 

Nick Miller 
p, 	Nick Miller 

)? Ultimate Frisbee player 

LS: Hi Nick, could you tell us a bit 
about ultimate Frisbee? 

mil 
lb 

1■11140Vel1 ifs a non-contact sport set up 
e American football. Each team has 

ft  pliverg.To,score points you have to 
catch the Frisbee in the opposite tearn's

zone. 
 

LS: How long have you been involved 
with the Uni's Ultimate Frisbee team? 

NM: I'm in my second year now, I've been 
ying since freshers. week. last vear. I'vs vier: 

 been or,-..1‘,...1 in . n:111,■11.1 
pellt11111 

LS; What made you want to get 
invoked in the first place? 

ll
'. •:Nlv brother plave4.1 when he went to 
i. When lie came back he started to 

_.. ch me the  game and I really  enjoyed it. 
We've even got  a  IC11111 Ciart•.1 back !nitric; 

We're aiming 
for seventy-

two and a half 
hours of constant 
frisbee. It's going to 
be pretty hardcore! 

there arc a hyt of people involved. It the 
fastest growing spurt in Europe, 	after 
women's football I think. 

LS: How did you do at the nationals? 
NM; I think we carne 12th, but because of 
the compileatm-I way' that the tournament  

works we only lust missed out on 
Finishing between •I•th and Sth. We were 

happy +Anti 3 1201 placed finish and 
the ox erall 	,rmance. Hopefully 

net tiu. rear , We've got a stronger 
(cam .1.11,..vc ha; 1$ccti a lor of interest 
strict- freshers week. Our stall .it the 
freshers fair was tea.. tit.,CC•Itl,11 

LS: What would you say to people that 
say Ultimate Frisbee isn't a real sport? 

NM: v e iiiayed both rugh‘ and 
football and Frisbee is more of An 

endurance sport. Whoever says it isn't 
..s.port obviously hasn't plated 

before! Although it's not a con tact 
spurt t t still  a Wizry rhySiclti 
because you have to throw trrursclf 
around a lot. 

LS: Do you think Frisbee should be 
an event at varsity? 

7■47 I hope ti,•. The Met are ,:tirrenily 
together and were hcipirlg 

ill•rTI to set up. Frisbee would definatley 
be witnethirig that we could beat the Met 

LS; What where your highlights of lust 
season? 

Wc.,11 it's a reall% so•ialble 
of die social highlights of last Sear sLli:s It 

the coil 	the national outrriamcni. 	the 
end of the night there was the Ti pint 
challenge. You have to down three pint, 
of ale through a straw from a Frisbee, 
that's 

 
it pretty standard frisbe, drinking 

game! 

LS: A little birdie tells me that you're 
going for a world record attempt? 

N\]: 	ilex! spring all,n it ..., .11111h. 
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Squash seconds suffer Sheffield blow 
his 	performance. 
"Sometimes you can 
walk off court winning 
3-It without playing all 
that well, but on this 
occaSion I'm yen 
happy with the way I 
played", declared Cray 
with some justification 
after his victory. 

Meanwhile, a far 
tighter -affair was being 
played Out on Court 
tine as Leeds' George 
Weston and Toni 

Sheffield seemed t,  
cancel each other Out 
Gtr long periods over a 
gruelling match. While.  

ntwhistle took a 
finely poised first 
game 10-8 after several 
successive hand• , 1  -
Weston won the :e.e. 
from game ball in •, 
bout that could easib 
have gone either way 
'I'wo games later the 
score was at 2.2 after 
twat similarly cagey 
games. Play was far 
from free- flowing at 
times but t here Were 
brief inse 
brilliance 	, 
side as fatigue slow 
began to take its tell.- 	 -• 	- 
Weston, well aware 
t hat only a victory 
would do, was the man 
tia call on his extra 
reserves as-  mfidene 
sapped  friim 
Amwhistle in the final 
set, and will have heen 
relieved to have given his side an avenue 
hack into the tie. 

Thus, with the game perched on a knife-
edge. Leeds' hopes rested upon the 
shoulders of Matt Wilson as he took tit court 
in what proved to he a brutally physical 
contest. Despite some incredibly tense earl \ 
exchanges, which saw the 
game stuck at 11-41 for several minutes, 
Wilson showed excellent composure to 
carve out a comfortable 9-2 first game 
eietory. Both Omen: were clearly 

Men's Badminton 2nds 

beets I.7 n1 2- 3 Sheffield 1.11'li Isrs 
Sp<irtsIgall 

Leeds LI  niversit} 2nds took today's 
opponents Sheffield right to the wire after a 
brave fight-back from two matches down 
nearly saw them snatch a victory against the 
odds. in the end though, Sheffield's 
Bennett maintained a steely reserve in order 
to assure that his side went home with the 
spoils after a tense deciding match went to a 
crucial final game. 

First On the marts were Will Orra•k and 
Ash Cross, and both risen were conyfortabls 
beaten 1-11 by their Shefficki counterparts. 
ensuring that Leeds would have to win all of 
their remaining matches to secure the tie in 
their favour, While )track showed glimmers 
of ability against the tricky Lyndon Borrell. 
Co iss will ultimatek be disappointed with a 
display against in opponent he will feel he 
could and should have beaten. 

It was Dan Gray, however. that lifted 
'Leeds' mood ,a ith an outstanding display to 
pull the fixture back to 2- 1. While bee 
opponent James McKenzie allowed his 
frustration ro get the better if him at times, 
nothing should he allowed to detract from a 
joyous display of squash from Gray, who 
dominated the court and orchestrated 
proceedings throughout. leaving McKenzie 
trailing in his wake 	for winning a tight 
and wonderfulh contested first game, Gray 
got the Int 
between his teeth and ripped through the 
next two with unstappable 9 2 and 9 •5 
victories. As tired legs had begun tit set in 
towards the end of the match. Gray was 
somehow managing to extend himself to 
every inch of the court, and in the end it 
tireless work rate allowed him to walk of 

court espressing a delight with 

Coach Craig 
Chappell was 

quick to praise 
the attitude of 
his players. 

Men's Table Tennis fists 

Leeds Uni 8 - 9 Hull Uni tsts 
Sports Hall 

As the pressure 	eranked up to near 
insufferable levels in the cramped table tennis 
n x ,nl of the University 's 	ins Centre, it was 
I hal wilt) held their nerve tt t clinch a narrow 
vicuna. 

evels captain Stephen Denny gave his side a 
flying start by sweeping aside his opposite 
number, Rob twen. I, before crushing the 
remaining three of I lull, all 3-11. I lowevcr, his 
team-mates t∎ -Lind life harder, especially against 
the imperiously consistent Christian I . lanes, who 
recorded three of I lull's nine wins. 

in a barde of two gritty competitors, 
h >are overcame Jar Kt meshy in at hard-fought 3-

2 victory for Hull. The match's early exchanges - 

were littered with mistakes, with both players 
susceptible to rushes of blood to the head. lit tare 
settled quickest, as he forced his ipponent into 
mistakes with some bludgeoning forehand hits I.: 
churn the first set. Not to be outshone on his 
debut. Kritechv fought back in the sea 
securing the set after sonic ferociously 
oniip 	twt r players then shared 
the following two sets, both riding their luck with 
net chords and shots just scraping the edges of 
the ethic. Motivational remarks. were audible 
from both sides of the net as neither player was 
Able to e stablish a significant advantage but a 
moment of inspiration from I tome settled the 
maid-ea devastating inside-out forehand soiling 
a 3-2 triumph. 

tiittularl' enthralling was the epic encounter 
between Hoare and Qin-gen 'Alerlie, the 
highliglit of the city's pia 	.aid baffling 
in equal measure, Meng snatched the first set 
with a flarnhoviint back-hand. The Chinese 
student's gung-ho approach paid further 

dividends as his eyv-catching stroke play brought 
him the second set- Ever the entertainer, Meng 
revealed his other, 1-1•mm:fling side in losing the 
next two sets liillowing a string of miss-hits. 
I laving created a situation of high tension. the 
mercurial Melia; rediscovered his power and 
panache to earn his side victory. 

With the tic ptised at 8-7 to Hull, Jack Davies 
needed to beat I ,eeds' Tom George to guarantee 
the win. Intense pressure made for a tight two 
first sets but, showing remarkable cool, Davies 
ran Away with the third to cap an excellent day 
fi it his team. I hs- delight was evident, A.Ve'ty 
pleased with the win because we $0..1 Leeds as a 
big scalp.' Following Davies' effons. the doubles 
match was a dead rubber, I zeds earning a 3-11 
er insulation success. The anti-climactic finale 
was especially hand on Denny, who will be 
hurting after his.  tour unanswered wins Went 
unrewarded, and more so after seeing his side 
lose this local tic. 

'-'''ImIkaugamiumuselemmegau  

nervous encounter 
eventually finding itself at 2-2, leaving a nail-
biting final game to decide the outcome. In 
the end, Bennett managed to maintain his 

imposure to storm to a 9-2 victory, though 
Wilson will be disappointed to have missed a 
few opportunities to probe his opponent 
rather more towards the end. Leeds' hopes 
of a heroic fightback were quelled, though 
Ci4ich Craig Chappell was quick to praise 
the attitude his players showed in order to 
tight hack from a two match deficit to bring 
the game tit its grand-stand finish. 

Leeds vs Hull 
by numbers 

Meng vs Hoare 

Unforced Errors 
9-8 

Kotechy vs Hoare 

Winners 
9-10 

Unforced Errors 
13-12 

impassioned, evidenced 	Si 3rne thunderous 
hitting as well as several clashes between 
players. The pressure on the two men was 
clear to see, with each victory followed by a 

n r 	 the  

Final set decider 

Leeds 
• 
•.• • 

Uni 

• • • • • • 

• 

Hull hold nerve to defeat fists 



Women's Hockey 
1st II 4 Durham 1st 
2nd 2-3 Sheffield 1st 
3rd I -0 flollIst 
4th 4-al Durham 4th 

Netball 
1st 39-34 Newcastle 1st 
2nd 42-49 Sheffield 1st 
3rd 57  15 Sunderland 1st 
4th 106.4 Teeside 5th 

Rugby League 
1,1 III-fin Newcastle 1st 

Volleyball 
\ 	f/-3 Leeds Met 
\NOnion's 3 1 Leeds Met 

Rugby Union Women's 
1st 13- 17 Neweasle 1st 

Men's Squash 
st 1 4 Liverpool 1st 

2nd 2-3 Sheffield 1st 
3rd 3.n Bradt,  'rd I st 

Table Tennis 
Meri's 6-9 I lull 1st 

Men's Tennis 
1st i i 1I1 1 ixds Met 1st 

211,1-  3 Sheffield 1st 

Women's Tennis 
I t.( 0-1+11..(vtls \let 1st. 
2ridti to York _'st 

  

the Knowledge 

4 Only four of the side 
had played 

competetive lacrosse 
before joining the uni 

team 

 

We put them 
under good 

service pressure. 
They couldn't get a hit 
against us and we 
found gaps in their 
defence. 
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Watson heroics in vain 
i" for Men's lacrosse 

mien's lacrosse 

Leeds Co: 3- I 1 Liverpi )44 lint 

In their first competitive fixture of the 
campaign, Leeds men's lacrosse team were 
beaten 11-5 by BC 'SA rivals Liverpoill. This 
was however not as straightforward a 
victory as the scoreline might suggest, with 
I.iverpool having 
to recover from an early scare 1,1 eventually 
take the spoils. 

Leeds began the stronger , if the sides, 
racing into a two goal lead within the 
opening minutes, thanks to the quite 
brilliant finishing,  of Nick Watson. t ha both 
occasions, Watson found space in • • - • 

Women's Volleyball 

I .cods Uni 3-1 Leeds Met 
Sports Hall 

It's always nice to rub salt in the wounds 
of Leeds Met and that's just what the 
women's volleyball ream did on Wednesday. 
Alter spanking the old enemy just three 
short weeks ago at varsity they defeated an 
improved Met side once more this week. 

The game began at a high tempo with 
Uni's captain, Lauren Worrall, first to I serve. 
Met dealt with Wortall's service 
comprehensively with a near dig, set and 
spike combination to chalk up the first 
points of the day. The Met quickly followed 
up with another point after a strong spike 
straight down the middle of the UM players. 
Uni quickly responded by winning the third 
point after a long hard fought out rally. A 
well won joust at the net for Uni was 
instrumental for the home side's second 
point, a clever dig from Maasci winning, the 
point. 

lt was clear emit. tin that the game would 
he won and lost at the net. The Met were 
very disciplined and well drilled at the net 
and with a cheeky dig From their number 5 
outfoxing UM the visitors added another 
point. The home team came back well with a 
clever dig of their own causing a mix up for 
the metropolitan and chalking up another 
point.  

a congested goal mouth to expertly ftrt 
home. leaving the hapless Liverpool 'keeper 
grasping at thin air. Liverpool's lacklustre 
response enabled Leeds to go in search of a 
third. but a citnthina tion of Leeds' profligacy 
and resolute Liverpool defending ensured 
that there were only two goals separating the 
sides at the end of the first quarter. 

Inevitably. Liverpool began the second 
quarter with far greater intent and having 
halved their deficit with an early goal, netted 
twice in (Nick succession to take the lead for 
the very first time. Though barely deserving 
of their slender lead, Liverpool were 
beginning to show their dominance, taking 
advantage of Leeds' slack marking. Leeds 
were the-refs +re hugely relieved to 
reach half-time still only 3-2 down, though 
their reprieve was rather short lived. 

With the second half only a few minutes 
old, Liverpool scored their fourth 01 the 
afternoon from close range and appeared to 
be moving out of sight. \ ick Watson 
however had other ideas. II/s fine solo 
effort, incidcntalh his hat -i rit k, ho night-
f_eeds right back into the contest at -I 3. This 
was unfitrtunately about as g. d AS it it for 
Leeds, as within the next ten minutes 
Liverpool piled on the miser}, scoring a 
further duce times. Not content with a hat 
trick, Watson single Itandedly revived Leeds' 

Worrall defended well to a joust at the 
net but it was the Met who scored the point 
with a powerful spike down the dead centre 
of the court- The visitors dealt well with 
another Uni serve forcing Uni's Maisel to 

shank the ball. 

l of fought-  back after a difficult spell, 
putting the Met on the back foot winning 
three consecutive points with some clever 
yolk:khan. \tter a hung 1411.101C out talk 
w on the ball at the net causing the Met's 
captain to double foul, capturing the 
homeside's third point tin the bounce 
Ileads were dripping for the :pa 
)verall, the opening exchange:- 	r:• 

fought out and u was difficult 
the teams in the first set. 

As the game went on t oil t ,:uld 
morale being sapped From di( Met, v. b.. 
made unforced error after unforced error 

Man of the Match 

Nick Watson: scored 
five and was at the heart 
of everything that was 
good about Leeds. 

. ..... 
hopes with yet .inothet 
sublime strike, t hough at 	a light back 
was still highly unlikelk. 

The final quarter was largeh incidental, as 
Liverpool eased toward; victory, adding 
four goals in the process. No quarter would 
have been complete w ithout a Nick. Watson 
goal and he didn't disappoint, bringing his 
personal talk (and 
that of Leeds) ro an impressive five. 

Speaking after the 11-5 defeat. club 
captain David Dunleas y admitted that this 
year was mainly about experience for his 
young side, the majority of whom are new to 
this physically and technically demanding 
sport. Ile paid tribute to the freshers who 
had worked so hard to be ready for their 
BUS.1 opener and confirmed that 'whilst 
experience is the most important thing, I'm 
confident we can get simile great results 
:thing the way.• 

Ale visitors were hitting the ball into the 
net, shank ing shots and spiking wide. UM 
capitalised ran the Nletrupolitares weaknesses 
with a deft chip from Worrall adding 
another point for the lint. The winning 
captain was vert proud of her team. "To he 
honest- everyone helped out, encouraging 
each other. 1-..un was keeping up the team's 
spirit. Denise played really well back of court 

oh good first passes to the setter, as did 
Steph and Jo. Karen's hitting was so hard 
and fast.-  

The women's roach ChriF, I lasses-  was 
satisfied with the sect rod win of the season 
over the Met, "I think we put them under 
good service pressure, they couldn't get a 
good hit against us and we found gaps in 
their defence.-  

lint-up: L. Worrall, D. Cheung. 
Maast-1, 	 S I i, 1. k_leinrok 

Woman of the Match 
Denise Cheung: 
Played well back of 
court, with clever and 
neat passes to the setter 

BUSA Results 
Wednesday 26 October 

Men's Badmintoil 
!I tk I 

Women's Badminton 
Isis -1-113innittgbain Isis 

Men's Basketball 
kts 2.11 I./Tea:side 1st 
2ntls 63-52 	irk St_ Johns 1st 

Women's Basketball 
1st -iii s, ) 	met 

Fencing 
mcn-, 135 - 75 Durham 2nd 
\V,  itrien's 1111 - 115 Durham 2nd 

Men's Football 
1st 1- I Sheffield Hallam 
2nd 2-1 NI inhurnbria 2nd 
3rd I .2 Teeside 2nd 
4th 1-2 Tnniry anti All Saints 2nd 

Women's Football 
1st  q.013radfitrd 1st 

Golf 
1st 2-4 Central Lanes. 

Men's Hockey 
1st 3 5 Durham 1st 
2nd 5-4 York 1st 
3rd 2 14 4ths 

Uni continue winning 
streak over the Met 

411 



Men's Hockey in action in a 5-3 
defeat to Durham. Full results 
round up, Page 47. 

The Uni's 
fourth team 

[...] overcame 
Teesside 106-4. 

Netballers edge 
Newcastle 

Netball Isis 

Leeds Urn 39-34 Newcastle tsts 

The Leeds 1st netball team responded with 
great resilience from last weeks close defeat to 
Manchester. with a moral boosting 39.-34 victo-
ry over a strung. Newcastle team. I laving won 
their opening fixture against Liverpool John 
Moors, the away side would have been bunged 
going into, this fixture. Although the sides were 
evenly matched for most of the contest, it was 
the home side who eventually took the spoils. 

The match in it's crunch,  was played at a ft-an 
tic pace from start to finish, with a cat and 
mouse chase in the sant:line. The home side 
deservedly took the lead, with their defence 
marking well, frustrating the Newcastle attack, 
and acting as the pl.atform to attack. However, 
although Leeds' W ing Attack I lannah Slithr•n 
was at the heart of much of Leeds' attacking 
play, it was Newcastle will led for the maioritv  
of the first quarter. Wonderful work off the hall 
by the away side's Goal Shooter, finishing off a 
well worked move to take the score to 2-5, was  
the pick of the action. 

The home side remained calm, and following  
a great score, in which I larriet Rimmer received 
an exquisite lofted hall from Jo  Smi th, t he goal 
attack reduced the arrears to ti-8. This acted as 
the catalyst behind this particular comeback, 
with the sides eventually finishing the opening 
quarter at ') points a-piece. 

The i,ceds goal 	I :aura Smith led the 
line impressively. Although not. as tall as her 
marker, the attacker made up for this with 
classy movement off rhc ball and when given 
possession brought her fellow strike partner 
Runnier into the game well. The latter scored 
most of the home side's points and in, ist of this 
came as a result of Smith's vision. NlidwaN  
through the second quarter, Leeds took the 
game by the scruff of the neck, totalling up a 
score of15-12, The hosts began to play die ball 
.wound nicely, asking more and ml ire questions 
of Newcastle's defence. Once more, good  

marking at the back, especially the interceptions b. Dani Bartlett that kept Newcastle's lethal 
ial shooter at bay, acted as the springboard to 

attacking success. 
I ,eading  I - I 5 going in ti l the 3rd quarter, the 

home side took their foot off the gas, allowing 
the visitors rt mo much attacking license. Howev-
er. although Newcastle took it 19-18 Iced, this 
was as good as it got, and once Rimmer began 
to find the net with increasing accuracy, taking 
the home side to a 2'7-24 lead at the end oldie 
3rd quarter, the visit' its never found themselves 
in a leading position again. 

Newcastle were nut going to let the game slip 
them by so easily, and with their impressive 
Cu iuntv-level goal shouter continuing to find the 
net with regularity, I .ectls were forced to con-
centrate throughout the final quarter. However. 
in 1 larriet Rimmer, Leeds certainly have a lethal 
finisher of their own, and it was her goals that 
eventually had the overriding say on proceed-
ings. 

The Uni's forth team have had both an 
impressive week and start to the season. On 
Wednesda‘ they overcame Teesside 106-41  
Building upon last week's 59-1 demolition of 
Bradford, such a result is sure to lxide well for 
the upcoming derby versus Leeds Met on the 
21 November. Captain Laura addtd:••this is the 
First year that the fourth team have plated in 
BUS,\ and so far the results have been Fantastic. 
The squad has been playing extremely well 
together and in particular a special mention 
,nnevtardcsiedtoNgtin

o to the Match". 
 hl-,1.olt who Teesside 


